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SllttPLIFmD 

BRITISH NADlt 

DESIGNED by technicians who have made a special study 

of the service and maintenance engineers' problems, the Model 7 

Universal AvoMeter is acknowledged throughout the world as 

the one indispensable combination testing instrument. A single 

meter, yet at the touch of two simple switches it provides for any 

one of the 46 ranges of measurements for testing and tracing 

all electrical faults. 

Entirely self-contained, the Model 7 Universal AvoMeter is 

essentially portable and, above all, simple to use. It is dead-beat 

in action, has a 5-inch hand-calibrated scale with anti-parallax 

mirror, and conforms to B.S. Isl Grade accuracy requirements. 

It is fully protected by an automatic cut-out against damage 

through overload. 

Also available : 

Model 7 Reslsunce ranee Extension Unit (for 
measuremenu down to I /IOOth. ohm.) 

'40-rance Universal A vo Meter 

•Writ• for fully ducriptive p:imp.�let. 

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers 

The Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., 

Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S. W. I. Telephone : Victoria 340-4/7 
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& FAULT FINDING 
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VOLTAGE 

I 
o.c. 

Value per 
V�lue per Ranae. division 

division 0- SOmV O.S mV. 
(I mA ranee) 

SOmV. 0- IOOmV I .. 
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soo .. 0- I Volt 10 .. 

I Volt 0- s so .. 
0- 10 100 .. 
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4 0- 100 .. I Volt 

0- 200 l 
s .. 0- -400 .. 4 .. 

10 0- 500 .. s .. 
0-1,000 10 

CURRENT 

o.c. 
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division Rance. division 
SOl'A 0- lmA IO�A 

100 .. 0- 2 .. 20 .. 
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RESISTANCE 
Rance. First Indication. 
0-10,000 ohms O
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.S 0
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, 
ms l uslnc lntornal I �volt coll. 0-100,000 .. r 

0- I mecohm SO uslnc Internal 9-volt battery. 
0-10 SOO l uslnc external source of 
0-40 2,000 f A .C. or O.C. voluce. 

CAPACITY POWER DECIBELS 
0 to 20 mfd. In 4,000 0 reloronco level 

First Indication 
0.01 mfd. 

Internal resistance SO mW 

O to4 watu 
First Indication 

lmW 

-10 Ob. to 
+IS Ob, 
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You need never worry about 

PETROL! 
By changing over to Electric Vehicles now you 

not only escape wartime transport restrictions, 

but you also cut the cost of door-to-door de

liveries for all time. Moreover,' Electrics' need 

very little attention throughout their extremely 

long life, and they are very easy to drive. To get 

the best out of 'Electrics ' see that they are 

equipped with Exide-Ironclad batteries. These 

batteries stand the wear and tear of short

distance transport better than any other. They 

are made by the Chloride Company, who offer 

the most efficient service in the country. 

' , 

USE ELECTRICS 

rStill keep going when the rest have stopped' 

FUEL FOR •ELECTRICS' comes from British coal 
-saves vital shipping space and foreign exchange 

*For further details about electric 'Vehicles and batteries write co : The Chloride Electrical Storage Co. Ltd., 
Battery Traction Dept., Exide Works, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Telephone : Swinton 2orr. 
London Office: Grosvenor Gardens House, Grosvenor Garde.ns, S.W. r. Telephone: VICtoria 2299. 
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CONSTANT VOLTAGE RECTIFIER 
FOR USE WITH BATTERIES 

a Full details of the "WESTAT" constant voltage system for use with batteries, and 
the " Noregg " for use without batteries, are given in the new descriptive pamphlet 
No. 11.L, a copy of which may be obtained from Dept. P.O.E.J. 

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE• SIGNAL Co. Ltd., PEW HILL HOUSE, CHIPPENHAM, WILTS. 
Telephone : Chippenham 2255-6-7. Telecrams: Fouracre, Chippenham. 

ftepresente<I in Australia by :- Represented in Indio br, ;-
McKenzie • Holland (Au1tralla Pty., Ltd., Melbourne Saxby • Farmer ( ndla} Ltd., Calcutta 
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ELECTRICAL 

M1111 uf actur 

TELEPHONE CABLES 
Aerial, Under·grnund, Submarine 

LOADING COILS 

ELECTRIC WIRES & CABLES 
of all types 

CABLE JOINT BOXES 

OVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL 

MARINE APPARATUS 

WIRELESS EQUIPMENT FOR SHIPS 

I 
. -

o,� T•U \ o•Uil 

''••cu� 

SIEMENS BROTHER! 

WOOLWICH, LO 

Telephone : WOOL 
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PRODUCTS 

icturers of 

PUBLIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGES 

PRIVATE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 

ELECTRIC TOTALISATORS 

CELLS & BATTERIES 

Dry, Fluid and Inert 

MEASURING & RECORDING 

INSTRUMENTS 

ELECTRICITY METERS 

ELECTRIC LAM PS 

ERS & CO. LIMITED 

LONDON, S.E.18 

WOOLWICH 2020. 
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• Go far- too far you cannot. Still the farther 

the niore experience finds you� John. Fletcher 

Since it was formed, the Alton Company 

has gone both far and fast-far in the 

development of its p�oducts, fast in the 

growth of its business and the accumula-

tion of experience. But it is far from 

satisfied wilh present success. It has no 

intention of looking back on its tracks -

except to refer to the valuable lessons of 

/l/wiration shm.os an installation of Alton Ba11erit1 of merit at an 

importallt London T</ephone Exchange. 

its experience. The Company sets no 

limit to its ambition to go on improving 

its products and developing its business; 

and it ··will continue the policy it has 

invariably followed of making batteries 

of the fir t quality and carrying out re· 

plating of the highest standard at the 

lowest rates that show a reasonable pro.fit. 

aLmn 
Batteries of Merit 

THE ALTON BATTERY COMPANY LTD, 
(ltrcorporating Fuller Acc11m.,/ator Co. (1926) Ltd.), 

ALTON, HANTS. 
TelephoM Alton 2267 and 2268 Ttlqrarns •Battery, Alton' 
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YOU WANT HELP 
IN DIFFICULT TIMES LIKE 
THESE, FATHERLY ADVICE AND 
GUIDANCE IS REAL HELP 

I HAVE HELPED 

THOUSANDS OF OTHERS 

... and when I say thousands, I do not exag· 
gerate, as I can produce well over 10,000 
unsolicited testimonials from grateful students 
who, through our Postal Training, have 
achieved their life's ambition. 
During the last war many people learned how 
to write short stories, etc. To-day a number 
of them are world-famed authors. 
By becoming efficient in your vocation you 
can &ive the best service to your country and 
to yourself. The more you increase your 
carnin& power the better it is for the country 
and for younelf penonally. 

If it is your desire to make progress and 
establish yourself in a good career, write to 
us for free particulars on any subject which 
interests you, or if your career is undecided, 
write and tell us of your likes and dislikes, 
and we will give you practical advice as to the 
possibilities of a vocation and how to succeed 
in it. You will be under no obligation what
ever. It is our pleasure to help. We never 
take students for courses unless we feel 
satisfied they are suitable. Do not forget that 
success is not the prerogitive of the brilliant. 
Our experience of over thirty years proves 
that the will to succeed achieves more than 
outstanding brilliancy. 

War or no war, earning power always brings 
its possessor to the front. It is no use waiting 
for better times. The ideal opportunity 
never arrives. We have to make the best of 
existinc conditions. Therefore, delay is use
less ; it is wone, it is harmful. 

DO ANY OF THESE SUBJECTS 
LET ME BE YOUR FA THER 

INTEREST YOU ? 

D 
Acco11,.tancy Examlr>atlono Dra111htomar1ohlp. All brar1cha ,.,.... Tool Work 
AdYertlol"I al\CI Salet Hana1ement l!n11n .. rln1. All br-anches, 111bjecb P'umpo and P'umpln1 Machl,..ry 
A1rlc11ltura """ Eumlnatlono Radio Communication A.M.I. Fir• E. Examination• Ganaral Education Radio Sartlca En1ln .. rl111 Appllad Hachanlca G.P'.O. l!n1ln .. rh•1 Dapt. Road Makins and Malnta..anca Army Cartlflcatao Haatln1 &11d Vantllatln1 Salaomanohlp, l.S.M.A. Auctlon .. n and Eotata A1anb lnduotrlal Chamlotry Sanitation Aylatlon En1lnaarln1 lnotltuta of Hou1ln1 School Attandanca Oftlcar Aviation Wlrala11 lnouranca sac .. tulal l•amo. 

I 

' 
' 

-
. 

:i:.
k
1.:'�nts Jo11rnall1m Sh .. t Hatal Work 

loll an Mathematics Shlpbulldln1 
look•k .. plns, Accou,.tancy and Matriculation Shorthand {Pltmaft'ol 

Modern B1toln•• Method• Matallur11 Short Story Wrltln1 
I.Sc. (Ens.) Mlnln1. All aubjaca S-kln1 In Publlc 
l11lldln1, Archltactura and Clark of Mlnln1. Elactrlcal En1lnaarln1 Structural ln1ln .. rln1 

Works Motor En1ln .. rln1 Survayln1 
lulldan' Quantities Motor Trad• Taachan of Handicrafts 
Cambrld .. Senior School Municipal and County Entlnaan Talaphony and Tala1raphy ~ 

• 
Cartlflcata Naval Archltactura Talavlolon 

Clvll En1l-rln1 NoHI Wrltln1 Tranoport lnot. Eumo. 
Clvll Sarvlao Pattarn Hallln1 W.t1hta and Mauureo Inspector 
All Commarclal Subj- Play Wrltln1 Wal4ln1 
Commarclal Art Polloo, Speclal Co .. na Wlral•a Tala1raphy and T•l•phony 
Concrata arid Structural En1ln .. rln1 P'racaptort, Colla&& of Works M&11a1an 

If you do not sec your own requirements above, write to us on any subject. Full particulars fret. • 
I 
. 
. 
. 
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CAN YOU CHANGE 
lllY EXPRESSION! 

fl llO. !OU Ill! U Tin UTQT 
TllAT 0011moa it W&ITlllG roa. 

J'u.t. try It tor 7omteU. Tra.ce 4lr draw 

the outllu .od then put ln the featuru. 

"""' ................ o1_ 1a -·Ill ........ .. 
Pa-. - --· -. -..... Coll-

Every Department is a Complete College: 
Every Student Class to Himself 

STUDY AT HOME IN • 2 

YOUR SPARE TIME 

JO U RNALISM 

Short Story, Novel and Play 
Wrltln1 

TbeR h ro<>ot'y •Dd pleuan ill 1 ourullam. Pd. 
lu8tory Wrttl.Da'. Koappre otJoub.ip,DopUJlllal•, 
D(l n&nl.ln&lioD•, Do outnt. tll:OtH&t)'. WrtUD.c 
tor o.ewtipapeu, nonlt or p(eterH I• 11iot • stf't i 
It 11 1 •dmee lb.at CAA M •cqttlred by dlllrt.n• 
appUcaUoo and 'Pf'OPtl rulduee. It 1• tllfl tll<Mt. 
r..anaunc .. , of ma.kins pu4.1.. protlt&ble. 
Trained 1bU1t7 oolr I• ttqtdnd, we do tlw 
traJQ!Ac b7 po.it. Let u1 tell 1ou about It. . -- �� 
DEPARTMINT� OF .LITIRATUkE 24 

..._ - Dollpa, - -· .... r----=-----.. ......................... ______ ....,_ ..... __________________ �� 
eo pw ..,.1• °' C<imm«dal Ari Wotk I• 4on• by .. 1t... II' YOU ATTIND TO THIS NOW, IT MAY MAKE 

� 
tuoo Anlm .. wbo 40 tbdr wn<k ••home and ..u It to tk• A WONDERFUL Dll'Fl!lllNCI TO YOUR FUTURE 
..- blol4.... ,..,., 1Joa>a>V<161 Attl<l• 4n.w "tttal•· 

C 0 UP 0 N-euT THIS OUT 
iAif ,....., " trom Tariou.• .ouroee, ot.hert prefer lo work 

_ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
f'WM.lml �,mte\ or p&l't;Ml'ab.ip �nt. We 

�.�;:.� � ,::;.� �=�= 
To

p,::�.!!•::(!!�::.� c����! ��·.' .. �����·I·�� ............... . ................................. . 
::.�1�.��u��.!r���1:;.t1:: Your private advice about ........... ............................................. . 

Md at.a.tr of ul$1t.Ul U't.l9l•; there l• bo lJU\ft to tbe SK>e•I· (Crou out lln• which dou not apply) 
MIU.•. Lrtl ua .ead full pU"UcuW• for a raD ftlAL 
Md dttalJ• of OW' OOUl'llllt for 10\.l.f •n•ptttlOD. YOU WlJl 
bt UDdfW ao obltcalloa. wbteyer, 

J,:j:Ci:JfA I/(_ ART DEPT. 14 

NOTE ADDRESS : 

Name ....................................... . 
Address...... .. ............... . 

24, THE 

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS 

TT COLLEGE LTD., SHEFFIELD .., ... " 
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SELENIUM RECTIFIERS 

IN SERVICE No. 8 

OPERATION OF 
LARGE CIRCUIT-BREAKERS 

A
N application of the Standard Selenium Rectifier which is of great practical 
importance is the operation of circuit-breaker closing mechanism from A.C. 
supplies. As is well known, A.C. solenoids are unsatisfactory in comparison with 

D.C. solenoids for closing circuit-breakers and the use of an A.C. operating motor does 
not, in general, give the rapid closing action required by modern switchgear practice. 

The most satisfactory apparatus for converting the A.C. supply to a direct current 
for this purpose is the Standard Selenium switch-closing Rectifier. The electrical 
characteristics of a Selenium Rectifier suitable for circuit-breaker operation are 
illustrated by the oscillogram above which shows the voltage across and the current 
obtained on an inductive load which, in this instance, consisted of a coil such as is 
used for solenoid operating mechanisms. 

This oscillogram was taken during tests made to determine the suitability of the 
Standard Selenium Rectifier for circuit-breaker closing duty. 

Bulletin No. S.R. 154 gladly supplied upon request. 

Siandard Teleplto11es and Cables Limlied 
NEW SOUTHGATE, LONDON , N .11 

Telephone : ENTerprise 1234 
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS' JOURNAL 
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Baldock Frequency Control Station 
U.D.C. 621.396.7 : 621.317.361.029.6 

C. F. BOOTH, A.M.l.E.E., and 

G. GREGORY 

The article describes the frequency measuring station maintained by the Post Office for the purpose of monitoring radio 
transmitter frequencies and tracing the causes of interference to radio communication services, duties for which the Post 
Office is responsible under international agreement so far as British transmitters are concerned. The control station is 
located on a site selected for its good reception conditions and is equipped with the necessary apparatus to enable the 

frequency of intercepted signals to be measured by comparison with standard frequencies. 

I 11/rod11ctio11. 

T

HE rapid development in the art of radio 
commtmication which followed ach·ances in 
thermionic valve technique after the last war, 

together with the application of short waves to trans
mission over world-wide ranges and the ach·ent of 
hroadca-;ting resulted in a large dt:'mand for exclusive 
frequencies h:-.· countries eager to take ach·antagc of 
the unique facilitit:'s which broadcasting and long 
dist:mcc short-wave radio communication offered. 
During the period immediately following the realisa
tion of the properties of short waves, about the year 
1!12-l. thousands of frequency allocations were 
rcgistererl at the Berne International Frequency 
Burc:tu, :1ml that portion of the frequency spectrum 
known to he suitable for communication over 
clistances exceeding 100 kilometres, i.e., 15 to 
:J0,000 kc/s, was rapidly acquired for radio trans
mitters located in various parts of the world. To 
furnish a maximum number of radio communication 
channels in this frequency spectrum, regulations were 
framed by International Radio Conventions limiting 
the frequency band occupied hy each transmitter 
to the minimum necessary for the conveyance of 
intelligence by the system employed, and stipulating 
the frequency stabilitv of the emitted carrier wave. 
\\'hereas a hand width of ± 3 kc/s is sufficient for 
the modulation of a commercial telephony carrier 
waw, frequency instability of the carrier amounting 
to :::'.: O·l per cent. increases the effective hand width 
at a carrier frequency of l;i,000 kc/s to ± 15 kc,'s. 
Frequency stability of a high order is clearly of 
paramount importance, and the frequency toler:rnces 
of radio transmitters ha\·e been s11ccessivcly reduced 
by international conventions so that tolerances as 
exacting as ± 0·01 and ± O·OOii per cent. arc now 
stipulatecl for certain transmitters. Thus, the p<'r
missihle frequency deviation for a transmitter work
ing on a frequency of 15,000 kc/s and conforming to 
a tolerance of ± 0·01 per cent. is ± 1,500 c/s. :\ 
c1rrier frequency stability of this order can he 
achieve<! and maintained only hy employing some 
form of stable frequency generator, such as a piezo
electric crystal oscillator, as the transmitter carrier 

I 

w.t ,.,, so:irce, and bv rcgularlv monitoring t 111� 
frequency of the emiticd \\ave. - 1\lost transmitters 
han' been equipped with cr:-.·stal or other frequency 
control devices during the past decade, arnl a 
remarkable all-round improvement in the frequcnc\· 
stability of radio transmissions has resultecl. Despite 
this improvement, however, the congestecl state of 
the frequency spectrum, clue to the large number of 
radio stations now in operation and the narrow 
tolerances imposed, necessit:1tes r<'gt1lar snrvcillanre 
of the transmitter carrier frequencies to ensure that 
they clo not deviate beyond the stipulated limits. This 
dut\· clcvolves on the Administration or authnritv 
rcs1;onsihle for the control of radio comnn111iratioi1 
and is most conveniently performed at a central 
station equipped with interception receivers and 
precision frequency m!'asuring apparatus. The 
Post Office, as the department responsible for the 
control of radio communication in this countn·, has 
maintained a central frequency measuring station 
for some ten years and for a still longer period has 
maintained primary frequency standards at J>ollis 
Hill. 

JI istory. 
The importance of accurate frt:'quency measure

ment, and frequency stability was fully appreciated 
by delegates at the International Radiotelegraph 
Convention of \Vashington, Ul27. Article :J of the 
regulations agreed upon at that convention states :-

" The Administrations must take the measures 
necessar:-.· to assure themselves that the frequency 
mders used for the adjustment of the sending 
apparatus arc calibrated as accurately as possible 
by comparison with their national stanclanl 
inst rumen ts.'' 

"In cases of international dispute comparisons 
arc mac le by an absolute met hod of measuring 
frequencies.'' 

.\rticlc 4 states:-
" The wavt:'s emitted bv a station must l:c 

maintaine(l at the authorisl;d frcqut:'ncy as exactly 
a,.; the state of technical clevclopmenl permits, 
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and their radiation must also be as free as practic
able from all emissions which arc not essential to 
the type of communication effected." 

About lhe time these regulations were framed the 
Post Office already had in operation at Dollis Hill a 
primary frequency standard, and associated apparatus 
was available for frequency measurement purposes. 
It was realised, however, that routine frequency 
measurement and interference investigation work 
could not be adequately performed al Dollis Hill, and 
in 1020 il was decided to transfer the work to a station 
specially designed for the purpose. A semi-permanent 
station was therefore constructed at Colney Heath, 

t. Albans, and apparatus of a type generally similar 
to that in use at Doll is Hill was fitted. This apparatu 
being utilised for routine measurements was not 
required lo he capable of measuring lo the same high 
degree of accuracy. The equipment consisted of a 
sub-standard 1,000 c/s tuning fork controlling a 
1,000 c/s mullivibrator from which harmonics were 
derived and selected for the measurement, by com
parison, of intercepted signals in the range 15 to 
24,000 kc/s. Simultaneously new frequency standards 
of increased precision were installed at Dollis Hill and 
facilities were provided for performing regular 
comparisons of the Colney Heath sub-standard 
frequency with the Dollis HiU primary standard. 
The Colney Heath station was brought into operation 
in 1930, and was in continuous day and night service 
until October 193 . Similar measuring stations were 
equipped in various European countries and in the 
U.S.A. by their respective administrations, or by 
radio companies. By their combined activities in the 
investigation and removal of interference to radio 
communication services throughout the world these 
stations contributed to the marked improvement 
which modern technique has confrrred on such 
services. 

The initial overall measurement accuracy of the 
Colney l [eath station was some 
± 20 parts in 106 improved later 
to some ± 12 parts in IQ&. This 
accuracy, although adequate for the 
measurement of most transmitters 
during the period 1930 to 1035, 
fell short of the requirements im
posed when quartz crystal con trolled 
transmitters of high frequency 
stability outnumbered all other 
types after 1035. Early in 1!)37 it 
was decided to design and construct 
new frequency measuring equip
ment and to transfer the station 
from Colncy Heath to Baldock. A 
precise crystal frequency standard, 
together with associated apparatus, 
was therefore designed and con
structed at Dollis Hill, but was 
ultimately used for another purpose. 
It was replaced by a commercially 
produced frequency standard with 
additional apparatus produced at 
Dollis Hill and the new station 
(Fig. 1) was ready for operation 
in October, 1038. 

lOG 

Functions of 11 Frequency Control Station. 

The duties of a frequency control station may be 
summarised as follows :-

(i) To make routine frequency measurements of 
all radio stations under the control of the 
Administration in the range 15 lo 30,000 kc's. 
(Frequencies higher than 30,000 kc/s cannot be 
regularly intercepted at a central station.) 

(ii) To investigate and assist in the removal of 
interference to, or by, radio station , including 
amateur stations under the Administration's 
control. 

(iii) To measure the frequencie of incoming 
overseas radio telephony ancl telegraphy 
services. 

(iv) To measure, on request, the frequency of 
stations localed in various parts of the world. 

(v) To carry out observations in connection with 
the selection of suitable frequencies for new 
communication channels. 

(vi) To survey the activities of the Administration's 
amateur transmitters, and lo perform special 
interception work as required. 

The procedure adopted at the Baldock Control 
Station in dealing with interference is based on that 
employed for many years on the Anglo-Continental 
telegraphy services in soliciting the co-operation of 
distant terminals, and consists in communicating with 
offenders by service messages lransmi t led over the 
appropriate routes. The service messages, which arc 
couched in discreet, courteous terms, quote the 
measured frequencies of the stations concerned, des
cribe the nature of the interference and seek assistance 
in removing the cause. If the offending transmitter is 
localed in a country possessing a frequency control 
station, the message is addressed to that station, 
which then verifies the complaint and communicates 
with the transmitter. Despite the informal nature of 

FIG. 1.-.\l>RIAL SYSTEM. 



this proceclun· a11<l th1• ;1bsencc of any form of pressure 
it has proved satisfacton· in practice due to the spirit 
of frieIHll\· collahorat ion which clen•loped between 
the varioiis frequency control stations arnl trans
mitters in a common cnclcavour to avoid mutual 
interfcrcnn'. :\s a result, the number of intcrfen·nn· 
cases whicl1 rcquirc :\clministrative action, i.e., 
semi-cliplcimatic ncg<>tiati<>llS between the countries 
in which the stations concerned ;ire locater! is onh· a 
vcn· small perccntagc of the total. 

. 

The most con11111>11 forms of interference arc caused 
hv a tr;1nsmittcr being onhi<ll' its tolerance limits; 
excessi \'!' handwi<lt h of hea vi h· moduLttcd t elcgr;1 ph ,. 
transmittcrs, e.g., Lwsimilt• transmissions, harmonic 
radiation and kt•\· rlicks from C.\\'. telegraph�· trans
mitters. lnterfcrencc 1lue to kev clicks anrl cxcessin· 
bandwidth is often a function. of the relative tidcl 
strengths of the wanter I and interfering signals, :111<1 
can he avoi<il'd only by changing till' transmission 
path or the frerp1<·nn·. Harmonic interference i,; 
usual!\· 1·xpc·ric·ncccl if therc is appreciable harmrn1ic 
radiation ;mcl wlH·n sc;1sonal co11<litions fa,·our tlw 
propagat io11 of harmonics. Such interkn·rn-e r;111 he 
removed cit her h\· rec luring the harmonic content llf 
the transmitter, or h\· slight adjustments to its 
fundamental freq1H·nr�·. to pitch the harmonic clear 
of the wanted sig11:1l. :\s an instance of the success 
achi1•n·rl h\· t 11<• aclllptcrl procedure, it ma�· lw m1·n
tionccl th;1t the second harmonic of a Continental 
telegraph\· transmit tt·r persistent I\· ruinecl the recep
tion of a B. B.C. Empire transmission in various 
parts of t II<' world. Owing to the high frequency of 
the harmonic all<! tlw skip distance effect, the 
interference roulcl not he detected at the frequency 
control station associated with the interfering trans
mitter and was hcanl only intermittentlv at the 
British control station. �e\·tTthekss, the complaint 
was verifiecl and as a result of direct co-operation 
between th!' British frl'<j Ul'nc�· cont ml stat ion and the 
offending transmit I Pr, thl' int<'rf<·rence was compl<'lch
su ppress<'d. 

011tli11<" o( the l,rincij>I<" of Fr<"q11ouy .1lcas111'<·111,·nt 

Thl' prinripk of radio frequency mcasurenwnt i,; 
the comparison of t he unknown frequenc\· with known 
h;trmonics of a standard freq Ul'llc\·, the measuremcn t 
being mad!' b\· tlw well-known interpolation process. 
The accura<"y of measun·nwnt is rlcpenrlcnt on thl' 
accuracy of the interpolation aml of the stan<l:ml 
frequency. For precise mcasurcmenh the ess1·nti;d 
requirements are:- -

(i) The generation of a st;u1dard frequcnc�· of 
high stability. 

(ii) A precise nwt hod of llll'asuring the stancLml 
freqtll'llC\·. 

(iii) :\ knowlcdgl' of the short peri()(l stability of 
the sta11cLml frequ1·1w\·, i.e., of the mom!'ntary 
fr1·qt11•11c�· tl11<:tuat ions ;diout its mean Yalul'. 

(iv) The clc·riv;1t ion from th<' starnlanl frequenn· 
of a scri1·s of hannonic frl'q111·11cies which c:111 
he USP<l as rdcn·11n� points throw�hout the 
clc·sircd fn·qut·ncy range. 

(v) Interception of signals to be measured arnl 
their comparison with harmonic frequencic-;. 

Thl' system is illu-;tr;t!ecl in Fig. 2. ( ;iwn the harmonic 
reference frequenri!'s the interpobt io11 is perfornwd 
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with a recein•r a nc l a s Lilik frl'q Ul' l lt ·�· in terpoLtting 
oscillator. Th!' oscilhtor has an interpolating seal!' 
of high discrimination and till' osrill:itor frl'qtwncy is 
usuallv designed to he a linl'ar function of the scale 
readi1;gs. '!'he oscillator is synchro11is1·ll first with 
the signal to he me;1surccl, arnl then in turn with 
known harmonic freq1H'IH'il'S respt'cl in'!�· a hon· and 
lll'low the signal freq111·nry. Frrnn the interpolating 
scale readings for the three settings the signal 
frequency can he calnilate(l. Tims, if Fl a1ul F� 
a re the two knmn1 ha rmonir freq 11<·nri!'s respect in·! y 
a!Hln� and below the sign;d frequ1·11cy, Sl arnl S� the 
interpolating scdt• rcaclings for Fl a!Hl F�. arnl S:3 
is the interpobt ing scale reading for till' sign;tl, t lll'n 
F:3, the signal frequency is giwn by 

F� - (S:3 - S� (Fl -- F�) l (SI - S�) 

Sf>ccificalio11 11/ //zt' Fquij>111t·nt ,111d .1fc,1s1trt"11101/ 
:lcrnracy ji1r FJaldock F.r·.:..;. 

The spt•citication of the !'<Jllipnwnt 1wn•ssa1y to 
oht:1in t Ill' ;11T11r;1tT ess!'nt i:tl for the mcasun·ment 
work to ll!' perforn.wd ;1t the statilln was stringent. 
:\part from ;issoriate< l precision apparatus the 
specification called for the gcnl'ration of a stanclanl 
frcq111•1H'\' with a long peri()(l st;1hilit\· (period of 
weeks) within ;it kast �l= I part in 106 and \\·ith a short 
peri0<l stabilit>· (pl'rirnl of hours) of ::.'..: I part in HF. 
The pr()(luct ion of a st;111<lan l freq ucncy possessing 
these stabilities is most easily achieved with a quartz 
c1Tstal oscillator. The chief factor,; which affect the 
st:1hilit\· of such an oscillator ;ir!' changes in the 
cr>·stal ·arnl its mounting systL'm, in the co111po111·11ts 
of the drive circuit, in the load, ancl in the supply 
voltages. The frl'quency yariations due to these 
canscs can he made \·er�· small hy the design of the 
crystal mounting system, by 111;1i11taining th!' crystal 
at a constant ll'mperature and pressure, by the use 
of high grack components in the maintaining circuit, 
by the provision of a buffer stage hl't ween the crystal 
oscillator and the output and by employing regulated 
volt age supplies. Tl1esc features except pr!'ssurc 
control \\·ere stipubtecl in the equipment to be 
installe<L 
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The harmonic reference frequencies dcri\·ed from 
the crystal were required to cover t he frequency range 
O· l to 30,000 kc\ and to be available at dose 
frequl'ncy intcrv;;ls_ The standard frequency was 
to he cletcrminable in terms of mean solar time, and 
of the l'ost Olftcc primary standard at Dollis Hill. 
Two independent measuring po�itions 
were to lw fitted, ranges :mo to 30,000 
kc/s an<l 1-l-.'i to HOO kc/s respectiwly, 
the two positions to be capable of 
simnltaneous operation. The recciYers 
were required to be sensitive, selective, 
ancl to he fitted with rapid and 
acrur;Lte tuning devices to co\·er the 
,,.i(lest practicable frequency ranges. 
The inll-rpolating oscillators were 
stipulated to han a high inherent 
stability, and to be ht tccl with inter
polating scalrs of hi�h dbcrimination 
with linear frequency laws. A choice 
of sc,·cral aerials for the receivers was 
desirable to enable the most suitable 
aerial to he used for a particular 
frequency or measurement method. 
Finally, the batteries for supplying 
power to the equipment were requirccl 
to he lloat charged, to be niltage 
regulated to within at least + � per 
cent., and to be of suftlcient capacity 
to maintain supplies during A.C. 
mains in term pt ion� up to 2+ hours. 
The oYerall measurement accuracy of 
the complete equipment proYisio1ially 
specified was:- · 

Approximate Overall Accuracy 
Rani;c f-y s Paris in 106 

1,000 to 30,000 ± ;) 
100 to 1,000 :.!:: IO 

15 to 100 --l-- 50 

General. 
It was originally intended to equip 

the Baldock Station with one of the 
high-grade quartz crystal frequency 
standards llcvclopcd in the Radio 
Laboratories at Dollis Hill. A stan
dard could not, however, he released. 
It was therefore decided to substitute 
it, for a time, bv a commcrcialh· 
produced frequenc)' standard, and t-o 
design the complete installation around 
the commercial unit. The standard 
selected was a l\Iarconi-Ekco Type 
482-C instrument. In addition to 
generating a standard frequency the 
instrument provides a comprehensive 

... 
;,!, 
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amount of atldit ional radio and audio frequency 
apparatus was necessary. The normal frequency 
comparison range of the -i82-C instrument, lfJO- to 
30,000 kc/s, is governed by the ranges of its two 
interpolating oscillators. To extend the range to 
co\'Cr the important long wave b�11Hl L!O to U-fi kc.ls 
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series of harmonic frequencies, and 
includes two interpolating oscillators, 
a crystal controlled clock and a 

HROPQWER I.NT 

listening post. It is, there fore, an 
asscmblyof apparatus for the measure
nwnt of unknown frequencies suitably 
presented to it. For compliance with 
the specification of the Baldock 
Station, however, a considerable 
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an additional interpolating oscillator was necessan·. 
In the measuring process the interpolating o"cillator 
outputs are employed to heterodyne the recein'd 
signab, an operation involving the use of coupling 
ancl attenuator units. "elective rccei\·ers and supple
mentary apparatus to enable precise measurements 
to he made in the frequency range not catered for h�· 
the 4H2-C instrument. Furthermore, the determina
tion of the standard frequency in terms of mean 
solar time cannot accurateh· be made without the aid 
of a chronograph. \\'ith ·the exception of the two 
commerci:d rcceiYcrs and the chronograph the 
aclditional app:tratus was dcsignecl and constructed 
hy the l'ost Otlicc. 

Dcscriptio11 of th<' /:'q11if>mml. 

The complete eqnipnwnt is shown in Fig. 3. \\'ith 
the apparatus shown, the standard frequency can he 
determined in terms of mean solar time and of the 
P.O. primary standard. Simultaneous frcquenc�· 
measurements can he maclc at the short wave position, 
HiO to 400 ancl ;iOO to :m.ooo kc/s, and at the long wan 
position 14·;) to HOO kc;'s. Alternatively, the long wave 
position can he usccl for interception work in the 
range 14·;i to :31,000 kc\. 

Jlarcn11i-Ekco 7)•f>c 4H2-C I11slm111ml. 

The type 4H2-C instrument is designed to operate 
from float-chargccl 20ll V H.T. and 2 V LT. batteries, 
the potentials of which arc maintained scnsibh· 
constant by manual regulation of controls located 
on its power supply panel. In addition to improvecl 
smoothing and voltage regulation the use of float
charged batteries renders the apparatus immune from 
normal mains interruptions. The associated multi
vibrators arc critical to supply variations exceeding 
± 2·5 per cent., and for this reason it was found 
desirable to protect the batteries from wide tempera
ture changes. The LT. battery is fitted near the 
apparatus racks to reduce niltage drop in the 
cabling and the H.T. battery which is housed in an 
expose<l battery hut is maintainetl at about lH deg. C 
with a thermostaticallv controlled heater. These 
precautions enable the s'upplies to be regulated within 
± 1 ·0 per cent. 

Fig. 4 shows a block schematic of the various units 
and their functions. The master oscillator includes a 
2;30 kc/s quartz crystal of low temperaturc
frequcncy coefficient, temperature but not pressure 
controlled, in an oven maintained at {){)deg. C by a 
bridge type thermostat. The drive circuit employs 
a double triode valve and somewhat resembles a 
rnult ivibrator circuit in which one of the anodc
grid coupling condensers is replaced by the crystal, 
the coupling being ineffective except at the series 
resonant frequency of the crystal. Provision is made 
for adjusting the oscillation frequency, coarsely by 
the crystal air gaps, and linely with a variable 
capacitor, the respective total frequency changes 
being ± 50 and ± 7 parts in 106. The coarse adjust
ment is provided for initial lining-up purposes and 
the fine adjustment to compensate for ageing of 
components and change of the drive valve. The 
oscillator is protected from output load variations by 
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a buffer stage, the anode circuit of which is tuned 
to the crystal fourth harmonic, 1,000 kc/s. 

An output of the buffer is taken to the multivibrator 
unit and caused to control a 1,000 kc!s multivihrator 
which forms part of a frequency 'dividing chain 
consisting of five multivibrators synchronised with 
each other at decade intervals from 1,000 to 0· 1 kc/s. 
The multivibrator series provides a spectrum of 
harmonic frequencies extending from 100 c/s to at 
least 30,000 kc,'s. Outputs from each multivibrator 
arc available, and by switches can be connected to 
the listening post clctector valve. The switches 
enable the output from any multivibrator to be 
selected, or combined, according to the frequency 
range and harmonic intervals desired. Thus, with an 
interpolating oscillator output also connected to the 
detector valve, the oscillator frequency can be 
synchronised with multivibrator harmonics, i.e., with 
standard frequencies throughout the frequency range. 

Two interpolating oscillators arc incorporated 
in the 482-C instrument, the effective combined 
frequency range being 150 to :30,000 kc/s. Each 
oscillator is calibrated directly in kc's and is provided 
with continuously variable coarse and line tuning 
controls, the latter being employed for the inter
polation. The interpolation accuracy is better than 
± 10/106 over the complete range. 

The listening post is a simple detector-amplifier 
with switching facilities to enable an operator to 
listen to the audio output of an associated receiver 
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or to bcah hl't ween thL' intcrpolat ing 
oscillator and a mult i\·ibrator harmonic 
or hl't\\'lTn the oscillator ancl a signal to -;;-
hC' ml'asurC'<L �e 

To enable the cr\'stal oscillator to be :1 6 
r<)llll)are<l \\'ith 111e�ln solar t in1e a s\·n- Q +1 :;";a: 

0 

chronous 50 c/,; clock is driH·n by· an .,., §l 60 

� 
I 
I 

l 

/i CURVE A 
arnplitied output of the 0·1 kr,.'s 1nulti- � 5 
\'ibr;1\or. The clock is tit \eel with contacts � � 
for the t ra1hmissio11 of D.C. pubes to g: � 
;1 double pen reconler hy \\'hich its rate � � 
is com1)ared with time signals. In addition Q � 

' / I " 

NffiMAL INTERPOLATION (METHOD A) 
c AF INTERPOLATION (METHODC) 

40 

'< ill to the unib described the 482-C rack � '!}_ 
was extended at Dollis Hill to ;1ccom- "'"' 
mo<late the interpolating oscillator con pl ing � R 
a1Hl attenuator panel ancl the al'rial 
termination panel shown mounted abon· 
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the interpolating oscillators. These panel,; 1-'1<; S. 
were <lesignecl to afforcl facilities for 
\'ar ulb coupling, attenuating and switching 
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functions rcquirctl in the measurcnwnt of signals. 
In fnrt her references to the master oscillator of t 11(' 

482-C instrument the term suh-sLuHLml will he use<l 
to differentiate between it and the Dollis Hill stan<Lml 
of freqm•nc:-;. 

.·lssuci11frd .·lppar11!11s. 

Nack 1 (Short wa\'e position). This rack contains 
an audio frequenc�· amplitier USl'<l to n·Iay tmw from 
the 1,0llll c 's mult i\'ihrator to J)ollis Hill for frcqucnc\' 

comp:tri,;ons with the stambnl, an awlio frequcnc�· 
oscillator, a H.I< .. O. reccin•r, a clonblc pen recorder 
antl power supply unit,.;. The A.F. o,.;cillator is 
L'mployl'<l to inrrea,.;e the interpol;ttion accuracy as 
explai1w<l latcr. It is of the bc;tt frcquenn· t�·1)(', has 
a range of from �UO to 8,000 c_·,_ and is \'ery stable in 
frequency. The llonhle pen reconkr is ;t '.\farconi type 
UG i instrument, comprising a ,.;ynchronous motor 
which clraws tape at uniform spet·<l beneath two pens. 
The ckctromagnct which opcratl',.; one pen is con
nected to the suh-starnhnl cn·,;tal dock an<l is 
impube<l at ,.;ernncl intt•r\'ab, iht• impulses being 
recordc<l on the tape 10 ems. ap:trt. The elcctrn
magnct ;issociated with the other pen is conm'l'\('(l 
in the ano<k circuit of a rectifier \'al\'e, arnl is 
impubcd by I he auclio output of a rccei\·cr. The 
recci\'er output Illa\· ht• a rerei\'e<l time signal such as 
is emitted ll\· lfogby lfadio, �auen, l'tc., or the low 
frequeIH'\' heat bet Wt'l'll a signal to he measured an<l �t 
harmonic produced in the multi\'ihrator scrie,;. The 
instrument can tlHts bl' used for comparing the CI">'stal 
clock time with ..;ta1Hhnl ti me signal,; an<l for mt•a,;ur
ing heat frequt•nciL·,; ag.tinst cryst;tl dock ,.;t'<'oll<b. 
The method.; employl'cl are <liscussl'd later. 

Rack :3 (Long wan· position). Rack :3 cont;tins an 
interpolating oscillator, range 14·;) to 600 kc,'s, 
:\larrnni-Ekco recciwr, harmonic switching unit, 
h:mnonic amplifier, listening post and power units. 
The interpolating u;cillator is directly calibrated in 
frequency. Coarst' and fine tuning controls arc pro
\'ich·tl, the latter which ha,.; a linear frequency· law 
being used for the interpolation. The o 

. 
.;cillatory 

circuits comprising ten ,.;witched ranges, arc containerl 
in a t hcrn10 . .;t at ic:t!ly cont rollecl on·11. The power 

llO 

supjilics arc ohtainecl from \·olt;tgt• regulate<! float 
chargecl bat tl'rics. The int<•q)()lation accuracy for 
SL'\'l'n ranges nf the oscillator is shown in Fig. 5. 
The maximum possible l'rror \·arit's from -!:: !18 parh 
in 106 at 28 kc/s to ± 1 part in 1()6 at HOO kc/s. 
Cur\'c C shows the increased accuracy obtainable 
when the A.F. oscillator is employed to measure the 
audio beat between a signal ancl the interpolating 
oscillator as <lcscribcd later. 

The harmonic switching aJJ(l at tt•1111ator unit is 
pro\'idcd to t'nable outputs of the 48�-C instrument 
10, 1 and U· l kc s mnltivibrators to ht• selected an<l 
made available ;tt the long wave measuring position. 
The selected mult ivihrator out puts an• t hl'n fed to 
a harmDnic amplifier, the output uf which is taken to 
the detector \'alvc of the long wan· liste11ing post 
together with an output of the long wa\'e interpolating 
uscillator. Th<' harmonic switching unit is also lhl'd 
to enable an operator to :--

(i) Listen to the intt'rpolating oscillator s�·n
d1ronisl'<l with a multivibrator harmonic. 

(ii) l.i,.;ten to a rl'ceiVl'<l signal hl'tt'r(l(l\·nt'tl ,,·ith 
the interpobting oscillator output. . 

(iii) ListPn to the recl'i\'l'r signal. 

Suitable attenuating facilities arc ;1vaibble for 
each of the abon' functions. 

Illumination for the racks is l1y sl1a<kd, ;t<ljustahle 
striplights. 

N.t'ct'i1·i11g System. 

. l,·riah 11111! l:'11rth System. 

Due to the necessity for omni-clirectional ren·ption 
o\'cr the entire commercial frequency range 14·ii tu 
30,000 kc/s, aIHl to the installation of scnsiti\'C 
receivers, a simple arrangement of three short wave 
an<l one long wa\'c aerials w:ts provided and erected 
on four 45 ft. poles. The aerials arc titted with static 
discharge devices at the recei\'ing room winclows, 
and arc led to the apparatus rack on coaxial cables. 
Here they arc connected to the aerial \l'rmination 
p:rncl above lfack 2 for select ion as required. The 
ca rt h system consists of copper wires ra<liat ing from 
the receiving room, buried in low-lving <hmp ground. 



H.R.O. Rcccz;·cr. 

This receiver is of Americ an ong1n and is widely 
used in this country on account of its compact con
sl ruct ion, good design an cl performance. The range 
of the receiver fiO to 30,000 kc 's (except the I.F. 
hancl 400 to r;oo kc /s) is co\·ered with nine sets of 
roib clesigned to slide into the receiver body . Single 
dial tun ing is emplo�·ed with reduction ge aring and 
an open scale. Ease of operatio n, together with rapid 
tuning facilities, and the provision of a crystal filter, 
.\.(;.r. ancl T.F. heat oscillator render the receiver a 
wry ,.;uitah lc instrument for use with fre quency 
mc;i-;uring equipment. Its chief drawback is the 
I. F. gap ment ionecl. 

.1larco11i- Lkco R.(; :n Rccci<'CY. 

The range of this receiver is from 14·;) to :H,000 kc's 
in nine switched stages. Single dial tuning is employed. 
lh· suitable coupling the receiver frequency is 
in dicatecl clircctly in kc,'s, and a more precise setting 
is giwn h�· a counting dial which registers a set of 
figure,.; corre,.;ponding to the tuning for a particular 
frequcnn· or station. Three intermediate frequencies 
arc u,.;ccl, the required I.F. being automat ically 
,.;ell'ctccl as the range switch is rotated. The sensitivity 
of the rercivcr over the greater part of ib range is 
such that a C.\\·. sign:tl of a 211\'.nwter produce,.; an 
output of 1 m\\'. 

:\[ETl!Ol>S OF :\[E.\SlJJ{E�!E:\T 
])t'l<'l'111i1111tio11 of the S11b-sta11dard Freq11c11cy. 

(<1) !!I Tams of .1lcan Solar Time. 
Th(' sn 1chronous clock is driven by the 100 c/s 

multi\·ih.r:ttor , ancl a,.; the multivihratc)rs arc rigidly 
lorkccl to each other ancl arc controlled hv the crvstal 
o"cillator, the clock rate is a function �if the I;lCan 
CITS( a I freqnenc�-. The clock i-; cle,.;igned to keep 
preri"e mean solar t ime when the mean crystal 
frequenn· is precisely 2;30 kc ,'s. If the mean cry,;tal 
frequenn· cliffcrs from 2;)() kc/s, then the rate of the 
clock, expressed as a fraction of its nominal valur. 
is equal to the actual frequency of the s ub-standard 
•N·illator expressc<l as a fraction of its nominal 
y;t\u(', 2;)0 kr, s. The clock time is comparccl w ith 
starnbrcl t ime signals emitted by Rugby Radio 
clai]\· h\· mea-.;uring on a double pen recorder tape the 
cli,.;placement of the crystal dock seconds from 
r•msecut in' t imc sign a Is separated 
h\· 24 hour intervals. The linear dis
pLtccmcnt of the clock reference second 
on the tape is measured to within 

IKc/S 
sue-

± 0·02 cm., i.e.,± 0·002 seconds for each of six signal,; 
(O!l;J;), O!lf>U, etc., to 1000 G.:'11.T.), and the average 
of the results is used to compute the me an crysta l 
frequency in the manner shown by the example of 
Fig. 6. The reference second preceding the time 
signals is identified, either from the clock seconds
hand position when the time signals are heard in the 
receiver telephones, or from the minute impulses 
which the clock also transmits to the recorder. 
The accuracy of the determination is dependent on 
a number of factors, the chief of which is usually the 
error of the time signal itself. Including a time signal 
rrror of up to -1= 10 m illiseconds on a 24-hour interval, 
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the accuracv of the dcterminat ion is within a hout 
± 2 parts iii 107. 

(b) !11 Terms of the J)ollis Hill Standard. 
l{egular checks of the sub-standard frequcnc�· arc 

made by comparison with the standard maintained 
in the radio laboratories at Dollis Hill. Fig. 7 shows 
a block schematic of the system emplcl\·ecl. :\n output 
from the Baldock 1 kc.'s mult iYihrator is ampliticcl 
and transmitted on·r an order wire to I>ollis Hill 
\\·here it is tiltcrecl and cati,.;ed to control a 1 kc/s 
multi\·il>rator. A harmonic of the multi\·il>rator, 
100 kc 's is then selccte<l, filtered in a CJTstal tilter, 
and h�terodync d with a corresponding. frequency 
output of the stand·ml, clerived in a similar manner. 
The resultant rectified heats are c:tusecl to mark 

CONST 
VOLUMIE 

AM�llfl[A 

• •c/S 
5'0 

FIG. 7-APPARATUS FOR THE MEASURE�IENT OF 1,000 c/s 
To�rn AT RADIO FREQl"E:-.:cY. 
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the tape of a double pen siphon rcconlcr which is 
also 111arke<l at second intervals by impulses from the 
stancLml driven phonic clock. The beat frequency is 
<ktermine<l from the tape record to within ± U·Ol c,'s, 
and the sense of the beats is found by substituting 
the stambrd frequcncv with a source of different 
known frequency. The comparison accuracy at 
100 kc/s is within ± ii parh in 108. The co111p:1rison 
is co111pll'le<l in two or three minutes; thus the 
measuren1t·nt obtained ma\· be tcrnw<l the "in
stantan<·ons " Yalue of the

· 
sub-starnlanl freqnenn· 

as clistinct fro111 the mean y;tluc onT a i4-hour 
period gi wn hy the Bahloc k ell'! er mina t ions in t l'rms 
of mean sob r time. Thl' Dollis Hill and Bahlock 
Yalues usu; i ll\· agree to within less than i: ;) p;trts 
in 107, an<l till' checks thcrdorc , provi ck <'Yi<kIH'<' 
that the <h\·-t<Hia\' stahilit\· of the suh-standard is 
"f this "nh·1:. 

. 
. 

'11-:.\Sl'RDIF:\T OF l( F C F l \' F ll SJ(;>;,\LS 

.lfrtlwd . I. .\"ormal I 11/a f>olat iu11 (Ra 11g<' 14-.i /n 
:!O,OOtl kc s). 

l n this met h()(l, which is cmplo�·c<l when ext remc 
accuracy is not esse ntial, the signal is tune<! in the 
rccein·r ancl heterrnlyned with an output of the 
interpolating oscillator as shown sdtematicalh· in 
Fig. 8. The oscilla tor is ,;\·nchronisc'Cl with the ,;]gnal 

Fil;. 8 --:'llETHon ,\. XoR�L\I. 1:-.:TERPOL\ no:-.:. 

frequency, and with adjacent harmonics respective!�· 
abm·e and below the signal frequency as pre\'iously 
described. For example, assume that the frequency 
of a signal to be measured is known from the rccei\·er 
calibration to be in the region of ii,000 kc/s. The 
appropriate tuning scale of the H.F. interpolating 
oscillator is alignc<l with a multivibrator harmonic, 
in this example the fifth of the 1,000 kc/s multi
Yibrator, so that the scale pointer checks with the 
calibration (ii,000 kc/s) when the oscillator frequency 
is exactly synchronised with the harmonic frequency. 
The oscillator output is connected to the rccei\·cr 
at•rial and the oscillator line control \'aried to hetero
dyne the signal. At precise synchronism of the 
oscillator and signal frequencies the interpolating 
scale pointer reading is noted and the oscillator is 
then synchronised with adjacent multivibrator 
harmonics. (For this purpose the 100 and 10 kc, s 
multivibrators arc switched to the listening post 
detector.) From the oscillator scale the adjacent 
harmonic frequencies arc given as (say) 5,030 and 
5,0-lO kc/s. The scale readings for the harmonics and 
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sign<tl are reconled arnl the ('alc11lation with 
rcprcsentati\'e figure,; is:---

Interpolat ing scale r<'a<ling for ii,o:w k(',s 1:ri 
Interpolating scale reading for ii,040 kc s :l.>i 
Interpolating scale reacling for signal iO-l 

�ign:tl frrqul'ncy - ;")o:lO kc's 
,(i04 - l:l7) 

JO 
• . I (:l:>i -- I :!7) 

;),O:l:l· l kc s. 

The dl'tc'rminat ion of precise S\'11chro11is111 lwt\l't'l' l l 
the os('ilbtor an cl signal arnl l >l't ween the os('illator 
an<l rdt•re1we harnwnics is achit'\'t'<l b\· inj<'•·t i11g :t 
1,000 c,'s tone (ob t ainell from the I h,; m11lti
\'ihrator) into thl' lis\ \'ning post tl'kpho111 ·s. Th<' 
oscillator frequeIH'\" i,; then allj11ste ll to he I ,000 c s  
abon· the signal and harmonic fr l'qtu·ncies. Tlw 
resulting beat tonl', 1,000 c s, can thl'n lw 
synchroni,;ell exact!\· with tlw inj! 'rted tonl'. Tl1t· 
accurac\' of nwasurement is 1kpe 11 <lent Oii t IH· error 
of the CITstal from its nomin;il frequ1·nn· . thl' 
accuran· of discrimination and I i1wari t \" of t I w i 11 t er
pola ting scak and th!' <!rift of the. in terpobt ing 
oscillator during the ,;>·n chronising pr<>cl'sses. The 
maximu m o\'erall nwasnrenwn t nror is - ! l O 106 in 
the range L30 to :m,oookc> ancl +JOO 106 for the 
range 14·;) to };)() kc/s. 

Jletltod 13. I 11/a-.llod11latio11 (Rang,· 1,000 to 
:30,000 kc s). 

In this method it is es,;rnti;d that the sign:tl 
frcqm'IH'>' he known a pprox imately as is the cast' in 
near!\· all rout inc measurements. If 11nknown, I he 
appn.iximate frt•quenc>· may quickly be found ll\· 
'.\let hod :\, thing direct Yisual interpolation from the 
interpolating o,;cillator scale. 

The principle of measurement ( Fig. 9) is one in 
which the frequency of a harmonic from the 1,000 kc ,; 
multivibrator, 1,000 n kc/s, is modulatell by· an 
output from the interpolating oscillator, fo, the fre
quency of the oscillator being adjusted so that the sum 
or difference frequency, 1,000 n -1 fo or 1,000 n - fo, 
is coincident with the signal frequenc\· fs. Then, 
from a knowledge of fo, of the harmonic order 
n and, according to whether the sum or diff erence 
frequency is employed, fs is determined. The \'alue 
of fo is determined in the normal manner bv direct 
measurement and pre-knowledge of the appr;>ximatc 
\'aluc of fs indicates both the harmonic ord('r and t hc 
sign of fo. 

The advantage of this method is that the actual 
interpolation frequency is reduced from fs to fo, 
fo being arranged to lie within the range l;iO to 
1,000 kc,1s. As the maximum possible value of the 
interpolation inaccuracy in cycles 'second clecrcascs 
from ± 150 c/s at a frequency of lii,000 kc s to 
± IO c/s at a frequency of 1,000 kc, s, the o\'erall 
measurement accuracy is increased approximate!\· 
};)0, IO times by performing the interpolation at 
1,000 kc/s rather than on lii,000 kc /s. The maximum 
interpolation error in the rang� 150 - 1,000 kc .'s is 
less than ± IO c/s, so that the overall error in the 
range in which the system can be usefully employed, 
1,000 - 30,000 kc/s, is the sum of the error in the 
sub-standard, normally -1= 5/Hl7, and the interpolation 
error < 10 c/s. The maximum error of nwast1renwnt 
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for frequencies in the range 1,000 to 30,000 kc s IS 
illustrated by the curve in Fig. 10. 

Method B is used for most routine short-wa\"e 
measurements. 
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.lfrthod C. . I 11dio�/i·cquc11(\' l ntcrpolc1tion (Rang<' 14·.i 
to 1,000 kc s). 

This method is used in conjunction with �[ethod . .\ 
to increase the measurenwnt accuracy on long arnl 
medium waYes. The met hod is usecl chiefly in the 
r ang\� l ·hi to liOO kc, s at the long-wave measuring 
po.;i t ion. The audio freq uenn· oscillator is emplo�·ed 
to measure the Yalue of the beat frequency between 
a signal to be measured ancl the interpolating oscillator 
with which the signal is lwtcrocl�·necl, sec Fig. 11. 

Fl!;. 11. :\II:Tl!<ll> C. .\.F. h l!·.l<l'<>I \II<>" . 

The . .\ . F . oscillator is tirst calibrate1l with an output 
from the 1,000 c,'s multi\·ihrator. The interpolating 
oscillator is then s\·nchroniscd with a multiYibrator 
harmonic separate;! in frequency from the signal to 
be measured by an audio frequency. The frequency 
of the beat tone produced between the interpolating 
oscillator and the sig11al is then nwasurnl with the 
.\.F. oscillator, and is giwn directlv hv the A.F . 
oscillator calihration. The sense of the licat tone is 
readily determined by altering the frequrncy of the 
interpolating oscillator in a known direction arnl 
observing the resultant change in the beat frequency. 
The measurement accurac>· depends almost entire!\· 
on the stahili t y of t he.\ .F. and interpolating oscillators 
during the comparison period. The stahilit�· of the 
long-wa\"e interpolating oscillator is such that the 
frequency drift during a measurement occupying one 
minute is less than::'.:: o-:l c sat so kc, s. The freqm'nc�· 
drift of the A.F. oscillator during the same period is 
::'.:: O·l c/s. The total error due to oscillator drift is 
thus within ± ;) parts in 106 at a frequency of 80 kc/s. 
In this wa\" the accurac\· of measurement is increased 
as shown · in Fig. 5, \\�here cur\"e A represents the 
measurement accuracy with method A and curve C 
the accuracv attaine(i with method C. �lcthod C is 
Yerv useful · for measurements of the band width of 
woi>bled telephony carriers and aYoids the neccssit�· 
for making two measurements of the carrier frequencies 
F 1 and F2, corresponding to minimum and maximum 
wobbler capacitor positions at the transmitter. 

.llctlwd D. Direct bcllting of a signal 1cith a lzllrmrmic 
and rccordi11{!. the heats aglli11st crystal cloc/;: 
seconds. 

Due to r ecording limitations this method can onh
he used for signab the frequencies of which are 
within about ± 30 c s  of a multiYibrator harmonic. 
The signal is hetcro<l�·ned 1lire ct l>· by an output from 
the multivibrator series connected to the aerial. 
The resultant slow heats, less than :10 c/s, arc rectified 
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and applied to one pen of the double pen recorder. 
the other pen of which is actuated by seconds impulses 
from the crystal-controlled clock. The beats arc 
recorded on the recorder tape against crystal clock 
seconds and mav he measured to an accuracy of 
O·I c/s. A block ·schematic of the method is giYen in 
Fig. 12. In order to make the slo\\' heab amlible, 

� 
-�-' 

FIG. 12. -\li-:r11u1J lJ. l>rni-:cr BE.\TI""· 

TAP'[ 

the (loable-beat system is employed, in which an 
interpolating oscillator output is caused to produce 
a convenient arbitrary beat tone with the signal. 
l'nder these conditions the interpolating oscillator 

frequency has no influence on the heat frequency 
bet \\'cen the signal and the harmonic. The sense of 
the heats is determined by momentarily altering the 
harmonic frequency with the crystal pre-set fine 
control capacitor, and noting the change in ]>(•at 
frequency between signal and harmonic as the 
harmonic frcquencv is mm·ed \\'it h respect to t he 
signal. The overall measurement accuratT is 
determined b\· the error of the cn·stal arnl amimnt s 
to sonw + 5 parts in 101. · 

l'1mFOIUL\:\CE oF THE Sni-SL\:\I>.\RD 

The performance of the lT\'st al oscillator short]\· 
after its installation at B;;]dock was some\\'h;;t 
erratic. I<andom frequenc�· variations of some :::l� :i 
parts in 106 occasionallv occurre(l, the cause of which 
\\'as traced to the cr�:stal mounting s�·stem. Th(• 
su�1wnsion was corrected and the crystal gaps \\'ere 
adJ listnl. As a result, the subsequent performance of 
the crystal has been verv satisfactorv. Throughout a 
period of six months erniing June, l!J4o, the maximum 
crystal frequency variations as dct ermined at Baldock 
from time signals were of the order of ± ;) parts in 
107 about a mean value some I or � parts in 107 
hcl_ow the specified frequency. Fig. 13 sho\\'s the 
daily mean crystal frequency according to the 
Baldock clcterminat ions for the period December bt, 

1!13!1, to February 7th, l!l-10. The figure also shows 
periodical checks of the "instantaneous " or short 
period value as measured at Dollis Hill by comparison 
with the standard, together with two corrections for 

time signal errors. The graphs arc typical results 
::md indicate that for consi(krahJc. periods the error 
of the crystal does not exceed about :t 3 parts in 
HP and that the " instantaneous " value as given hy 
the Dollis Hill measurements is normally in agreement 
with the Baldock mean value to within less than 
::'.::: :l parts in 107. Apparent frcquenry (kviations of a 

relatiwl�· large order arc often due to imprecisi on 
of the time signals. Corrections for time signal 
errors arc issued hv the Roval Obscrva t orv Im t are 
not available for i;nme<liatc applirat ion. · 

OVERALL :\[EASl'lff�IE:\T :\nTIL\CY 

From the foregoing it is seen that the sub-standard 
frequency can safely be assumed to be within some 
=;)parts in 107 of its specitied frequency at all times. 
l'criodical check,; of the Bal<lock F.C .S. overall 
measurement accuracy have been made by two 
methods. First!\', a list of radio stations was selected 
an<l their carrier frequencies were measured simul
taneously at Baldock and at Dollis Hill. The Baldock 
measurclnents were made in terms of the sub-standard 
and the Dollis Hill measurements in terms of the 
standard. Despite the fact that this test was made 
shortly after the opening of Baldock F.C.S., when 
the staff were rehtivclv unfamiliar with the new 
equipment, and the clifti�ulty expcrienc('(l in exactly 
sn1chronising the measurement tinws, the agreement 
het\\'een the Baldock and Doll is I [ill tigures \\'as 
good. The maximum difference \\'as -1·;) parts in 106 
and the a vcrage difference less than -!: � part s in 106 
The second check is regularly carried out in peace 
t imc arnl consists in measuring the standard frequency 
transmissions radiated quarter]�· from the �. l'. L. 
transmitter G5H\\' on l,iSO kc.'s. The measurement,; 
;ire made at Baldock h\· hcter.o(l\·11i11g t Ill' standanl 
tLt1hmission \\'ith a hani1011ic, l ,iHO kc s derived from 
the suh-staJHhrd, and bv nwasuri11g the resultant 
rectitied beab against cr.\·stal clock seconds. The 
l>ollis Hill results arc sim\larlv obtained except that 
a harmonic of the standard is lbC<l. The transmission 
occupies nearly an hour and measurements arc made 
c\·erv ten seconds throughout the transmission. The 
freqt1ency of the transmission as (ktermine(l at 
Baldock and at Dollis Hill usuallv agrees within a 
few parts in 107. \\'ith these checks, and the regular 
measurements of the crystal freqm·nc:-.· in terms of 
the Dollis Ifill standard, the overall measurement 
accuracy of the Baldock station is cstablishe(l and 

maintained at a high onlcr. 
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� i... " -•- BALDOCK C�PVTED t.A[AN ��U( 24 HOUR PERIODS 
® DOLLl5 HILL lNSTANTANEOUS VALUE, 
e BALDOCK COMPUTED VALUE AfTER CORRECTION f'OR 

TIU( S�NAL ERRORS. 

FIG. 13.-C'OMPARISON OF flALllOCK FREQUENCY SUB-STANDARD, WITH THE DOLLIS IfILL STANDARD, DEC. !ST, I 939, TO 
FEB. iTH, l!l40. 
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Insulating Gaps as a Remedy to 
Electrolytic Action C. E. C. SKUSE 

U.D.C. 620.193.7: 621.315.221 

The author illustrates how insulating gaps in the sheaths of lead-covered cables may be used to eliminate damage due to 
electrolytic action from stray currents. 

I11trod11ctio1i. 

T
HE corrosion of lead-covered cables due to 
electrolytic action may be divided under the 
following headings :-

] . .\'atural c11rre11t electrolysis, i.e., electrolytic 
action by currents of small magnitude self
propagated between points of varying potential 
within the cable system, arising from natural 
causes. 

2. Stray current. electrolysis due to the passage of 
stray currents fo and from the cable system, 
the main sources of such stray currents being 

(n) Leakage from D.C. traction systems using 
uninsulated rail returns. 

(b) Electro-chemical action between the soil 
and metallic conduits. 

Corrosion under the first heading is not usually 
very rapid, due to the small magnitude of the current. 
and insulating gaps arc not normally considered as a 
remedy to such corrosion-although should repeated 
failures occur in such an area, insulating gaps fitted 
at carefully selected points should minimise the 
sheath current flow, if not completely eliminating it. 

Under the second heading corrosion by stray 
currents is by far the most dangerous, current values 
in excess of 2 amperes being frequently recorded in 
the sheaths of cables adjacent to D.C. uninsulated rail 
return traction systems and of several hundred 
milliamperes in the sheaths of cables in earthenware 
conduit having their sheaths in physical contact with 
cables in isolated sections of metallic conduit. The 
British Post Office is, as a result of a large scale 
experiment, endeavouring to protect underground 
cable systems from electrolytic corrosion by breaking 
the electrical continuity of the cable sheaths at 
suitable points. 

Where insulating gaps have been fitted in cable 
sheaths at the time the cable was laid, no case of 
electrolytic corrosion has been brought to notice. 
This method of protection has a considerable 
advantage over all but one of the other known 
methods inasmuch as it can be applied to existing 
cables in situ. 

It is mainly the purpose of this article to illustrate 
the methods adopted and the results achieved by the 
use of insulating gaps in localities where corrosion 
has occurred. 

Ins11/nling Gaps and the Method of Fitting. 

An insulating gap consists essentially of a break 
in the continuity of the lead sheathing of a cable 
achieved by cutting a ring of lead approximately 
! in. in width from the cable sheath. 

F1G. 1.-GAP FILLED WITH RUBBER TAPE. 

The mechanical components of an insulating gap 
are a split rubber sleeve and a bolted metal coupling 
to fit over the sleeve, in order completely to seal the 
rubber on to the cable and obtain a completely 
rigid finish. 

The gap in the sheath is filled by wrapping, under 
tension, adhesive rubber tape to the level of the 
sheathing (Fig. 1). The cleaned and roughened 

F1G. 2.-CABLE TAPED FOR 10 IN. 

sheathing is then wrapped for approximately 10 in. 
with an even lapped layer or layers of rubber tape 
again applied under tension and in one length per 
layer (Fig. 2). The last point is important in that a 
joint in the wrapping would not allow the rubber 
sleeve to scat evenly. Over this is placed the split 
rubber sleeve (Fig. 3) which should, as previously 

Fie. 3.-AooinoN OF SPLIT Ruae1rn SLEE\'E. 

mentioned, scat evenly, with a tin. gap between the 
cut faces. The metal coupling painted on the inside 
fits over the rubber sleeve, and the fixing bolts 
should be tightened consecutively round the coupling 
until the flanges of each half reach the spacing 
washers. An air pressure test is applied to prove that 
the gap is airtight and the whole fitment is then 
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FH;. 4. -CAP C<nll'J.ETED \\'ITH �lETAL Coi.·pu:-;,;. 

coatC'd with black ironwork paint. Fig. 4 sho\\ s the 
cable with the complete fitted gaµ half-cowrccl with 
black paint. 

Gaps must he fitted to all cables in each route at 
the points sdected and complete insulation of the 
two sides of the gaps maintained by the removal of 
bonding, rearrangement of small branching cables, 
and insulation of cable brackets with special tape. 

As far as possible, use should be made of existing 
manholes and joint boxes for housing insulating gaps 
but where these tlo not C'xist or those existing are 
unsuitable, suitahlC' manhol<.'s or joint boxes should 
be built. 

Co11ditio11s of List'. 

\Vhen electrolytic corrosion of cable sheaths occurs 
within an area, electrical tests arc conducted. These 
tests include readings taken simultaneously at 
quarter-minute intervals of the current flowing in 
the sheath-·the potential difference between cable 
and a temporary earth rlectrodc and, where possible, 
between the cable sheath and the rail return should 
a traction system operate in the vicinity. The results 
of the tests arc recorded graphically (see Figs. 9 

and 10) and in straight line form as in Fig. 5. 

TEST POINT 

rAlJLTY L[NGTH 

'.'\1n.i'-. ·Fi�un·" against a1rows give w.i.ximu�n eu�ut i n  
m1lh;uups ;,in<l ligures in brackets tht; \·o1tagc J n  rniih\·oits. 

I'll;. 5. - ]{ESl'l.TS DF EJ.ECTRICAL TES"fS HEFORE FITTJ:>G 
]'.';Sl'l.ATISG G.\I'S. 

When such test results indicate that stray traction 
currents circulate in the cable sheaths in the 
immediate vicinity of the damage, and that conditions 
are such that these currents could leave the cable 
sheath for earth, examination should be made of 
the cable and conduit diagrams and ordnance map 

I HJ 

records, and a diagram prepared showing the 
disposition of the P.O. cable routes in relation to 
the traction system (sec Fig. 5). It should then be 
possible, from inspection of this diagram, to specify 
the points at which the introduction of insulating 
gaps should prove beneficial. 

Typical Examples of the Use of lnsulatittg Gaps. 

Fig. 5 shows a typical layout of a l'.O. underground 
cable svstcm in relation to a traction system 
prcparccl as previously described. Sixteen major 
cable breakdowns occurred between points A and B 

over a period of four years. 
The potential difference between the ca�le sheath 

and earth was found to he of comparatively low 
value at the point of damage due, no doubt, to the 
waterlogged condition of the duct route and conse
quent low contact resistance between the cable 
sheaths and earth. 

In view of the serious interruption of the telephone 
service resultant upon the frequent breakdowns, 1t 
was decided to treat the case exceptionally. In 
the first instance insulating gaps were fitted in such 
positions as would result in isolating electrically 
the cable sheaths between points A and B. 

After completion of this work, no failures occurred 
on cables run after or immediately prior to 
completion, but there was still a risk 

_
of electrolytic 

corrosion occurring at some other ad1acent part of 
the cable system. It was therefore decided to fit 
additional insulating gaps at such points as would 
result in all strav traction current being eliminated 
from the sheaths-of the cahlc system bonncLd hy the 
traction system. 

T[ST POINT 

FAULTY l[NGTH 

INSULATING GAP SITE 

I 

FtG. 6.-TEST HESl.:LTS AFTER FllT!N'G INSULATING G.\PS. 

Fig. 6 shows the positions of the insulating gaps 
and includes results of tests conducted after all the 
work was complete. It will be seen that all stray 
current has been eliminated in the section between 
A and B, Fig. 5, and the increase in the maximum 
recorded value of the potential difference between 



the cable sheath and temporary earth electrode was 
no doubt accounted for by increase of contact 
resistance with earth of the isolated cable resulting 
from the fitting of the insulating gaps. Sheath 
current was recorded at one point only, and then 
values were of small magnitude, comparable with 
values of current found at points in cable systems 
remote from traction systems and unlikely to result 
in serious electrolytic corrosion. The maximum 
value recorded will be seen to be 40 mA, the cable 
being 5 m V positive to earth at this point. 

It is also interesting to note that no cable failure 
has occurred in this area due to clectrolvtic corrosion 
since the insulating gaps were i11stalled (i.e., 
approximately l ! years). 

A further example of an insulating gap scheme is 
depictnl in Figs. 7 and 8. Fig. 7 is a plan of the site 

;EST POINT 

FAUL TY LENGTH 
-

FI<'. 7.-Ft"RTIIER ExA�IPLE OF STR.\Y CnrnENTs l!EFoHE 

F1TTI:->c; lt-:s\'I.ATI:->G GAPS. 

of a failure subsequent to which investigations were 
carried out and the test results recorded. Tests 
conducted immediately after the failure gave the 
following results : 

Test 1. l\'orth end of faulty lc11r;th. 
Sheath current flowing ?\ ort h, 

l ,liOO mA maximum reading. 
Sheath current flowing South, 

l ,liOO mA maximum reading. 
Potential difference cable to earth positive, 

150 mV maximum reading. 

Tes/ �- South md of faulty lc11gtlz. 
Sheath current flowing ::-;orth 
Sheath current flowing South 
1'.D. cable to earth po�itive 
l'.D. cable to earth negative 

1,3;30 mA 
2,040 m:\. 

80mV. 
30mV. 

In this case complete isolation if the cable system, 
within which the failure occurred from the traction 
sp;tem bounding it, was proposed. 

TEST POINT 
--

rAULTY LENGTH 

INSULATING GAPS 

ll 

To achieve this, gaps were fitted on all cables on 
each side of points where the traction system crossed 

or came into close proximity. Fig. 8 indicates the 
points selected for the fitment of gaps and the test 
re�;ults subsequent to the litmcnt kwc !wen included 
in this diagram. It will be seen that the maximum 
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\';dul'S recordl'd were consider;dil\' reduced as ;t result 
of the work carried out. The

· 
maximum recorded 

readings were :--

Test Point, Soutlz t'lld of faulty lc11gtlz. 
Slwath current to London 80 mA 
Sheath current from London 17() m:\ 
P.D. cable to earth positiw 50 mV 

The sheath current flowing ;tt this timl' was due, 
no <loubt, to the fact that, at the points marked B 
and Bl in Fig. 8, two cables hacl not been gapped 
when the tests were conducted, rendering the lit ted 
gaps only partially effective. \\"hen thc�c g;qis h;tvc 
been complete<!, eliminat ion of the shL·ath current i,; 
anticipated. 

Figs. 9 and 10 arc the graphical records of the tests 
conducted at the south end of the faulty length, the 
former prior to applicll ion of remedial meas mes and 
the latter after the gapping work was complete. 

The results recorded in fig. 9 arc typica l of the 
effect of traction kakage, as arc, to a lesser dl'gret�, 
those shown in Fig. 10, thereby confirming the 
assumption that some current was still finding a 
path via the cahle sheaths at the crossing acljacrnt 
to points B and Bl. This illustrates the nee<! for 

FROM 
"' 0.. 
:::E ... 
� 

50 

--, - · -- --, --- -,----,- - -, ---- 1 
CURRENT IN CABLE SHEATH 

� 150�----"f-----+--+---+---+--+++-� 
LONDON 

60 
CABLE + 

� 40 

REAOINC.S AT � MINUTES 

0 2 0 I--__.-+++-�--> 
::; 
� 02�4-0-P�M---2�4-5P_M_._ __ 2�50--P M-'---2-�5-5P-M..1..-3--0•P-M__. 

READINC.S AT !:4 MINUTES 

Fie. 10. 1·:1.1·.crnll'.\I TEsJs AT :;01·r11 E:-:1> uF i:.\l"LI y 
LE''<:r11 .\FTER 1:1111:-;,; l;.\l'S. 

careful supervision and examination of cable and 
plant records to ensure that no cable or route is 
overlooked when the positions for fitting insulating 
gaps arc determined, aJHl that it is essential that all 
cable routes within the area to be isolated be 
considered in order that no gaps at any one point 
arc rendered ineffective by other cables in circuitous 
routes. Tile most efficacious method to ensure this 
is to work from line plant record,.;, in t lie initial 
stages of preparation of an insulating gap scheme. 
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Fig. 11 indicates a typical 
example of the conditions 
likelv to be encountered. 
Insuhting gaps suggested at 
points A and B to isolate 
the cable route from the 
traction s\"StL·m woul<l 
he r e n d e i· e d 
ineffective when 
cables termin
atl'd at points 
R and S and X 
an<l Y were 
linke<l h\· cable 
in the prop• h<'<l 
1ww route,.;. It 
is, t hcrdor(', 
t·ssl·n t ial that 
all in format ion 
should be collec
ted of proposed 
alterations to 

existing cable 
routes before 

' I 
I 

--1 -l- - - ;- ----,-------- ' 
R ( �� 

+:i 

EXISTING CABLE TRACK 

INSULATING GAPS 

H 
F1G. 11.--TYPICAL ExA�ll'LE <>1 

l°HANG!·:u Co:-;n1no:-.:s. 

3 

planning an in,;ulating gap scheme. In this case it 
would he m·cessary eventually to fit ad<litional gaps 
at points C and D, or, alternatively, fit gaps at Bl 
and A in the first instance and subsequently at 
C onlv. 

Fui·ther to thi,.;, it is essential that care be taken 
in a manhole within which insulating gaps arc to be 
fitted , that no low resistance path is overlooked 

which will short-circuit the 
fitted gaps. Cases have 
occurred where gaps have 

+ 
�01 

TEST POINT 
-

FAULTY LENGTH 
-

been short - circuitetl via 

several other cable sheaths 
in contact, the nature of 
the short-circuit not being 
apparent upon first sight. 

\Vhen the nature of the 
plant in the locality permits, 
tests may be conducted with 
temporary gaps at the 
selected points prior to 
permanent fitment. The 

result of such an 
investiga ti o n  is 
given in Figs. 12 
and 13. 

Fig. 12 show,; in 
straight line form 
the cable routes 
with the points at 
which failures have 
occurr ed.  T e s t  
r esults shown, 
indicate that at 
the site of each 
failure, the cable 

route i-; positive to 
earth with sheath 
current unidirec-

F1G. 12. --l{ESCLl'S UF ELECTRICAL 

TEsTs LJEFuRE FiTn:-:c TDIPOIL\I<Y tional, whereas at 
1:-:su .. \TJ:-:•; G.\1's. the point marked 



A adjacent to the traction system, the cable route 
is entirely negative to earth. 

It was decided to conduct repeat tests at two 
points to ascertain the 
effect of gapping the 
sheaths of all cables at 
the jointing point where 
these were found to he 
negative to earth, i.e., 
at point A, Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13 shows the 
results of these further 
tests, indicating that 
gaps at the ,;elected 
temporary position 
had a bem:f1cial effect, 
alt hough not rc,.;ul ling 
in complete elimina
tion of the stray 
current. Subsequently 
cable records \Yen� 
studied, and one 
addi tional point,  
marked 13 in Fig. 13, 
was select cd for 
pcrmanl:n t insula ling 
gaps, !ll order to 
isolate cffrctiveh· the 
sheaths of the �ables 
in the area under 
consideration from 

��� D 

T.E 

�of c �01 

A 
B 

1--......----.E 

TEST POINT 
-

INSULATING GAPS 

-H-
those in proximity to Fi(;. 13.--HEsvLT oF Fnn:-oc; 

the traction system. ·' Tutl'o1<Atn- G.\P AT:\. 

It will be seen hy reference to Fig. 13 
that the cable route from A to C via B 

and E had the effect of short-circuiting the 
insulating gaps at A and was partially responsible 
for the current recorded at D. It will be noted 
that this route to be gapped linked the cables 
adjacent to the traction system to those passing 
via the exchange to the section of duct in which 
d::unage had occurred, and was also responsible for 
a portion of the current found to flow at the 
point of damage. 

In order that the efficiency of the fitted gaps 
remains unimpaired, it is necessary that new works 
and rearrangements of cables within the manhole 
housing the gaps arc carried out with care, and 
working parties shoulcl be imprcssccl with the 
nccessi ty of placing branching cables in such 
positions that existing insulating gaps will not be 
short - circuited, and that attention should be 
drawn to the need for fitmcnt of insulating gaps 
on new cables, if not provided for under the 
estimate. 

ln:-;ulating gap sites should be reconlcd on plant 
records in the estimate stage in order that when new 
works arc under consideration, the provision of 
insulating gaps, where necessary, will not be 
overlooked. 

In conclusion, the need for the efficient maintenance 
of insulating gaps as such cannot be too strongly 
emphasise<l. The inadvertent short-circuiting of one 
insulating gap may result in the recurrence of cable 
failures due to electrolytic corrosion. 

A large number of gaps have been fitted in the 
London H.egion, ancl work is in hand providing for 
the protection of other danger areas ; thus it is 
hoped to reduce the number of failures due to 
electrolytic action in this H.egion. 
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A Simplified Compandor Equipment 
for Trunk Circuits J. LAWTON, M.Sc. and 

D. J. MARKS, B.Sc.(Eng.). U.D.C.621. 395. 648. 2 

The principle of operation of the volume range compressor-expander was recently described in this Journal. The present 
article describes the design considerations and construction of a new experimental compandor equipment intended primarily 

for use on trunk lines. Important features are its simplicity of operation and compal'tness of layout. 

l 11trod11ctio11. 

I
� a recent article1 the the of compandors on trunk 
circuit,; to reduce the effective level of line noise 
and crosstalk was discussed in some detail, and 

the principle of operation of the device was explained. 
It is now proposed to describe an experimental 
rnmpanclor of simple design primarily intell<le(l for 
use on trunk circuits. 

The 01wrat ion of the (lc\·ice may be brietly outlined 
;is follows :- -It consists of two units, a nilumc range 
compressor at the sending end of the line and a 
volume r;1nge expander (or restorer) at the receiving 
end. It ma\· be recalled that circuit noise is reduce([ 
by a comp<i.ndor only if it originates in the part of 
the system between the compressor and expamkr 
units. Both the units of the compandor consist 
essentiallv of loss devices which arc automat icallv 
controlle�l by the signal level, each loss device being 
followed h\· a linear amplifier. :\s the signal level 
(lecrcases, the loss int roduce(l into the transmission 
path bv the compressor also decreases, but that intro
duced by the ex pander increases. If the compressor 
and cxpamler units arc accurately matched, then at 
all times, the sum of the losses in the two units will be 
ronstant, from which it will be seen that the overall 
loss of such a system is independent of signal lcwl. 

The reason for the improvement in the apparent 
noise an(l crosstalk level may be explained as follows:� 
Consider a circuit where the received noise level is 
rclativclv high. \\'hen there is no compandor in 
circuit the lower level speech clements will be 
swamped by the noise, and only the loudest speech 
sounds will have an adequate signal to noise ratio. 
Xow suppose that a compandor is connected into 
circuit. Since at the sending end, the loss in the 
compressor decreases as the signal level falls, the 
effective gain of its associated amplifier is increased 
for low level signals. Consequently, the absolute 
level of the weaker speech sounds is raised before 
thev are transmitted to line, whereas that of the 
disturbing noise remains unchanged, since the latter 
enters the system after the compressor unit. At 
the receiving end of the line, the expander auto
matically inserts a loss equal to the effective additional 
gain intn><iuccd by the compressor. This restores 
the signal clement to its original level, but at the 
s;tmc time reduces the level of the accompanying 
noise by the amount of the loss inserted. The reduc
tion in received noise level so obtained varies from a 
large amount in the silent intervals, to zero at a 
particular (high) signal level, at which the loss in the 
expander unit is zero. At this level, also, which has 
been referred to as the " reference " level, the loss 
in the compressor unit equals the gain of its associ:tted 
amplifier. 
l/'.0.E./'../., \"ul. 3:!, p. 3"' 
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The manner in which the loss devices in the com
pressor and expander units arc controlled hy the 
signal !cw! is most com·rnient ly dctinr<l by a graph 
showing the lc\·el of the output power from the unit 
concerned, plotted against the corresponding stca(l:v 
power level applied to the input. It is lll'Cl'Ssar:v to 
(lll this for one of the units onlv, since when this is 
done the performance of the. other is also fully 
established if the system is to he linear in its overall 
response. The graphs so ohtaine(l for tht> two units 
arc referred to as the compression and expansion 
characteristics respectively. 

It is very desira hie that these characteristics (when 
the levels are plot tee! in log;trithmic uni ts) should 
he straight lines over the working range of levels. 
This permits the charactl'ristics to be easily defined 
and also ensures that the overall response of the 
svstem remains linear even if the net loss in the 
circuit between the compressor and rxpan<ler units 
should drift from its corrf'ct \·ahH'. \\'ith a curved 
compression characteristic, the overall response 
will be linear onlv when the loss in the circuit 
between the two i.mits is correct. If (lrift should 
occur it will be seen that a given range of signal 
levels will then operate the expander over a different 
part of its characteristic from that which is com
plementary to the operative part of the compressor 
characteristic. 

\Vhcn the compression characteristic is a straight 
line, its slope, i.e., the ratio of an incremental change 
of output level to the corresponding change of input 
le\·el is referred to as the compression factor. The 
analogous term for the expander is obviously the 
expansion factor, and for a linear system the product 
of the two is unity. In the present design a com
pression factor of ! has been used. This value has 
been found suitable, judged both from the reduction 
in noise level which it provides, and from the rea(liness 
with which it can be obtained in practice. 

It will be seen therefore that the de�ign of a com
pandor provides two main problems, firstly, to ensure 
that the compressor and expander ch;tractcristics 
are compll•mentary, so that the system will be linear 
overall, and secondly to obtain from the compressor 
the desired compression characteristic over a 
sufficiently wide range of levels. The first problem 
is of particular importance when the equipment is 
intended for use on trunk circuits. These, for practical 
reasons, are lined up at one particular level of testing 
tone (1 mW) which is fairly high compared with the 
speech level of the average subscriber. If, there fore, 
the overall loss changes with signal level, then either 
the transmission dliciencv for weak subscribers is 
impaired or else near si1iging distortion or actual 
instability ma�· occur. 



Method of Ensuring Overall Linearity. 
All compandors depend for their action on some 

form of non-linear circuit element. This may be a 
gain device such as a valve of the " variable mu " 
type, or it may be a non-linear impedance clement 
arranged to introduce a loss into the transmission 
path. In both devices a control voltage or current, 
having a definite relationship to the signal level, 
determines the amount of this gain or loss. Examples 
of non-linear impedance clements which have been 
successfully employed both in this country and abroad 
arc the triode valve in which the anode-cathode 
impedance is governed by the grid potential, the 
dry plate (copper oxide) rectifier, and discs of a 
material known as Thyritc. The impedance of the 
rectifier or Thyrite disc arrangements is determined 
by a super-imposed control current much greater 
than the signal current flowing in the impedance. 
In all the above methods a push-pull (or bridge) 
arrangement of the impedance clements is employed 
to reduce the level of intermodulation products 
in the output signal. Another method makes use 
of the resistance-temperature characteristic of a 
metal filament lamp which functions as the non
linear impedance clement. 

In the design described in this article metal 
rectifiers have been used. By operating the rectifier 
clements undC'r suitable conditions it is possible to 
obtain the desired compression characteristic. By 
entirely empirical means it would perhaps be possible 
to obtain the complementary expansion characteristic. 
It is clearly much more satisfactory, however, if the 
fundamental circuit design of the compressor and 
expanctcr units is such that the two characteristic!:> are 
inherently complementary if substantially identical 
non-linear impedance networks arc used in both 
units. This has been achieved in the following manner.II 

The cquiv;tlcnt circuit of the compressor unit may 
he represented in its simplest form as shown in 
Fig. I (a). The network incorporating the non-linear 
impedance is represented by "x," the E.M.F. 
" Ei'" of the ideal generator is proportional to the 

x 

(o.) (b) 
FIG. 1 (a) & (h) 

instantaneous input signal voltage and R1 is the 
characteristic impedance of the associated circuit ; 
v1 is the output voltage applied to the grid of the 
associated output amplifier. 

The insertion loss caused by the impedance x 
is given by the well-known expression :-

1 R1l 
L1=20log 11 + 2x) .. .. .. ... .... .  (1) 

If. under all circumstances, R1 is very large com
pared with 2x, then equation (1) reduces to:-

1 R1) 
L1 = 20 log -1 2x 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  (2) 

21{. J. Halsey-Prov. Pat. No. 2466/39. 
J 

This simplification necessitates, however, that under 
all circumstances the insertion loss must be high, and 
a considerable gain is rcquirca from the associated 
amplifier. 

Considering now, the expander, its equivalent 
circuit is shown in Fig. l(b). in which the various 
symbols with the suffix 2 arc the counterparts of 
those shown in Fig. I (a). Here, however, the non-linear 
impedance network "x" is in series with the trans
mission path, and the insertion loss is expressed by :-

L 21 
I xl 

(3) 2 = 0 og .\ 1 + 2R2 
i ............. . 

If the ratio x/2R2 is very great compared with unity, 
then here also the same reduction may he made :-

L2 = 20 log (�) ............ . . . ... (4) 
\ 2R2 I 

If the two units arc worked in cascade at either 
encl of a linear transmission system, thC'n E2 will 
be proportional to v 1 and the sum of the losses 
introduced by the compressor and expander units 
is then obtainable from equations (2) and (·!) :-

1 R ) L1 + L2 = 20 log 
I 41�2 I 

. .. . . . ... . . . .. . . .. (5) 

It will be seen that this expression is independent of 
x, and since both R1 and R2 arc linear resistances, 
the sum of L1 aml L2 is independent of signal level. 
As already stated above, this is the required con
dition for linear o\·crall operation of the compandor. 

It wi!l be obvious that it may not always be 
possible, or cconomic.ll, to provide the very high 
and very low circuit impedances which arc sC'cn to be 
necessary in the compressor and expander units 
respectively. If the equations (2) and (4) do not 
represent the actual working conditions with a fair 
degree of accuracy, then equation (5) will not hold, 
and the equipment will introduce non-linearity. 

Linear operation, however, can always he ensured 
even when the compressor and expander circuit 
impedances deviate considerably from the ideal 
values of infinity and zero respectively. This is clone 

,,•·;:;·:�.. ··�., 
R1U!J RzL_j 

(c) :X:s Z.R; 
Z+R� 

FIG. l (c) & (<I) 
(d) 

in the following manner. Consider firstly the com
pressor unit and suppose that R1 is reduced to R'1, 
a sufficiently low value to invalidate the assumption 
by which equation (1) was simplified to the form 
of equation (2). This condition can be rC'prcsentcd 
as shown in Fig. l(c), since a" generator" of internal 
impedance R'1 may be represented hy one of relatively 
very high internal impedance J{1 shunted by a 
resistance R'1, and with an increased internal E.M.F. 
as shown in the diagram. Suppose also that a second 
resistor of value R' 1 is shunted across the non-linear 
impedance network in the expander unit. If the 
symbol x now represents the resultant impedance of 
R' 1 and the non-linear impedance network z in 
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parallel, then the circuits (c) and (d) become identical 
to circuits (a) and (b) respectively. It follows therefore 
that the circuits (c) and (d) when operating in cascade 
will have a linear overall response, since equation 
(5) now applies equally well to circuits (c) and (d) 
as to circuits (a) and (b), for which it was originally 
derived. 

In a similar manner, if the circuit impedance of 
the expander unit is R'2 instead of the comparatively 
negligible value R2 previously assumed, the com
pressor circuit can be modified to compensate for 
this. Figs. l(e) and l(f) show how this is done. The 

X• R;+z ff) 
FIG. I (e) & (f) 

resistance R' 2 is considered to be part of the non
linear impedance network so that x = }{'. + Z. 
It is therefore necessary to insert a resistance -}{' 2 in 
series with the non-linear impedance network of the 
compressor. The circuits of Figs. l(e) and l(f) are 
then identical in form to those of Figs. l(a) and l(b) 
respectively, and a linear overall response will hr 
obtained when thry are operatrd in cascade. 

Ez� 
R��R2 

( 9) (h) 
FIG. l (g) & (h) 

It will be apparent that both the above corrections 
can be applied simultaneously as shown in Figs. 
l(g) and l(h). Full correction is obtained with the 
impedance values shown in the diagram, only if 
R' 2 is nrgligible compared with R' 1• If this condition 
is not fulfilled, full correction can still be obtained 
but the resistances in series with or in parallel wit!� 
" Z " in the compressor and expander units 

R4 
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respectively, have values 
other than R' 2 and R' 1 

as shown in the diagram. 

R 3 This more complete cor
rection is not usually of 
importance in practice, 
since if R' 2 is not small 
compared with R'1, the 
non-linear impedance has 

W3 

W4 

FIG. 2.-SCHE�!ATIC OF THE CONTROL CIRCUIT. 

only a restricted control of the insertion loss and 
the range of levels over which effective compressions 
can be obtained is correspondingly limited. 

The Design of the Non-linear Impedance Networks. 

Once the shape of the required compression 
characteristic has been decided, equation (2) deter
mines the relationship which the impedance " x 

" 

must bear to the level of the applied signal. The 
experimental design, described in this article, has a 
straight line compression characteristic with a 

compression factor of 0·5. This means that for 1 db. 
reduction in the level of the output signal from tlw 
compressor, the loss in the transmission path must be 
reduced by 1 db., so that the corresponding change 
of input level will be 2 db. Since the loss (in decibels) 
is therefore directly proportional to the out put 
level (also in decibels), it follows from equation (2) 
that the value of x (in ohms) must be inversely 
proportional to the amplitude of the output signal 
(in volts). This condition can be fulfilled by the 
circuit shown schematically in Fig. 2, which show,; 
the essential features of the control amplifier, the 
control current rectifier, ancl the non-linear impedance 
network, of which the impedance has been rrferred 
to abo\·e as " x." 

i..-
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FIG. 3.-hIPEllANCE CHARACTEIUSTIC OF TYPICAL 

COPPER 0XI1JE HECTIFIER 

The non-linear impedance consists of the two 
copper oxide rectifier assemblies \\' 1 and \\' 2, which 
arc connected in push-pull, and arc polarised by the 
uni-directional output current of the control amplifier, 
the transformer winding T3 completing the return 
path. Fig. 3 shows the A.C. impedance or polarising 
current-density characteristic of a typical copper 
oxide rectifier. It will be seen that over a considerable 

range the characteristic is a straight line 
indicating the exponential relationships of 
the impedance and current density. This 
may be represented by 

R. = K.(Id)-" ...... . . .......... (6) 

The value of n is approximately 0·9. If 
therefore the current output from the 
control amplifier were exactly proportional 
to the amplitude of its input signal, the 
impedance of the rectifier network would 



be inversely proportional to the 0·9th power of the 
amplitude of the compressor output signal, instead 
of the first power, as is required. The response of the 
control amplifier, however, is actually non-linear due 
to the presence of the rectifiers Wa and W4, and also 
due to the change of D.C. resistance with current, 
of the rectifiers W1 and W2. The effects of this 
non-linearity can be controlled by the series resistors 
R, and R5, and the shunt resistor Ra. By correctly 
proportioning the values of these resistors, the 
impedance " x " can be made substantially inversely 
proportional to the signal voltage at the input to the 
control amplifier for a 35 to I change of signal 
amplitude. It should be observed that in practice 
Ra is partly made up of the circuit impedance of the 
compressor path across which the impedance " x " 
is bridged, in order to provide the required impedance 
compensation discussed above. 

The detailed design of the compressor and expander 
circuits is based upon a knowledge of the following 
factors: 

(I) The highest power level which is to be handled. 

(2) The maximum ratio, of R.M.S. signal current 
to polarising current, below which the rectifier 
impedance is to be independent of the signal 
current. 

(3) The maximum polarising current density for 
which the impedance of the rectifiers (x) can 
be maintained inversely proportional to the 
signal amplitude at the control amplifier input. 

(4) The minimum permissible compressor circuit 
impedance (R' 1) which is decided by the value of 
Ra(Fig. 2). 

The above conditions applied to the equivalent 
circuits of the compressor and expander, enable 
the values of all circuit components to be calculated 
in the normal way. It is perhaps of interest to note, 
however, that the effect of the ahon' condition,; is to 

make the power handling capacity of the compressor 
and expander circuits directly proportional, both to 
the cross-sectional area of the rectifier elements and 
to the number of discs in series per rectifier. 

Description of Compressor Unit. 

The circuit diagram of an experimental compressor 
unit designed on the above principles is shown in 
Fig. 4. It is designed to operate in a circuit of 
600 ohms impedance, in common with other auclio
frequency repeater equipment. The input transformer 
T1 has a high step-up ratio to give the required high 
circuit impedance across which to bridge the control 
rectifiers W1 and W2. The highest value reached by 
the impedance of W1 and W2 is small compared with 
the circuit impedance on the secondary side of T1• 
The impedance of these rectifiers seen from the 
primary side of T1 is therefore practically negligible 
compar.ed with the required input impedance, which 
is thus almost wholly determined by the resistor 
R6. The resistor R7, in parallel with the impedance 
looking back into the secondary winding of trans
former T1, together make up the resistance 
represented by Ra in Fig. 2. R7, however, is much the 
sm01.ller of the two components, so that changes in 
the impedance of the circuit to which the compressor 
is connected have but a small effect on the resultant 
impedance. 

The compressor network is followed by the grid 
transformer T2 which steps up the voltage applied to 
the grid of the valve V1. This valve is a fairly high 
slope pentode of the " voltage amplifier " type 
(V.T.106) and is choke fed via L1. On account of the 
high internal imped01.nce of V1, the primary side of 
the output transformer Ta is closed by the resistor 
R11 to obtain the desired output impedance. 

The gain of the valve V1 is arranged to be such that 
when the highest value of control current (1·75 mA) 
for which the compression charactcri;;tic remains 

ri 
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FIG• 4.-CIRCl"IT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL COMPRESSOR UNIT. 
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linear, is flowing in the rectifiers W1 and W2, the 
loss in the transmission path from input to output 
of the unit is zero. The potentiometer R9 provides 
a control of gain in this circuit of ± 3 db. by altering 
the negative feedback due to the auto hias r!'sistor. 
This accommodates differences between individual 
valves. 

The input signal to the control amplifier i� obtained 
by taps on the primary winding of the t 1.1 Ihformer 
T3, the voltage so obtained being applied directly to 
the grid of the valve V2• This valve is of the same 
type as V1, namely a V.T.106, the output of which is 
rectified by the clements \V3 and \V4, thus providing 
the unidirectional control current. 

It is clearly essential that the control current 
must be a function of the signal envelope and not of 
the instantaneous signal voltage. This is ensured 
by the resistance-capacitance filter C1, R5, C2, R4, 
which has a high attenuation to currents of signal 
frequency. Such a filter obviously imposes a time 
lag on the changes in the loss in the transmission 
path which arc produced by the corresponding 
changes in signal level. The lower limit to the length 
of this time lag is set by the amount of distortion 
permissible at the lowest signal frequency. The upper 
limit is set by the quickness of perception of the 
human car, which fortunately is very tolerant in 
this respect, and the length of the operating delay is 
not very critical. The lengths of operating delays 
which have been employed arc approximately 10 mS. 
for increases in signal level, and :W mS. for decreases 
in signal level. These values have been found in 
practice to be quite suitable for trunk line use. 

In order that the compressor unit may be used at 
points in the transmission circuit at different relative 
levels, the gain of the control amplifier is made 
variable by 5 db. taps on the primary winding of 
transformer T3, ancl by the potentiometer RIO, 
which gives an additional control of ± 3 db. by 

varying the negative feedback introduced by the 
autobias resistor. The compressor unit is suitable 
for operation at relative level points between -10 db . 
and+ 5 db. 

The device has been designed to have zero gain 
when a power of 1 m\V is applied to the 2-wire 
terminal of the transmission circuit, and as stated 
above, the device should have zero gain when the 
value of the control current is l ·75 mA. When the 
compressor unit is to be set up, the following pro
cedure is necessary : The U-link " A " is removed 
and a suitable D.C. milliammcter connected in 
circuit. An 800 c/s tone is then applied to the input, 
at a level referred to 1 m \V corresponding to the 
relative level of the point of insertion in the trans
mission circuit. To make the gain zero and at the 
same time to adjust the control current to l ·75 mA, 
the following course must be adopted, since owing 
to the retro-active form of the circuit these two 
adjustments arc inter-dependent. 

The potentiometer R9 is set near the middle of its 
range of adjustment and by the taps on the trans
former T3 and the potentiometer R10, the control 
current is set to l ·75 mA. It will then be found that 
the overall loss of the device is not zero. Half the 
actual loss (or gain) is then taken up on the gain 
control R.9 and the remainder on the other gain 
control RIO. It will be found that the deviation of the 
control current from l ·75 mA caused by the adjust
ment of R9 will have been neutralised by the sub
sequent re-adjustment of RIO. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXPANDER UNIT 
Fig. 5 shows the circuit diagram of the experimental 

expander unit. In respect of the speech amplifier 
and control amplifier-rectifier portions of the circuit, 
the expander is identical with the compressor, with 
the one exception that, whereas the input signal 
for the control amplifier is derived from the com-

,.,+130V . 
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pressor output circuit, in the expander it is derived 
from the input circuit. This arrangement is adopted in 
order that the two control circuits shall be separated 
only by a linear circuit thus enabling the non-linear 
impedance networks in both the compressor and 
expander units to be controlled by the signal level 
in an identical manner. 

In Fig. 5 the transformer T5 has a high step down 
ratio and this, together with the assymetrical pad 
P provides the required low circuit impedance 
wf1en looking back into the secondary winding of 
the transformer T6. The resistors R12 and R13 
together correspond with the resistor R2 of Fig. 1, 
the series circuit being completed by the non-linear 
impedance network W6, W6 and R1,, together 
corresponding to "x" in Fig. l(b). It will be seen 
that this network is identical with that in the com
pressor circuit, except that R14 is equal to the 
resistance of R7 in parallel with its associated circuit 
impedance in Fig. 4, thus providing the impedance 
compensation shown in Figs. l(c) and l(d). Com
pensation for the series resistance of the expander 
circuit in the manner of Figs. 1 (e) and 1 (f) was not 
found to be necessary. 

The output signal voltage from the expander 
network, which is developed across the resistors 
R12 and R13, is stepped up by the transformer T6 
before it is applied to the amplifier valve V3. Both 
of the valves used in the expander are of the same 
type as in the compressor. 

The input signal to the control amplifier is derived 
from the tertiary winding on the transformer T5. 
This winding is tapped at 5 db. intervals, so that, as 
in the compressor unit, the expander can be operated 
at points in the transmission circuit of different 
relative levels. The range covered is zero to + 10 db. 
relative to a zero level point in the transmission 
circuit. 

The setting-up procedure for the expander is similar 
to that already described for the compressor. The 
transmission path gain adjustment R15, and the 
control amplifier gain adjustment R16 arc, however, 
independent in their operation, and can therefore be 
adjusted individually. 

PANEL LAYOUT 
Fig. 6 shows a laboratory model of a complete 

compandor. The � in. by 19 in. panel carries one 

compressor unit and one expander unit. Although 
there are certain applications envisaged where 
pairs of compressors or pairs of expanders on the one 
panel will be required, the arrangement shown is a 
convenient one for the majority of uses. 

In the design of this unit, use has been made of a 
transformer assembly which enables two trans
formers, or a transformer and a choke to be mounted, 
together with auxiliary components, in a single pot. 
The base area of this pot is identical with that of the 
standard Post Office transformer pot used for the 
t in. core bobbins, and the fixing centres also are 
the same. By this means a considerable saving in 
space has been obtained, and full use has been made 
of the available depth beneath the 4t in. cover, 
standardised for repeater equipment. 

The left-hand half of the panel is occupied by the 
compressor and the right-hand half by the expander. 
The rectifiers, together with the gain control 
potentiometers, are mounted under the ebonite 
sub-panels, which are readily removable to permit of 
inspection of these components. 

The four valves are run in series, and a padding 
resistor included on the panel enables it to be run 
dircclly from the21 V "A" battery supply. The current 
required is 1 A. To obtain the required power 
handing capacity from the valves, the A and B 
batteries are used in series giving 150 V JI.T., by 
connecting the "earth" line of the amplifier valve 
circuits to the - 21 V busbar as shown in Figs. 4 
and 5. The total H.T. consumption is approximately 
25 mA. 

Per/ orma11ce. 

It has been found pos ible to obtain a straight 
line compression charactcri tic within close limits 
for a range of input levels of some 60 db. The follow
ing table is typical of the characteristics which have 
been obtained in the laboratory. The input and out
put levels are both relative to the power at which the 
gain of the device has been adjusted to zero, i.e., 
the reference level. 

TABLE I. 

Input lc"el--db. 

1 _
0
_1� I ��-=�-1::.�_I� 

Output level-db. o -5·3 -10 � -15·3 -20·0 -21·9 -30·4 

To obtain characteristics of the 
same degree of linearity between 
the levels of - 40 and - uO db., 
as that given in Table J, the 
rectifiers u ed mu t be selected. The 
basi of selection, however, is not 
at all . everc and hould not give 
rise to any production difficulties. 

The overall linearity of a com
pressor and an expander unit in 
cascade is shown in the following 
table. The levels arc measured 
relative to the same datum as tho. c 
given in Table I. 

FtG. 6.-LABORATORV MODEL OF ONE COMPANDOR. 

It would therefore appear that no 
difficulty should be encountered 
under production conditions in 
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keeping the overall non-linearity within ± 0·5 db., 
at least, over a range of levels of 60 db. 

TABLE II 

lnputlevelt.ocom· �'-==1 �� 
prcssor unit, db. o -10 -20 � -40 -� -6o 

Input level to U· 
ponder unit, db. o -10 I -20 -30 -40·1 1 -50 -59·6 

In respect of lhe frequency response of the equip
ment, the performance obtained is satisfactory for 
all trunk circuit requirements. The overall loss of the 
compressor and expander in cascade is within 
± 0·5 db. of the 800 c/s value for all frequencies 
between 300 and 2,600 c/s. 

The transient performance obtained is indicated 
by the oscillograms of Fig. 7, which were taken with 
the two units in cascade. The upper oscillogram 
shows the action of the compandor when the signal 
level is suddenly changed by approximately 10 db. 
The trace " A " is the input signal to the compressor 
unit and " B" is the corresponding output signal 
which was then applied to the input of the expander. 
Trace "C" shows the output signal from the 
expander. The amount of transient distortion in the 
operating period is shown by trace " C " to be 
negligible. 

The lower oscillograrn of Fig. 7 shows the 
distortion produced when an impulse of tone is 
suddenly applied to the compandor in the quiescent 
state. The trace "C" again shows the output signal 
from the expander section. A slight amount of 
wavefront distortion is noticeable although otherwise 
the restoration of the waveform effected by the 

c 
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A 
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A• INPUT TO COMP"ESSOR 

8• OUTPUT fROM COMPRESSOR AND INPUT 
TO EXPANDER. 

C= OUTPUT rROM EXPANDER 
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INPUT SIGNAL- tOdb. INCREASED SUOOENLY TO 
Im W AND THEN RESTORED SUDDENLY 
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EFfECT or A SUODENLY APPLIED PU..SE OF TONE. 

FIG. 7.-0SCILLOGRAMS OF COMl'Rl!�OR AND EXPANDRR IN 

CASCADE. f � 800 c/s. 

expander is satisfactory. The wavefront distortion 
is due to overloading of the transmission path 
between the compressor and expander during the 
first 1 or 2 mS of the impulse. 

The Evolution of the Standard Diagram Corner Stamp 
The earliest form of diagram used in the Engineering 

Department consisted merely of a circuit, a tit'.e and 
a diagram number, with these arranged in a variety of 
w a y s .  Gr a dually t h e  
need for some form of 
departmental identifica
tion, coupled with a desire 
fora uniform layout of the 
tracing, led to the first 
attempt to devise a simple 
arrangement of number 
box. This was usually 
stamped in the top right
hand corner of the tracing, 
and from this method the 
name "corner stamp" 
originated and has ever 
since been associated with 
the specially ruled-off 
portion for the insertion 
of all particulars relevant 
to a diagram. Later, 
when the stamp became 
enlarged and improved, 
it was stencilled on the 
tracing from a master 
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stencil, but the present-day method is to supply 
tracing blanks with printed corner stamps. 

With the gradual increase in the Department's 
requirements the corner stamp was enlarged from 
time to time to include such entries as supersession 
notes, specification numbers, diagram notes and the 
originating Branch. The symbols for the slow
operate and slow-release relays were also added on 
circuit diagram as a result of the reversal of these 
conventions in accordance with the international 
agreement on symbols. 

Then came a comprehensive agreement between all 
the hitherto conflicting interests by which the sizes 
of tracings were finally laid down and standardised, 
and this paved the way for the latest stamp 
which has been designed to meet the requirements of 
all users of diagrams. It has been standardised for 
all circuit diagrams except loose leaf and those on 
demy quarto or double derny quarto, and is supplied 
with or without the relay symbols. 

Drawing Office references and initials are not 
provided for in the stamp but are accorded a 
�mall box in the 1 in. margin of the blank ; this has 
allowed space for a greater number of approval 
signatures which is necessary for diagrams approved 
by more than one section of a Branch.-C. D. L. 
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Part I I .-Some Organic Structures and their Properties 
Tbis article deals wltb some of the organic materials which are used in making telecommunication apparatus and may in 
the future be even more extensively used. Following a brief i.ntroduction to structural organic chemistry, the building up 
of large molecules Is discussed and the relationship between the structure and fuod.amental properties of some of these 

substances is described. 

lntroduction. 

A
T first sight it might appear that the 
structures of the compounds of carbon, 
generally called organic compounds because 

they were at one time believed to be associated 
entirely with living matter, are a great deal more 
complicated than those of metals and alloys. It is 
true that organic materials are built up of molecules 
each containing, it may be, a score, or perhaps many 
more, atoms. and that each molecule appears of itself 
to be an elaborate and complex structure. Within 
each molecule, however, the atoms are held together 
by chemical bonds of which chemists have a very 
definite picture as a result of much study of the 
compounds of carbon. The organic chemist, there
fore, starts his process of constructing materials with 
preformed units which, being complete molecules, are 
considerably larger than the atomic " bricks" avail
able to the metallurgist. 

In pure metals all the atoms are alike; even in 
alloys the number of different kinds of atom present 
is usually small, and it is possible to produce series 
of alloys having a continuously varying range of 
compositions, many of which do not correspond to 
the formation of chemical compounds. 

So far, scientists have not succeeded in probing the 
secrets of the bonds holding metallic atoms together 
as deeply as they have those in organic compounds. 
In consequence the rules to which the atomic engineer 
can look for guidance on the synthesis of new metallic 
materials are, at present, much less clearly defined. 
For this reason the structure of organic substances 
may, with advantage, be studied first. 

The Fundamental Structure of the Carbon Compo1mds. 

Carbon compounds are often a source of mystery 
to non-chemists. This may largely be due to the 
chemist's shorthand way of writing the structures of 
these substances, frequently without even indicating 
what elements are present. \Vhen the conventions 
followed are understood these structural formulre give 
a clue to all the important general properties of a 
compound. 

The basis of the structure of organic compounds is 
that the carbon atom has four symmetrically placed 
points at which other atoms or groups may be 
attached. In all stable organic compounds all these 
points arc connected to other groups and none of 
them is left spare. The bonds connecting atoms or 
groups together are called valencies, and so carbon 
is termed a tetravalent element. 

The simplest organic compound known is methane ; 
its analysis has shown that its composition is CH4. 

This analysis gives no clue to the way in which the 
hydrogen atoms are attached to the carbon. Since 
carbon is tetravalent and hydrogen monovalent the 
structure of methane must be something like this 

H 
I 

H-C-H. There is no indication, however, of the 

I 
H 

direction or equality of the bonds; it would, therefore, 
seem that four compounds CH3Cl might be possible : 

Cl H H H 

I I I I 
H-C-H H-C-Cl H-C-H Cl-t-H 

I I I I 
H H Cl H 

Actually only one compound of this composition 
exists, so it must be inferred that all the four valencies 
of the carbon atom have exactly equal values. The 
only pictorial way in which this can be represented 
is to regard the carbon atom as being situated at 
the centre of an imaginary regular tetrahedron, and 
having its valencies acting towards the corners. 

Considering the three simple carbon compounds, 
methane, CH4, ethane, C2H6, and ethylene, CJ{,. and 
representing carbon in the usual way their structures 
are: 

Methane: Composition CH4 
H 
I 

Structure usually shown H-C-H 

k 
Actual space structure 

H 

H 

H 
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Ethane : Composition C2H6 
H H 

Structure usually shown H--1-d-H or CH3-CH3 
I I 

H H 
Actual space structure 

H 

H 

H 

In the ethane stmcturc it will be seen that there is 
only one point connection between the two CH3 units, 
which arc, therefore, free to rotate with respect to 
one another. This is the only kind of linkage 
between carbon atoms in hydrocarbons of this type 
which arc called salterated, but there is another class 
of compound called imsaturated in which there arc 
two or three points of attachment between adjacent 
carbon atoms. This is typified by: 
Ethylene : Composition C2H4 

H......._ _.....H 
Structure u ually shown C = C 

H_..... 'H 

Space structure 
or CH2 = CH2 

H 

H 

H 

Herc the units are joined at two places and conse
quently rotation of one of the CH2 units with respect 
to the other is not possible. This has been proved 
chemically, and confirmed by examination of the 
physical properties of ethylene and some of its 
derivatives. 

Similarly acetylene CH CH, briefly indicated 
with a triple bond, has a three-point connection 
bet ween the carbon atoms : 
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In writing down the structural formulre of carbon 
compounds the short way, two slightly different 
methods are found in the literature; in one the bonds 
between carbon atoms are shown as short dashes 
and in the other they arc dots. For example propy
lene, C3H6, may be shown : 

CH3 - CII = CH2 or CH3 • CH : CH2 
Both these mean the same, but since dots arc often 
used to indicate electrons, the former method will be 
adopted in these articles. 

A noteworthy feature of organic compounds is the 
fact that very frequently groups of atoms forming 
part of a molecule persist unchanged throughout a 
long series of chemical changes or, alternatively, may 
be transferred bodily from one compound to another. 
In one sense such a group appears to behave like a 
single large atom, and is called a " radical." This 
fact leads to a considerable simplification of structural 
formulre. The group of atoms CH3 - is one of many 
examples. This is the methyl group or methyl 
radical and is conveniently abbreviated to Me. 

From the structures given above it might be 
inferred that compounds such as ethylene, CH2 = CH2, 
which contain a double bond would be more stable 
than tho e such as ethane, CH8 - Cl f:i. which have 
only single bonds. This is definitely not so-a fact 
which is easily realised if we consider the positions 
of the atoms and bonds in space. 

In the saturated hydrocarbons both theory and the 
results of X-ray diffraction how that the bond 
between any two carbon atoms lies along the straight 
line joining the centres of these atoms. Thu , 
although the formula of the hydrocarbon propane is 
usually writ ten : 

H H H 
I I I 

II-C-C-C-H or :'l[c-CJI2-l\le 
I I I 

H H H 
the tetrahedral theory of the carbon atom implies 
that the two bonds joining the two methyl groups to 
the central carbon atom arc not collinear, but arc 
actually inclined at an angle of 109° 2 ' (the so-called 
" tetrahedral angle ") to one another. 

In ethylene, on the other hand, these conditions 
cannot be sati fied, as two bonds starling from one 
carbon atom have to terminate at the same second 
carbon atom. Either the bonds must be bent or 



the angle between them cannot be 109° 28', or, most 
probably, both these effects arc present. It follows 
that the linkage between the carbon atoms is in a 
state of strain-a fact which is easily substantiated 
by experiment and gives rise to the known lower 
order of stability of unsaturated compounds. 

Carrying the argument a stage further, substances 
which contain triple bonds are usually very unstable. 
Acetylene, for example, under suitable conditions 
will decompose spontaneously with explosive violence 
in the absence even of air or oxygen. 

It should not be thought, however, that weakness 
of the kind caused by double or triple bonds is neces
sarily a disadvantage. On the contrary, doubly or 
trcbly linked carbon atoms arc centres of high 
chemical activity which, as will he seen later, have 
been very fully exploited by chemists. In fact, 
practically all the new organic materials used by the 
engineer owe their existence to processes which utilise 
the peculiar reactivity of the double bond. To choose 
a simple example, the substance ethylene dihromidc: 
CH2 Br-CH2 Br (used in the preparation of "ethyl 
fluid" anti-detonant for petrol) could be made by 
replacing two of the lP;drogcn atoms of ethane by 
two bromine atoms. This reaction is, however, so 
slow and difficult to carrv out that it would be 
commercially impossible. Ethylene, however, reacts 
practically instantaneously with bromine at ordinary 
temperatures hy simple addition at the double bond: 1 

H H H H 
\ I I I 

C = C + Br2 -• Br-C--C-Br 
I \ I I 

H H H H 
There arc two general types of organic compounds, 

the aliphatic and the aromatic. Aliphatic com
pounds arc so called because of their relationship 
with the fats and the name is applied to all compounds 
which mav he regarded as derivatives of methane, 
CH4. Such materials as octane, C8 H18, stearic acid, 
C17 H35 COOH, and ethyl alcohol, C2 H5 OH, arc 
representatives of this group, all of which have 
cssentiall:-> open chain structures, e.g., octane: 

CH3--·CH2- CH2--CH2- CH2--CH2---CHz-CII3 
Aromatic comp01111cls, on the other hand, have a closecl 
chain or ring structure similar to that of benzene. 
Benzene itself has the composition c6 HG and the 
structure : 

which 1s for con\·cnicnce recluccd to : 

0 
'Although from the t\\"o dimensional formula it might Sf'f'm 

that nwn• than one com]H>und CH, Br CH, Br coulrl 
,.,j,;\, study of tht• solid model shows that this cannot 
be so. 

Another typical aromatic compound, naphthalene, 
C10 H8, is: 

or simply: co 
Many compounds, of course, combine both aromatic 
and aliphatic clements, for example, styrene, C8 H8, 
is written : 

CH C-CH:CHa CH•CHa /CH' 

0 I I or simply : 
Cll_ CH 

'c:H/" 

Large Jf olcrnlcs. 

The manufacture of most of the new synthetic 
insulating materials depends mainly on the ability 
of scientists to svnthcsise large molecules. Large 
molecules arc, in - themsch-es, no new things; for 
several years the layman has been able to talk and 
think intelligently about proteins, which he gets in 
his roast beef, and starch, which is the essential 
component of roast potatoes and Yorkshire pudding. 
Protein and starch arc representatives of the class of 
large molecules. Even the synthesis of large mole
cules has a classic flavour ; organic chemists have 
ever been plagued by reactions which, for some 
reason, have taken the wrong turning, and instead 
of producing nicely crystalline or coloured compounds 
have left the unfortunate with a flask full of 
glutinous substance, called, for the want of a 
better word, tar. 

Until 30 or 40 years ago it was usual to throw away 
these tarry messes and to start again, hoping to avoid 
the error which led to their formation. Baekcland's 
work, published in l!lO!l, immediately reversed this 
process, and chemists all owr the world have been 
eagerly seeking react ions which will produce resinous 
bodies. The fact that these bodies arc frequently of 
unknown constitution is considered no drawback if 
they have technically valuable properties. A great 
deal of work has, however, been done to cluciclatc the 
constitutions of these substances and, as a result, 
chemists arc now able largely to design these products 
to have properties " made to measure." 

In building up large molecules two processes are 
now generally consirkrcd the most useful ; these are 

pol:nncfr.;ation and condensation. Polymerisation 
often takes place alone, but condensation is often 
accompanied by polymerisation. These two pro
cesses haw given us the large majority of plastic 
materials usecl in telephone equipment, a distinguish
ing feature of these materials being their construction 
from large molecules. A third process, esteriticat ion, 
is used to modify the properties of certain large 
molecules, hut has little effect on their size. 

l'oly111crisatio11 consists of linking up a number of 
similar small molecules (called the mononwr) to giw 
a large one (the polymer), which has the same 
percent;igc composition as the small one hut clifferent 

I 2!l 



physical and chemical properties. Thus, if we 
consider ethylene, C2 H4, the monomer is a gas whose 
molecules arc distributed at random. If this is 
suitably treated we obtain poly-ethylene : 

-CH2---CH2--CH2-CH2---CH2---CH2-CH2 

The length of this chain may he 1,000 ethylene 
units, and the product may he an oil or a waxy solid 
(depending on the chain length), differing physically 
and chemically from the original substance. 

Condensation is a process which consists of the 
linking together of two or more molecules accom
panied by the elimination of some substance, usually 
water. 

Estrri(tcation may be regarded as a particular type 
of condensation. It involves the combination of 
an alcohol and an acid, and is accompanied by 
�limination of water. 

Polymerisation Synthetics. 

All those at present in commercial use may 
be considered as derivatives of ethylene. Their 
properties are, however, largely modified by the 
non-ethylenic residue in the molecule. For convenience 
these may be regarded as falling into three classes: 

I. Polymers of rubber-like texture which are 
saturated compounds, therefore chemically inert. 

2. Polymers of rubber-like texture which are 
unsaturated compounds, chemically active. 

3. Polymers which are hard in the pure state. 

Chemically Inert, Rubber-like Polymers. 
Two commercial materials exist which are essen

tially paraffinoid in structure, e.g., they arc hydro
carbons of the general type CH3 (CH2)n CH3. These 
are poly-ethylene (" Polythene ") and poly-isobuty
lene (Oppanol, Vistanex). Both of these are of more 
than usual interest to the telecommunications 
engineer, as it seems possible that they may provide 
him with a submarine cable dielectric, having 
ekctrical properties superior to those of materials 
such as paragutta which a•e compounded from natural 
products. 

Ethylene, as already mentioned, polymerises to a 
straight chain of CH2 groups, maybe 2,000 units long. 

I 1 CHJ C CH Mc C CH Iso mty enc, CH3 > = 2 or :\le > � 2 

polymerises to a similar long chain. The resulting 
polymer has the structure : 

:'lie :'lie Mc ::\le Me Mc 
v v ·v 

-C--CH2-C-CH2--C- - -- - --
union between molecules having taken place in the 
usual way at the double bond�. 

Polythene and Oppanol haYC the following general 
proper! ies : 

(a) They are chemically very stable. 
(h) The molecule length may be rcdnccd by 

mechanical means. 
(c) They arc permanently thermoplastic. 
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Chemically Active, Rubber-like Polymers. 

The truly rubber-like materials are generally based 
on monomers which, unlike ethylene and isobutylenc, 
have not one, but two double bond-; in the molecule. 
Rubber itself appears to be a polymer of isoprene 

CH3 Me 
I I 

CH2 = C-CH � CH2, i.e. CH2 = C---CH ···� CH2• 
Neoprene, an American synthetic rubber, consists of 

Cl 
I 

polymerised chloroprenc CH2 = C-CH = CH2 and 
the German Buna series of rubbers is based on 
polymerised butadiene CH2 = CH-CH = CH2• 

Neoprene may be used instead of rubber when 
resistance to oil, oxidation or sunshine is required; 
it has also the advantage of being non-inflammable. 
Its resistance to ozone makes it suitable for high 
tension ignition cable, but its electrical properties 
are poor compared with ordinary rubbers. 

Few of the Buna series of rubbers are well known 
outside Germany. They resist ageing better than 
natural rubber, and some of them are exceedingly 
oil resistant. In Germany they have been used for 
almost all purposes to which rubber is put, particularly 
for soft rubbers. Buna tyre rubber (Buna S) is 
claimed to last about 25 per cent. longer than natural 
tyre rubber. 

The structure of Buna will not be discussed here, 
not because it is lacking in interest but because the 
various grades consist of cross-linked polymers of 
butadiene with other materials such as styrene. 

In the polymerisation of isoprenc and chloroprene 
only one double bond in the unit needs to react so 
as to give a long chain polymer; the other one actually 
moves one step along the chain during this process, 
so we have the reaction : 

lsoprene: 
:.le Me �le 

c11, t-cH -cu,, nr, .L CH -cH, • cH, ·l-cH -cH, . .-tr. 

Rubber : 

11 Me �le �le 
I l I I 

----!ctt,--C�CH-CH,: --CH,--C CH--CH,--CH,-C ·CH-CH,--eto. 
I 

boprcuc u:1it 

The similaritv between this chain and the Oppanol 
chain is clear, ;�s is its difference; at intervals in the 
chain there still exists a chemically active double 
bond. 

Ifobl:cr and Neoprene have the following general 
propcrt ics : 

(a) They arc chemically active. 
(b) The molecule length may be reduced by 

mechanical work. 
(c) They arc permanently thermoplastic. 
The properties of the rubber-like substances can 

be changed by acting on the double bond. The 
action of sulphur in vulcanising rubber is not com
pletely understood. It is known to add itself on at 



the double bond, and is believed to cause a certain 
amount of cross linkage between molecules. Whether 
this cross linkage takes place through the sulphur 
atom or is merely assisted by the sulphur in 
vulcanisation is not clear, but the final structure 
of vulcanised rubber may be · 

s 
II 

-A-A-A-A-A 

I � 
A-A--A-A-A 

f I I 
A-·A-A-A-·A 

l 

where A represents the basic 
isoprcnc unit. 

Neoprene is also capable of vulcanisation but here 
cross-linkage can also occur spontaneously. These 
vulcanised products differ in one fundamental 
property from those substances previously described; 
they are no longer thermoplastic. The cross-linking 
which has occurred has stiffened the molecule so that 
although still elastic, it has a definite shape, and when 
deformed it tends to return to that shape. Sulphur 
is not the only element which can be added to rubber 
at the double bond. Oxygen, chlorine, hydrochloric 
acid, etc., will all combine. 

Styrol, Vinyl and Acrylic Acid Resins. 
Commercial examples of these are Trolitul, Mipo

lam and Vinylite and Diakon (or Perspex). Trolitul, 
Vinylite and Diakon arc exten�iwly used for decora
tive mouldings, Diakon bc:1.ti used for the familiar 
coloured telephones. Perspex which is a sheet form 
of Diakon, is used for aeroplar1c windshields and for 
several optical purposes. Mipo!am has been largely 
used as an extruded insulation l(ir electric wires. 
All these substances can be attra', ively coloured. 

When it was realised that the l-'�csencc of the so 
called vinyl structure (i.e., the -C = CH2 group at 
the end of a carbon chain) in a �nbstancc was a good 
indication of a tendency to polymerise, all materials 
containing this structure were c.x1mincd to sec 
whether they would give valuable p:oducts. Many 
commercial substances arc now ava:lable having 
these structures. The three most important ones 
known in this country arc polystyrene, polyvinyl 
chloride and poly-methyl mcthacrylate. 

Polystyrene (Troli tu!, I>istrcnc). 

Polyvinyl Chloride (Mipolam, Vinylite). 
Vinyl chloride Cl-CH =CH2 also polymerises to 

a chain structure : 
Cl Cl Cl 
I I I 

- - - CH-CHc-CH-CH2-CH--CH2 - · - -

Poly-methyl .lf etlzacrylatc (Diakon, Perspex). 
COO-Me 

Methyl mcthacrylatc, I has the char-
Mc--C = CH2, 

acteristic vinyl grouping and polymerises in the usual 
way. Writing X for COO-Mc we have a polymer 
of the structure : 

Me X Me X Mc X 
\! \/ \I 

- --· - -C-CH2--C--CH2-C-CH2- --· -- -
Again the long straight chain. 

The gcncral properties of this group arc: 
(a) Chemically they arc incrt. 
(b) The molecule length may he reduced by 

mechanical work. 
(c) They arc permanently thermoplastic. 

Cellulose Products. 
Cellulose plastics include celluloid-probably the 

most versatile of all plastics--cellulose lacquers, as 
used on motor bodies, high-class artificial silk, and 
many decorative mouldings. Cellulose acetate has 
a high resistance to mechanical shock, which has led 
to its being adopted for cradles and plungers for hand 
micro-telephones. 

Cellulose is one of nature's syntheses of long-chain 
products. Logically, therefore, it should be con
sidered before man-made materials. From some 
points of view, however, it is much more complicated 
than the synthetic plastics, an understanding of the 
structure of which may assist in visualising the 
cellulose structure. Again, although many of the 
cellulose derivatives have physical properties similar 
to those of the synthetic long-chain polymers, it is 
probable that nature actually builds up cellulose not 
by polymerisation but by a condensation process 
from a large number of molecules of glucose. The 
latter, then, is the fundamental unit of cellulose and 
has the formula : 

0 
\\"riting this unit 0 the cellulose chain 

Styrene CH•CHa polymerises in the becomes: 

0 

usual way, gi\'ing a long chain product which can be ·--•-o-c)-o-0-o-c}-o-c}o- •••• 
depicted: 

Cellulose itself is, of course, not a plastic in the 
ordinary way, it is a cellular fibrous structure. \Vhcn 
converted into acetate or nitrate, however, it becomes 
similar in properties to many of the other thermo
plastics. 
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General Properties of Long-chain Polymers. 
Long-chain polymers are in general elastic bodies. 

Their strength and elasticity are largely dependent 
upon chain length which approaches ordinary 
measuring units. It may seem strange that long 
straight chains of units should be elastic, but in 
reality these " straight " chains are zig-zag:;, or 
helices. That this must be so will be realised from 
the tetrahedral representation of the carbon atom, in 
which adjacent single carbon bonds lie at the angle 
of IO!l0 28'. It has already been stated that the 
properties of these thermoplastic substances can be 
altered by milling or other mechanical work. The 
usual example of this is rubber, which, during 
preparation for vulcanising, is passed several times 
between hot rolls, a process which tends to break 
clown the chain length, and also allows some oxidation 
to take place at the double bonds. 

\\'ith the synthetic plastics modification of 
mechanical properties is more usually brought about 
by incorporating a quantity of ' plasticiser ' in the 
material. A plasticiser is a non-volatile softening 
agent which can be incorporated with the hard resin. 
Some plasticisers work by causing gelatinous swelling 
of the resin (like water on glue), and others arc 
definite solvents. The classical example of a 
plasticiser is the use of camphor in celluloid. This 
was patented by Parkes in 1864, and for its purpose 
has never been surpassed. 

By incorporating plasticisers the mechanical 
properties of thermoplastic resins may be so modified 
that no table of properties could cover all the 
possibilities. A particularly interesting example is 
that of polyvinyl chloride ; the pure material is hard 
and brittle, but, suitably plasticised, the substance 
can be stretched or twisted into grotesque shapes, 
and, when the stress is released, will quite slowly 
revert to its original shape. 

Co11dmsatio11 Svnthetics. 
Only two tyi)es of these resins are widclv used in 

this country, though many others arc knowl1, several 
of which are used abroad. Of these resins, the 
phenol-formaldehyde type, popularly known as 
bakelik, represents a large proportion of the world 
output of plastics. 

" Bakelite" type plastics arc the Jacks of all trades 
in the moulding world. Such things as door handles, 
car instrument boards, instrument cases, ash travs, 
radio sets and telephones are examples of their us-cs. 
Laminated sheet with paper filling is a well-known 
insulator, and with a fabric filling is used for gear 
wheels, etc. Crea plastics arc used for the more 
delicately tinted articles-radio sets in pastel shades, 
cosmetic boxes, and other decorative mouldings
which cannot be made from phenolic plastics as these 
are naturally dark coloured and grow darker with age 
and exposure to light. 

The final structures of these thermo-setting plastics 
(so called because once they have been moulded their 
shape is permanent and they cannot be softened by 
heating) arc not \'Ct fullv understood. In the earlier 
stages of the reaction 101{g-chain molecules arc formed 
which arc thermoplastic, but in the last stages of the 
manufacture of a thermo-setting resin these linear 
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polymers and condensation products join up to give 
cro.>s-linked structures built up more or less in the· 
following way : 

This structure has been assigned to the phcnol
formaldehyde resins; urea-formaldehyde resins, such 
as " Beetle," are believed to have a similar type of 
structure. 

Resins of this type are hard and infusible ; they 
cannot readily be made softer by the use of plas
ticisers. It is, therefore, necessary to accept this 
hardness and to modify them within limits by 
incorporating different kinds of fillers. It is usual 
for a commercial moulded phenol plastic to contain 
about 50 per cent. by weight of wood flour or other 
cellulose filler, but other fillers such as slate powder 
are used for special purposes. 

General Summary. 
Plastics, synthetic and natural, fall into three large 

groups, all of which arc capable of much subdivision. 
I. Chemically saturated bodies built upon a 

skeleton chain of carbon atoms of the following 
type: 

I I I I I 
-('-C-C--C-C- -

1 I I I I 

These arc inert, permanently thermoplastic, can be 
modified by incorporating plasticisers and have 
individual properties determined by the nature of 
each unit. 

2. Chcmicallv unsaturated bodies based on the 
general structures : 

I I I I I I 
- C = C - C = C - C � • C - or 

I I I I I I I I 
-C-C = C-C-C-C = =  C-C-

1 I i I 

These arc active chemically, permanently thermo
plastic, and can be modified by incorporating 
plasticisers. By suitable chemical treatment addi
tions can take place at some or all of the double 
bonds, con\'crting them into materials of group 3. 



3. Cross linked structures such as : 
I I I 

-A-A-A-A-A-A-

j I 
-A-A-A-A-A-A-

l I I 
-A-A-A-A-A-A

in which A may represent a complex unit. 
These substances arc not thermoplastic ; once they 

have hcen formed into their shapes they cannot be 
heated and reformed into other shapes. 
The Mechanical Strength of Plastics. 

It is now known that the mechanical strength of 
most materials iH much lower than theoretical 
calculations would indicate. This fact has received 
considerable attention during the past few years and 
some hypotheses have been put forward to account 
for it. 

The phenol-formaldehyde thermo-setting resins 
have been the subject of special treatment. de Boer2 
shows that in a resin of this type, if the whole mass 
were completely polymerised throughout, and all the 
possible carbon-carbon linkages formed, the strength 
should be about 4,000 kg./mm2• If, instead of the 
whole block being one unit, it consists of a number of 
irregular smaller blocks held together by the ordinary 
forces of physical cohesion in materials, then the 
value should be about 35 kg./mm2. The actually 
measured strength was only 7·8 kg./mm2• It is 
suggested that �ome of the linkages shown in the 
structure for thermo-setting resins have not actually 
been made, owing to the units being too far apart in 
space. This is f'asier to understand when it is realised 
1Trans. Farad. Soc. 1936, 32, 10. 

Book Review 
"Cathode Hay Oscillographs." J. H. Heyncr, B.Sc., 

A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.1\1.I.E.E., l\1.Inst.R.E. 177 pp. 
128 ill. Pitman. 8s. 6d. 

This hook is internlcd to prm·idc a guide to practical 
applications of cathode ray oscillographs which arc 
becoming more and more an essential part of many types 
ot measuring and indicating apparatus. \\'ith ordinary 
measuring methods, employing meters as the indicating 
devices, a laborious set of measurements is generally 
required to obtain the same information as is shown 
nearly instantaneously on the cathode ray screen. 
The present hook does not attempt to enumerate all 
the uses to which this type of oscillograph has been 
put, but by discussing the practical clifficulties associated 
with their use, and the more important classes of 
application, it shoulcl act as a \·aluable guide to their 
use in any Ill'\\" application. 

The design of cathode ray tubes is only treated in 
brief outline, as the book is intended to be a text on 
cathode ray oscillographs and not on cathode ray tubes. 
There is a useful chapter on the various distortions of 
the oscillograph record brought about by defects in the 
tube, its power supply or time base. 

In view of the wide industrial application of cathode 
ray oscillographs, the simple treatment of the subject is 
to be recommended, but it is doubtful whether it should 
be necessary to explain the meaning of root mean 
square values in a book of this type. In addition, 
accuracy of statement should never be sacrificed for 
·simplicity. For example, on p.52, it is stated that the 

that although these structures arc, for simplicity, 
shown in one plane, they actually arc solid three 
dimensional frameworks, and that, although two 
reacting groups may appear properly lined up when 
drawn on paper they may actually be far apart in 
space. Thus, drawing the units of the resin as c::::::::l 
its structure might be like the following in which 
the dotted lines represent bonds which do not lie i11 
the same plane as the rest of the molecule. 

,.o® ,..q . .. CH1 ,.CHa : 

T CH1 --0- CH1 ---0- CHa i-
C� -� 

1 .. -cHa 
� CHa -p--cHa --0- CHa-

_, 

cH'1§ 

In this structure the 8 and S might be 

expected to react to giw another hridge in the 
structure, hut owing to their spatial arrangement 
thev cannot reach to do so. In this wav, a resin, 
instead of heing a solid mass, may contail1 a lot of 
fissures at which linkage has not occurred, and these 
will form weak spots in the fabric at which mechanical 
rupture will start. This theory is known as the 
" Lockerstellen " (loose points) theory. It may he 
remarked that some well-oriented cellulose derivatiws 
actually develop the order of tensile strength required 
by theoretical considerations. 

maximum phase angle in any " single circuit " is 
90 cleg., but exactly what is meant by such a circuit is 
not 1naclc clear. The " phase of the current" is refl'rr<"d 
to on p. 160, but it is not made clear that this phase is 
measured relative to the phase of the niltage applied 
to the circuit. 

Deflection amplifiers form one of the most important 
accessories of cathocle ray oscillographs in view of the 
large deflection voltages required, particularly with 
hard tubes, and the author has appreciatecl this by 
including a useful chapter on the design of simple 
amplifiers. In view of the wide differences in frequency 
range required from such amplifiers, the differences 
between the design of an amplifier to cm·er audio 
frequencies and one to cover a frequency range of 
I '.\1c/s, or more, might have beC'n made clearer hy 
comparison hehn•en two typical circuits con·ring these 
ranges. 

The remaining chapters arc devoted to the principal 
uses of cathode ray oscillographs, inclucling wan·form 
examination, procluction of frequency response, ancl 
valve characteristic cun·cs, frequency comparison, 
examination of modulation envelopes, and other special 
applications. 

The book is copiously illustrated with cliagrams ancl 
photographs. ancl the many practical tips includecl 
indicate that the author has had a close personal 
acquaintance with cathode ray oscillographs as labora
tory tools. The book can be recommended to all who 
have occasion to use these oscillographs, and it shoulcl 
stimulate their use in new applications. RF.J.J. 
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Storm Damage to the Main Aerial 
System at Rugby Radio Station 

U.D.C. 621.396.67 621.315.1.056.5 

General. 

A
RECENT article described how the main 
aerial system at the Rugby Radio Station1 
was replaced after having been in continuous 

use for about fourteen years. There was, therefore, 
every hope of getting another long period of use 
before any major maintenance again became necessary 
but the severe ice storm in January, Hl.J:O, destroyed 
that hope in the first year. The main aerial system 
was extensively damaged, the photographs accom
panying this note giving some idea of the magnitude. 

The difficulties of the maintenance engineers in 
ascertaining the extent of the damage can well be 
imagined remembering that a heavy mist followed 
the ice formation. In fact, it was two or three days 
before the mist cleared sufficiently to allow anything 
of the aerial system more than 100 ft. above the 
ground to be seen, and the helpless feeling of the 
maintenance staff patiently waiting for the mist to 
clear to see the tangles which they were sure had 
occurred at heights up to 00 ft., before they could 

breakage of the insulators had resulted in the halyard 
end and insulator attachment whjpping back over the 
masthead and carrying with it the cathcad guard. 

Fig. 2 shows a span of the main aerial which has 
fallen across the main mast stays. The aerial spreader 
in the foreground has had four of its arms torn from 
their sockets as a result of the aerial wire fouling the 
mast stays. 

A main insulator assembly, one of the insulators 
being broken at its outer cap, can be seen in Fig. 3. 
The assembly is supported by the main halyard, the 
aerial tail rope is twisted round the insulators, and 
the aerial up-lead and one main span hang from the 
bottom of the insulators. 

In Fig. 4 a span of the main aerial has fallen on 
an overhead line, due to breakage of the main 
insulators. The outer insulator caps and aerial attach
ment appear in the foreground. The heavy ice 
formation on the part of the aerial still suspended 
near the main mast is apparent. 

Fig. 5 is a close-up view of the suspended portion 

FtG. 1.--CATHEAO AT THE TOP OF A )!AST. 

start any unravelling at all, can well be imagined. 
Moreover, any work in the open was made extremely 
hazardous by the pieces of ice which kept falling from 
aloft, and it need not be a very large piece of ice, if 
of the right shape, to be exceedingly dangerous after 
falling some hundreds of feet. One log sent in noted 
that the local military had found it necessary to beat 
an orderly retreat from the immediate vicinity of the 
aerial system. 

Notes on the Illustrations. 

A view from the rear of the cathead at the top of 
the mast is given in Fig. 1 showing conditions after 

tP.O.E.E.J. Vol. 32, p. 22. 
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of the aerial shown in Fig. 4, illustrating the extent 
of the ice formation. The wires on which the ice 
has formed are 7 /14 bron7.e (i in. diameter). 

Conclitsion. 

Ice formation of this order is unique in the experi
ence of the present members of the British Post Office 
and they trust that it will remain so; but if not 
sadder men, they hope at least they are a little 
wiser as a result. Finally, a tribute must be paid to 
all the maintenance staff concerned for their devotion 
to duty, display of re?ource and anxiety to restore 
the aerial in the shortest possible time. 

A.H.M . .  



Fie. 2.-BROKEN SPAN OF MAIN AERIAL. 

FIG. 3.-BROKEN MAIN INSULATOR ASSEMBLY. 

Fie. 4.-GENERAL Vrnw OF FALLEN AERIAL. 

FIG. 5.-CLOSE-UP Vrnw 01' SUSPENDED AERIAL. 
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The 3,000-Type Latching Relay J. H. BROADHURST 

U.D.C. 621.395.641 

A new addition lo the family of 3000-type relays is the latching relay described in this article It consists essentially of 
two ordinary relays, the contacts of the first of which are held operated mechanically until released by the operation of the 

second unit. 

Introduction. 

T

HE provision of certain facilities, such as 
night service, transfer service, etc., has 
necessitated the use of relays which arc 

continuously operated for long periods with the 
result that there is a considerable current drain on 
the exchange batteries. This is obviously a serious 
disadvantage, and to overcome the difficulty it 
was decided to develop a latching relay of the 
3,000-type which would provide the following 
facilities:-

(a) The contacts to remain operated after the 
operating current had been disconnected. 

(b) The contacts to restore to normal on the 
subsequent application of current to a releasing 
coil. 

(c) As far as practicable, the number and type of 
contact units to be equivalent to those of an 
ordinary 3,000-typc relay. 

For such an item to be an economical proposition, 
it was necessary to limit its mounting space to that 
occupied by two standard 3,000-typc relays and to 
use as far as possible 3,000-typc piece parts in its 
construction. 

A latching relay which satisfies these requirements 
has now been developed by Messrs. Standard 
Telephones & Cables, Ltd., in conjunction with the 
Post Office. 

Description. 
The latching relay, which is illustrated in Fig. 1, 

consists of two relays mounted side by side on a 
common base plate, the relay on the left being known 
as the latching unit and that on the right as the 
release unit. 

The latching unit carries two normal 3,000-type 
spring sets which, once the relay coil has been 
energised, arc held operated by the armature which 
is mechanically locked in the operated position until 

·released by an extension on the armature of the 
release unit. The release unit may also carry two 
spring sets, although only one is shown on the model 
illustrated. These spring sets are not, of course, 
latched. 

The latching mechanism consists of a small phosphor 
bronze latch L pivoted on a brass fixing post P 
screwed into the yoke of the latching unit just in 
front of the buffer block. A spring S fitted on the 
fixing post holds the latch against the side of the 
case-hardened steel extension plate EP which is 
screwed to the armature of the latching unit. When 
this unit is operated, the latch rotates through a 
small arc into position behind the extension plate 
and prevents the armature from returning to normal 
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FIG. 1.-3,000-TYl'E LATCHING RELAY. 

when the current through the coil is disconnected. 
The movement of the latch is restricted by the 
armature extension E of the release unit which is 
so adjusted that, when operated, it moves the latch 
back to its original position and releases the armature 
of the latching unit. 

Although the adjusting screw AS permits close 
adjustment of the extension plate, a certain amount 
of "back lash" on the armature of the latching unit 
is unavoidable when the current through the coil is 
disconnected. To ensure, therefore, that standard 
contact lift and contact clearances are obtained when 
the armature is in the locked position, an additional 
5 mils is added to the armature travel, which would 
otherwise be the same as that for a similar spring 
set on a standard 3,000-type relay. 

For certain applications the latching unit may be 
required to operate and lock and at the same time 
break its own operate circuit. This means that the 
armature must have sufficient momentum to complete 
its travel and lock after the current through the relay 
coil has been disconnected. This momentum can be 
provided electrically by the use of a 1 in. front-end 
slug and a non-inductive shunt across the winding, 
the relay being operated via its own " Y" break 
action contact unit. The latching unit shown in 
Fig. 1 is of this type. 



It will be seen that apart from the locking and 
releasing mechanism, both units are similar to the 
standard 3,000-type relay, having standard relay 
coils, spring sets and buffer blocks which can be 
varied to suit particular applications. Further, the 
latching relay may be fitted on either strip or 
jacked-in mountings, two models being available 
differing only in the size of the common back 
plate. 

AH2 closes when the pointer indicates a discharge 
of 4 per cent. or more of the full dial reading. 

}{clays MSO and l\lSR arc the latching and release 
units respectively of a 3,000-typc latching relay. 

\\'hen the main battery has discharged 4 per cent., 
AH2 closes and operates relay AHR. 

AHR l operates relay :\ISO which latches. 
MSOl disconnects AHR which, in turn, disconnects 

:'.\ISO. The latter, howewr, remains held hy the latch. 

L_____J �
l

H ... __ .., ___ 
�

TO BUS BARS VIA 

•llr----i l"-----t� I C.E.M.F. CELLS ETC 

TRICKLE CHARGf 

MAIN CHARGE 

I.CAINS CONTACTOR ___ _,�uh, 
I.ISO 3 11 

.... 

�2: 
lAH2 

FIG. 2.-TYl'!C.\L C!RCl'IT .\l'l'LIC.\TIO�. 

(ypical A pplirntio11. 
In addition to those 1i,;cs alreadv mentioned, 

other applications for the latching relay are being 
considered, one of which is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
This shows a portion of the control circuit for an 
exchange autom;i.tic power plant, and, together with 
the following brief circuit description, will illustrate 
the circumstances under which the latching relay 
can be used with advantage. 

The main battery is connected to the exchange 
bushars ,·ia an ampere hour meter AH, which is 
actuated in revrrsc directions hy charge and discharge 
currents. AH is titted with three contacts, two of 
which arc shown in the diagram. These operate as 
follows :- --

AI Il doses when the pointer indicates zero, i.e., 
when the bat tcry is fully charged. 

:\ISO� prepares a circuit for the operation of '.\1SR 
MS03 operates the mains contactor, and charging 

commences and continues until the ampere hour 
meter indicates zero, when AHl doses and operates 
:'.\ISR which releases l\ISO. 

MSO 1 prepares the circuit fort he re-operation of AHR. 
l\1S02 disconnects :\1SR. 
MS03 releases the contactor and charging ceases. 

It will be seen that, apart from its initial operating 
current, the latching unit puts no load on the exchange 
battery although its contacts may remain operated 
for a considerable period, especially when the 
exchange load is hean-. 

It should be pointed out that onlv the essential 
circuit detaib have been shown. Other contacts 
and fun ct ions of rel av :\ISO ha vc been omitted for 
tlw ,.;ake of simplicity.

· 
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Mailbag Conveyor in - the 
u.o.c. 621.s61 Sorting 

Foreign Postal 
Office, London J. PIGGOTT,r B.Sc.(Eng.). 

A floor-leYel conyeyor for mail bags is described, a noyel feature of which is a weighing machine which weighs the 
trayelling on the conYeyor and records the total weight of the bags carried. 

bags while 

I 11Irod11ctio11. 

A
s part of a schc·nw for mechanising the postal 
sorting office, LDndon. in which outward 
foreign maib are handled. the first conn•vor 

has n·n·ntl�'. het'Il completed. The conn·y<ir, wliirh 
is 2:J:l ft. long and :Win. wide, sern•s all the important 
out \\'ard sorting framt"s for newspapers and packets 
on the sDuth sick of the office (all destinations outside 
Europe) arnl carries the sealed and lahellnl hags to a 
spiral chute which clischarges on to tlw mail van 
platform. The full schenw will incorporate an i<ll'n
t ical con\·evor serving tht" north side of the otlire 
(European Sert ion). 

Ill view of the tksirahilit�· of keeping 
reliahl<· statistics of the amount of mail 
carrie<l. a weighing mad1im· has been 
illstallecl as all integral part of the 
conve�·or. This \n•ighing machine 

(I) giws visual inclication of the 
weight of each individual hag ; 

(:?) automaticallv records the total 
Wl'ight of m·ail passing O\'t'r tlw 
system in any given time ; and 

(:{) records the number of bags 
despatched. 

The average number of hags carried 
in a normal week is approximately 
10,000, alt hough present conditions have 
substantially reduced this ligurC'. At 
the Christmas period nearly 20,000 
hags are despatched from this part of 
the oftin' each week. Foreign mailbags, 
])('ing made up to the maximum weight 
allowable, arc nearlv alwa \'S heavier than 
Inland mailbags (1i1axin1um weight Inland 50 lbs. 
- -rarely attained in practice, maximum weight 
Foreign c uli lbs.), and it was, therefore, decided to 
install the convevor to run at tloor level to eliminate 
tmnecessar:-.· lifti1;g. It is believed that this installa
tion is the tirst in which a cotton convcvor band runs 
flush with the lloor. 

· 

The full mailbag;;, after having been labelled, tied 
and scaled, arc stacked at the encl of the sorting frames 
until the time when a despatch is to be made. The 
checking officer, usually known in the sorting office 
as the " Ticking Out Clerk," keeps a record of thC' 
numbers of bags despatched to each destination, and 
the mail porters call out the destination of each bag 
as it is loaded on to the conveyor. TllC' mailbags arc 
placed approximate)\· one foot apart and pass clown 
t hr sorting office and over the weighing machine. 
As each hag runs on to tllC' weighing machine the 
weight is shown on the scale by a beam of light, and 
the integrator or totalisator adds the weight on to the 
existing total, thr result being rrcorded on a dial. 
The hags arc thC'n discharged into a spiral chute 
and the contacts on a flap in the floor of thC' chute 
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operate an electro-magnetic counter. It has been 
foun<l necessary to fit a clamping device to this flap 
to prevent each mailbag giving several impulses. 

The contractors for this work were Messrs. Lamson 
Engineering Co., Ltd., with :\kssrs. Adequate 
\\'eighcrs, Ltd., as sub-contractors for the weighing 
machine. 

Fhc Coll1'<'\'0r. 
The gNieral la yon t of the com·eyor 1s shown in 

Fig. 1. 
The conveyor is driven by a 10 h.p., ii)() r.p.m., 

:l phase, slip ring induct ion motor, which is conplecl 

SORTING FRAMES 
ETC. FOR U.SA, 

NEW ZEALAND, ETC. 

roR l>CWSAIV'[f\S 
CANADA, AUSTRALIA, 

!NOIA, FAR EAST. 

2ND.fLOOR LEVEL 

OUST TRAP 

I ST. FLOOR LEVEL 

1:1<;. 1 -1..\yrn·T OF Tl!E Co�YEY01<. 

to a variable speed "Crofts " gear, and the output 
shaft of this gear drives the main driving drum 
through a fixed recluction worm gear unit and bushed 
roller chain. The variable speed gear is operated by 
a remote controlled fractional horse power motor 
fitted with a magnetic brake, which controls the 
position of two cone pulleys by means of levers. The 
speed of the conveyor is thus continuously variable 
between };) and 100 ft. per minute. \\'hen the mail 
despatches arc light, and no immediate haste is 
necessarv, the convevor is set to run at 15 to :10 ft. 
per min{1te, in whicli range of spC'eds i t  is quite safe 
to walk across the band. \\'hen the last of a hatch 
of hags is to be despatched, it is usually found 
necessary to speed up the transit of these bags out 
of the ofllce, and the convevor is then set to nm at 
HO to 100 ft. per minute, at wl1ich speeds it is necessary· 
to lower guards across the two gangways to prevent 
accidents. A small bridge has been fitted at the 
main gangway for use at these times. 

The speC'd control push but tons are located com·e
nicntly in the sorting office for the controlling officers, 
and an indicator (a voltmC'ter suppliC'd from a small 



generator, driven from the output of the variable 
speed gear) gives the conveyor speed in feet per 
minute. The guard<; come down automatically as 
soon as the chngerous speed is reached, and return 
to the position shown in Fig. 2 when the band 

while the con\'eyor is stationary, or moving up to 
about 30 ft. per minute, without fear of damage. 

The joints in the band have been made by splicing 
the four layers of horizontal threads and taggering 
the joints in each layer over a length of !) in. All 

faces were treated with latex solution 
and rubber solution, and the joint hand
sewn throughout. No increase in thick
ne.s results from this construction. 

To keep the belt free from dust anddirl 
adu t-trap is fitted near the driving drum. 
Experience has shown that the small 
amount of dust finding its way on to the 
band in no way affects the working of 
the conveyor. 

The tensioning gear, which is placed 
after the drivingdrum, consists principally 
of a roller free to move vcrtica.llv between 
two guides. This roller is loaded with 
1,000 lb . weight, g1vmg a constant 
tension for a given load irrespective of 
belt stretch. Another similar roller, the 
movement of which is controlled by a 
hand wheel operating through bevel gears, 
allows the " long term " stretch of the 
band to be taken up, but after the first 
six months of working it is seldom 
necessary to make any adjustment except 
perhaps in very humid weather. F,c. 2.-\\'l.,IClll:>C MACHINE (GUARD IN "UP" POSITION). 

Daily attention is given to cleaning 
but beyond oiling at necessary intervals no further 
maintenance is required. 

is returned to the safe speed range. The speeds at 
which the guard operate can be varied over the 
whole rang� by altering the angular position of 
contacts on a cam controller which makes the circuits 
for the guard motors. The controller is driven from 
the variable speed gear operating motor. 

The construction of the conveyor bed is shown in 
Fig. 3. Owing to the construction of the building 
only the wood block floor could be removed, leaving 
the ferro-concrete intact, but this fortunately 
proved ufficiem by using a cotton band instead of 
the wooden slat type of band normally used for floor 
level conveyors. The band is of solid woven cotton, 
approximately} in. thick, not treated in any way, and, 
it is estimated, should give satisfactory service under 
arduous conditions for several years. The weaving of this 
type of belting is performed in one operation in a loom, 
there being four main layers of horizontal warp and weft 
bound together during weaving by many additional 
vertical warp threads. After weaving the belting is 
tensioned to the limit io take out all initial stretch. 
The strength of these band is remarkable, and heavy 
mail trolleys, barrows, &c., mav be wheeled across 

{MILO 5T EL PLATE 

SECTION THROUGH rLOOR CONVEYOR 

The Weighing .11ac/1i11e (Fig. 4). 

The main conveyor band has a tension which 
varies between 1,000 and 2,000 lbs. according to the 
l oad. The value actually varie along the length of 
the conveyor between these two extremes. This 
tension is too high and too variant to enable this bantl 
to be used direct for weighing, and il was, therefore, 
necessary lo di charge the bags from the main band 
on to a short terminal weighing band. This band is 
made of balata plies, and the joint is made by cutting 
the plies apart and butt jointing each layer separately. 
the joints being arranged diagonally and staggered 
in the different layers so as to maintain the weight 
per foot run constant. The adjoining faces arc 
covered with rubber solution and the whole joint 
vulcanised. The tension in this band i tixecl and is 
just sufficient to maintain the drive when the maxi
mum load is passing. This short length of balata 
belting is, for all prnct ical purpo cs, unaffected by 
weather conditions. .\ correction is made in thl' 

---� - -.. .... -_--_-- -- - -- -- -------- --------

SECTIONAL SIDE E:LEVATION 

Fie. 3.-CONSTRU(''TION OJ' rJIE C'or.:\ E\'OR RED. 
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FIG. 4.-WEIGlllNG �lACHll\E-FRONT \"IE\\". 

calibration of the weighing machine to neutralise the 
weight of this band and the slight effect of the tension 
in it. Fig. 5 ·hows the arrangement of this weighing 
band. 

The first G ft. of the weighband is known as the 
"weighing length " and loads out ·ide this length 
cannot affect the weigher. The load is transmitted 
to the weighing mechani�m by four rods at the corners 
of the centre 3 ft. of the weighing length. It would 
appear, therefore, that the minimum spacing between 
loads lo give accurate result on the visual 
indicator would be l ft. 6 in. It has been found in 
practice, howcYer, that a spacing of approximately 
1 ft. between mailbags does not affect the readings. 

The limit of weight on the machine is 0 lb., and 
whate\•er the spacing of the loads the integrator, 

�"EOUIVALCNT � 
I WEIG�._

L,� GTH"

. 

. I 
,..., ..... ---".ACTUAL WEIGH L£NGTH'6·-o·----<•�I 
I I 
r-3·-o·-+----+-----+- :s-o·� 
I WEIGHER ! 
I SUSPENSION 
I ROOS. (rouR) 

I 

which is de cribcd below, will give accurate results 
so long as the above limit is not exceeded. It will be 
seen, therefore, that this type of weighing machine 
is suitable for " continuously weighing " any product 
such as grain, coal, small machine parts, etc .. on a 

moving conveyor even at high speed. 
The mechanism of the visual indicator is a straight

forward weigher system working again�t a helical 
spring.• The pointer on the scale al the front of the 
machine is actually a spot of light, and the reading is 
given accurately to within t lb., the true weight 
being t�e maximum weight recorded. 

The most interesting part of the weigher is the 
integrator or lotalisator, which automatically records 
the total weight of all mail passing over the weigh 
band. Fig. 6 show a plan view of the integrator, a 
diagrammatic view of which is given in Fig. 7. The 
accuracy of this mechanism is remarkablr, and during 
tests the error has been found to be less than h per 
cenl. The operation is as follows:-

Coupled to the ordinary weigher levers arc two 
long parallel tubular rods A (l'ig. 6 and Fig. 8). 
These arc strutted for rigidity. As the weigher moves 
from zero to 0 lb. these rods move in an arc. Two 
ball bearings guide the large steel ball B along the 
track made by the two shafts P and T, the adjacent 
surfaces of which are parallel and the axes lie in the 
same horizontal plane. The linkage A is such that 
the ball is held throughout its stroke hetween the 
two ball bearing;;, the arc of travel being small 
compared with the length of the rods A. Shaft P 
is driven through chain gears and pur wheels from 
the weighband, and therefore, for any def111itc �etting 
of the main conveyor speed regulator, the speed of 
rotation of shaft P is constant. The shaft is the same 
diameter throughout its length. haft T, on the 
other hand, is tapered, the larger diameter being 
nearer the gear box. It receives its drive from the 
ball B. Hence, the ball B acts as an intermediate 
gear wheel between the two shafts P and T, which 
rotate in the same direction. Ball B mo\'es normally 
between two extreme positions marked zero and 

0 lb. (Fig. 8), the first being the position assumed 
when the conveyor is empty, and the second when 

an 0-lb. load is on the centre of the 
weighing length. The diameter of 
the tapered shaft T at the zero point 
is the same as that of the cylindrical 
shaft P, so that when the ball is at 
thi point the speed of the two 
shafts is the rune. 

To prevent slipping between the 
ball and the shafts P and T a strong 
magnetic field is employed. Both 

I MAIL BAG WEIGH BELT 
the ball and shafts arc of hardened 
stainlcs steel, and the spacing is 
such that the ball can alrno t pass 
through the gap. This gives a wedge 
action drive and the magnetic field 
provides an additional cohesive 
force. The field i · obtained from 
permanent magnet having a 35 per 
cent. cobalt content, which set up a 
uniform field along the stroke of 

LOAD 

FIG. 5.-.\RRANGEMF.NT OF \VEIGHING BAND. 
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the ball. The top of the centre pole can be seen in 
Fig. 6. The two outside poles of opposite polarity 
to the centre arc under the shafts. (Fig. 7.) 

BALL B 
IN ZERO 
POSITION 

C£NTRE POLE 
Of MAGNET 

FIG. 6.-PLAN Vrnw OF INTEGRATOR. 

\\'hen any weight passes over the weighing mecha
nism the ball is traver cd along the shafts, and the 
speed of shaft T decreases due to it being tapered . 
The change in speed of shaft Ti proportional to the 
weight on the machine, and this is utilised in a 
differential gear box to operate the integrator counter 
dial. It is the actual difference in the number of 
revolutions made by shaft P and T during the transit 
time of any load across the weighbclt that is recorded. 

PERMANENT 
MAGNET 

Ftr. 7. Dl\GR \MM \Tit Vmw OF h'TEGRATOR. 

The housing of the differential gear (Fig. 7) is 
dri\·cn in the same direct ion of rot at ion as shaft 
J> and T by the pinion C, but at a slower speed. 
lnside and fixed to the casing arc two short shafts 
SI and • 2, carh mounting two gears fixed together 
but free to rotate on the shafts. These two shafts 
receive an eccentric rotation in space from the gear 
casing. The two gear wheels on shaft I f.re meshed, 
one with a gear wheel fixed to the end of haft T, 
and the 01 her with one on shaft . 2. The ,>utput gear 
wheel from shaft :2 mci,,hes with a train of wheels 
driving the counter needle. 

.. 

l t will he seen that if shaft T i at first regMdcd as 
fixed and the differential ca ing is revolving, the 
output wheel on shaft ·2 will cause the first wheel in 

the train to the integrator needle to rotate 
in an anti-clockwi e direction. haft Tis, 
however, aclually rotating anti-clockwise, 
and through the gears on shafts 1 and 2 
the rotation of the first wheel in the needle 
train i , therefore, affected in opposite 

ense. The ratio of the gears is such that 
when the tapered shaft T is revolving at 
the same speed as shaft P (which has a 
fixed ratio lo the differential gear case) 
the first wheel in the needle train is 
stationary and no motion is, therefore, 
tran milted to the counter. hould the 
above conditions be up ct, as when the 
ratio between the cylindrical and tapered 
shaft is altered by the position of the 
ball, the first wheel in the needle train 
rotates at a speed proportional to the 
above change in ratio and the weight 
which caused this change is, thereby, 
recorded. 

Co11c/11sio11. 
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The in�tallat ion of a cot ton band conveyor running 
at noor level has c;hown tha l this material is satis
factory for such arduous service. lt has not reduced 
the effective noor space of the sorting onlce or inter
fered seriously with g,111gway,.,. l"nneces�.ary truck
ing and handling of mails in. ide the onlce has been 
considerably reduced and by the addition of the 
automatic weighing machine a further step has been 
taken toward obtaining a rnntinuous and mechanical 
record of the traflk in the 1x>stal sen·ice. 
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Notes and Comments 
Roll of Honour 

Tht• Bo:ml of E<litoh tle1·ply rt>grl'h to han� tu n�corcl th1· death,; of the following mt•mllt'rs of thl' E11gi1H 'l'ri1 1g 
I>qi:trtmcnt \\'hilt' st'r\'i11g with the :\rnwd Forces. 

lklfast T1·lqiltonc :\n.,t 

Canlt'rl>n1T Tdepho1w .\rt'.L 

Eclinhurgh Tclephon1• :\n•;t 

hli111>urgh Tdephone :\rca 

Lin·rpool Tdcphon1· . .\rva. ·. 
I .rnHlrnt Td1·romm1111icat ions 

R1·gio11 
Lornl<>n Tdccomm1111ica t io11s 

l\.1·gio11 
Lrn1don T1•lt·com111n11icat ions 

Rt"gio11 
Lt HHlon Tdt·comm 11n ica t ions 

Region 
l .ondon Tt'!t'commtmica t ions 

l{cgion 
London Teh•commt111ic:1t ions 

lfrgion 
London Tclcrornmunicat ions 

Region 
London Telecom

. 
}{egion 

:\liclclleshrough Tdephone 
Arca 

Newcastll' Telephone :\rca 
Xottingham Telephone :\rea 

Scott, :\. 

Dt•\·i1w. E. I>. 

1 [itcltm1H1gh, .\ ... 

Parker, I<. F. 

Jones,.\. T. 

Bt'ntle\-, (;_ F. 

\ld>on:tl1l, \\'. 

\!orris, :\. E. 
Bignell,\\'. I'. 

Bry;in, l>. 

][ill,;, :\ . . \. 

H11mphn•vs. S . .  \. 

Tocock, .J. ('. 
:\lillar, :\. 

lfuntl'r. T. 
Jones. r. J. E. 

: l 'nl'stablishe1l Skillet! 
\ \'1 >rkman 

l "nest a blishcd Ski lletl 
\\'orkman 

,l ·rn·stahlishcd Skilled 
\ \' orkman 

l"nestablished Skilled 
\\'orkman 

Skilll'cl \\'tirkn1an, 
Class I I 

l 'rH'st ahli,;h('<l Skilled 
\Yorkman 

l "nestablishecl Skilled 
\\'orkman, Class I 

l'1wstahlishcd Skille<l 
\\'orkman 

La hourer 
La huurcr 

l'rH'stal>lislH'd Skilled 
\ \'orkma n 

Labourer 

l"nestal>lishc<l Skilled 
\\'orkman 

l'1wstal>lisl1t'1l Skilled 
\\'orkman 

Lahonrcr 

Labourl'r 

Labnurt'r 
l T nest a hlislw<l Skillccl 

\\'orkma 11 
L1hourn 
l"1wst:1hlishl'tl Skilled 

\\'orkman 

!Private, The Bbck \\'atch 

Lance Corpor;tl, H.oyal l 'lstt'r l{itks 

.\hie Scaman, Royal :\;1v:i; 

1.\hk Scanun. lfo\·;tl Xav�· 

Signalman, l{oyal Corps of Sign;tls 

Signalman, Royal Corps of Signal,; 

Signalman, l{ova I Corps of Signals 

.\cting Sergl';lllt, llighblltl Light 
l nfant1T 

Ll'atling St okcr, lfo\';tl �a\'\' 
l'rinte, Duke of Cornwall's Light 

Infant r\' 
l'ri \·ate, f.oyal l{cgimcnt 

Trooper, Dragoon Cuarcls 

Signalman, }{o�·;i[ Corp,; of Sign;tls 

:\hk Scaman, ]{oval Navy 

Corporal, Ro:i-·al X orfolk Regiment 

l'riv;1te, Kings Chm Srnttish 
Bordcrt'rs 

Lance Corporal, '.\liddksex Regiment 
L111cc· Corporal, Rci:i;al Armoured 

Corps 
Fusilier, }{o\·;tl �ortln11nl)('rla111l Fus. 
Trooper, l{ii\·;1 I l fnssars 

l'l'tt'rhorough Tdcpltone Arca 11'carson, S. J. F. 

Plymouth Telephone . .\rca icallicot t, l'. I 

Labourer 
Skilled Workman, 

Class I I 

Lea cling St okcr. ]{o\·;tl "'.\/;in· 
\ · orporal, Roya I :\ i ;. Foret· . 

]{eacling Telephone Arca .. 

Scotland \\'est Telephone 
:\re a 

Sheffield Telephone Area .. 

'Butler, L. R. L:nestahlishecl Skilled Sergeant, l{oyal :\ir Foret' 
\\'orkman 

Howison, R. :\I... 
1Unestahlishe1l Skilled l'ionccr, Conlon Highlandt'rs 

\\'orkman 
lhmilton E IL;1wstahlished Skilled Troopt'r, }{o\':tl Lancers 
[ -

, ' . , 
\\'orkman 

Tht' Board of Editors has learnt with great plcasurt' that the following members of the Engineering 
Department at present serving with the :\rmcd Forces have been honoured for the se1Tices they have rendered 
to tlH·ir countrv. The Board offers its congratulations on the signal honour they have carnl'<l. 
Engint'er-in-Chief's Otlicc.. 'Wilkinson, E. H. Chief Inspector Lit'11tcnant, lfoyal Military Cross 

LonclonTclccommunications 1 1\.l'lly, F ... 
Rq;ion 

LcH1donTclecommunirations 
Ifrgion 

Scottish l{egion 
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Syrt'lt, C. E. 

Wornl, E. \\'. 

Corps of Signals 
Skilled \\'or km an, 

Class I I 
\\'arrant Otlict'r, Class \lent inned in 

I, H.1r1·:t! Corps of Despatches 
Signals 

l:nestahlishecl Skilled Chief ht t \" Ollicer 
\\'orkman Royal �;;vy 

' 

lfrgional !\1otorTr;1ns
port Otlicer 

:\Iajor, Roval 
IH'l'fS 

Engi-

I )istinguishcd 
Service 
Medal 

:\lcntioncd in 
Despatches 



Malayan Posts & Telegraphs Department 
It is gratifying to note from the annual report for 

1\1:3\l that the �lalayan Posts and Telegraphs Depart
ment is maintaining steady progress. On the 
telecommunications side, telephone ins tall at ions 
increased by 8·7 per cent., ti5 of the 117 exchanges 
being of the automatic type. A start has been made 
with the introduction of no-delay trunk working, and 
a third 3-circuit and another single-circuit carriN 
system were installed to augment the trunk network. 
In addition a direct radio link with North America 
was introrluced, although this had to he suspenrlecl 
on the outbreak of w;tr. 
Obituary 

The past few weeks have seen the passing of two 
grand old men of science, Sir Oliver Lodge and Sir 
J. ]. Thomson. Sir Oliver Lodge, who was 8!l when 
he diPrl, started work at 14 and stmlied in his spare 
time. At 2:3 he began an academic career, tilling 

posh successin·lv at London. Liverpool and 
Birmingham Un(1;ersities. These enabled him to 
devote a large part of his energies to original 
investigation. He will be remembered chieflv for his 
work on the relation between matter and tlle ether, 
and for his inventions and discovcri<'s in th<' fwld of 
wireless communication. 

Sir ]. ]. Thomson, like Sir Oliwr Lodge, liwd 
to a good age : he was 8:3. He will alwavs he associated 
with Cambridge Cniversity and the Cavendish 
Laboratories, where his principal researches were 
carried out, including his rcvolut ionary discoverv of 
the electron. This was followed h\· his hypotl;esis 
on the mechanics of the electric field, in which ht' 
combined the wave motion and corpuscular theories. 

Both men were honoured with a knight hood, a·nd 
hy many uni\·ersities ·and scientific societies both 
in this country and abroad, for their substantial 
contributions to the advancement of electrical 
science. 

The Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers 
LIST OF HON. LOCAL SECRETARIES OF 

CENTI{ES 
Lo:sno:-:. 

Centre Secretary, :\fr. C. A. H. Burdick, London 
Telecommunications Region (E.B.), \\'aterloo 
Bridge House, Waterloo Bridge Road, S.E.1. 

L.T.R Secretary, Mr. J. E. Martin, London Tele
communications Region (E.B.), Waterloo Bridge 
Honse, Waterloo Bridge Road, S.E.1. 

E.-in-C.O. Secretary, Mr. \V. H. Fox, Engineer
in-Chief's Office (Tp.1 Branch), Alder House, 
Aldersgatc Street, E.C.1. 

S.E. Secretary, Mr. E. \V. Atkins, Post Office 
Engineering Department, 34 Sydenham Road, 
Croydon, Surrey. 

HARROGATE. 
Secretary, Mr. E. W. Norfolk, Engineer-in-Chief's 

Office. (Tp. Branch), Prince of Wales Hotel, 
Harrogate. 

Eastern Centre, Mr. W. E. T. Andrews, Home, 
Counties Region (E.B.), 100 Hills Road, Cambridge. 

N. Midland (Nottingham Centre), �fr. A. E. Tw.vcross, 
Telephone Manager's Office, 37 Stoney Street, 
Nottingham. 

N. Midland (Birmingham Centre), Mr. R. J. Clark, 
Development Group, Telephone House, Newhall 
Street, Birmingham, 3. 

N. Eastern, Mr. T. E. Walker, Regional Director's 
Office, Room 502, 5th Floor, 36 Park Row, Leeds, 1. 

Northern, Mr. E. Jeffery, Engineering Branch, 
Newcastle. 

Scot. East, Mr. T. Lawrie, Scottish Region (Eng. 
Branch), G.P.O., Edinburgh. 

Scot. West, Mr. J. Paton, Telephone Manager's 
Office, H.P.O., (�]asgow, C.2. 

X Western (Preston Centre), �fr. G. A. G. Evans, 
Telephone �Tanager's Office, H3 \Vestcliff, Preston 
I.an cs. 

".'\. \Vestern (:.\Iand1ester Crntre), �Ir. F. Leach, 
Regional Director's Of1lcc (E.B. ) , Br idgewater 
Honse, \\"hit wort h Street, :\lanchester, I. 

".'\. Waks, :\[r. S. T. Stcn'ns . Chief lfrgioml EnginPer ·s 
Office, \\.elsh and Bonkr Counties Region, The 
:\fount, Shrcwsburv. 

S. \Vales, Mr. F. J. B. Clarke, T.:\1.0. (Eng. Branch), 
Dominion House, Cardiff. 

S. Midland, Mr. W. Bell, H.C.R (E.B .) . !lO Eastern 
A venue, Reading, Berks. 

S. \\"estern, Mr. R. G. Alexander, T . .M.O., Room 15A, 
St. Stephens Chambers, Baldwin Street, Bristol. 

�- Ireland, .Mr. C. E. Worthington, E.B. Telephone 
. House, 1 Cromac Street, Belfast. 

ESSAY COMPETITION, Hl40 
The Council have offered five prizes of two guineas 

each for the five most meritorious essays submitted 
by members of the Engineering Department of the 
Post Office below the ranks of Inspector and Draughts
men Class II, and, in addition, to award a limited 
number of Certificates of Merit. Particulars may be 
obtained from the local secretaries. 

· 

CITY AND Gl'ILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE 
EXAMINATIONS 

The following candidates received the prizes 
awarded by the I.P.O.E.E. upon the results of the 
recent examinations of the Institute:---
Transmission and l,ines--Gradc 11 : 

1st Prize of £3.-Mr. Arthur Douglas Board 
P.O. Engineering Dept., Biclcfor<l. 

2nd Prize of £2.-:\lr. Kerwin \\"illiam Bourn(', 
l'.O. Engineering ])<'pt., London. 

Tccl111ica! l'.!cctricil\'-- .(;radc 11 : 
1st Prize of I2.- - :\I r . :\Ian Don .\ir t h , P. O. 

Engineering lkpt., Ncwctst k. 
2nd Prize of l1 . - - -\Ir. Thoni ; 1 s  Richard Boxall, 

P.O. Enginel;·ing Dept., Poole. 
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Regional Notes 
London Region 

TREE !WOT ACCU :\IL'L\TIOX Ii\ :\l.\:'\HOL.E 
The photo shows the growth or tree roots which have 

accumulated in a manhole in Stanmorc �cw Hoad and 
which appan•ntly ha\'c come from an Italian Poplar 
in an aclpccnt garden. The manholt', an H.F. I, contains 
one C.l. pipt• and one S.A.D. and is a loading point. 

It is siluakd in a country area and has missed till' 
periodical 111spect1on for some yt•ars. The i::rowth was 
found 11h!'n an inspection wa:-. made early this year. 
The roots lhl\"C \\Orkcd thl'ir \\<l\' through the s .. \.D. 
aml into the manhole and han•: it is thought, takt•n 
about fin• yt•ar-; to reach the prrscnt position. 

CLEHl\E:'\\\"ELL ,\UTO;\IATIC EXCH�\.:\GE 

Thi::. exchange was brought into scrvict' at 1.30 p.m. 
on Saturday, June 1st. when about 4.600 subscribers 
were transfrrred from Clerkenwell manual exchange. .\ 
total or about 2,550 junctions arc provided for the new 
automatic (•xchangc. The auto-manual board consists 
of 32 po>.1tions or the slec\ c control type, half of which 
arc Toll Control and the remainder Assistance. The 
ultimate capacity or the automatic equipment which is 
or the 2,000 selector type is 10,000 lines. The equipment 
was ma nu faclurcd and installed by :\Icssrs. Ericssons 
Ltd. Tlw method or cut-owr was 'ia leC's in the external 
cables. 

The ne11 power plant consists of three motor generator 
sets, one rated al 200 A and two at 500 A output and 
two3,000 Ah batteries arranged to operate on the divided 
battery float scheme. A mains rectifier trickle charger 
is prO\'ided to condition the idle battery. 

It 1s worth\· or note that Clerkcnwell was the last 
manual excha

.
ngc in the City Arca of the L.T.R. and 

this area can now, it is thought, claim to be the first 
"all automatic" telephone area in the country. 

D.\RTFOHD !'\OX-DlHECTOR Al'TO:\IATIC 
EXCJIANGE 

T!us exchange, installed by l\lessrs. Siemens Bros., 
Ltd., has an initial capacity of 2, IOO lines, and ultimate 
capacity or 3,000 lines. At l.30 p.m. on July 17th, 
1940, J,42,1 subscribers were transferred from the 
manual exchange to the new equipment, and 265 
junction circuits were connected to serve the nC\\ 
exchange. 

The automatic equipment is of the standard line 
finder type. The slec\'e control manual board of thirteen 
positions is situated in the same building. The power 
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plant is or the parallel battery float type. The two 
batteries, each of l,100 Ah capacity, were installed by 
the Hart Accumulator Co .. and arc charged automatically 
by two 50 A mercury arc rectifiers or the glass bulb type. 

:\IECHAXTC.\L JOIXTS FOR THIW 'GI I CABLE 

l n an article entitled " Gas Leakages, Precautionary 
:\leasures," which appeared in the JOURNAL for July, 1935, 
:\Ir. P. ] . Ridel referred lo the satisfactory trials of 
mechanical joints for auxiliary joint.<;, and indicated 
that laboratory experiments were being conducted with 
a mechanical joint for use on through cables. 

The auxiliary joint is now familiar to all engaged on 
external work, but the straight through mechanical 
joint is just emerging from a series of field trials which 
ha\'C pro,·ecl generally satisfactory. lt is thought that 
some details or the 1oint on which these trials have been 
conducted may be or interest to readers. 

Four sizes of joint we.re fitted on current work in the 
London Hegion, accommodating four ranges of cable 
diameters, namely ·45 in.-·55 in., ·55 in.-·75 in., ·75 in.-
1 ·2 in., l ·2 in.-1 ·5 in. Thr figure shows the smallest 
joint, assembled. 

The joint consists essentially of a brass tube carrying 
a pressure testing nozzlr and two shaped, tough rubber 
muffs. Suitable hose clips, arranged as shown, clamp the 
rubber muffs to the sleeve, and to the cable sheath. 

In fitting, the clips were opened out and loosely 
positioned on the muffs and the mu!Ts and tube were 
threaded on lo the cable ends before the lead was 
stripped. The jointed wires were wrapped in the usual 
way, the cable encl� lightly clrcssecl ancl any scores or 
cuts 111 the sheath smoothed out with a blunt tool. 
The mechanical jui11t was assembled centrally u\'cr the 
joint. It was obsen·ed that in each case complete 
tightening of the clips resulted in a pressure-tight joint 
on the first attempt. 

The joints ha,·c been in scn·ice for periods varying 
between 6-12 months, and, up to the time of writing, 
a failure has not been reported. At the expiry of six 
months, two joints were pressure tested and found to 
be sound. They were then opened : the muffs ''ere in 
good condition and the joints were opened without 
difficulty, but serious ru�ting was found on all clips 
and screws. 

It is generally appreciated that some form of joint 
which will dispense with the use of naked lights for 
plumbing is desirable, and the type or joint under 
review offers this advantage and overcomes several 
inherent weaknesses in the plumbed joint. 

In difficult situations where the pot and ladle method 
cannot be employed exclusively for plumbing, the 
mechanical joint avoids the need for a blowlamp with 
its attendant risk of explosions. l\loreo\'er, the applica
tion of heat in plumbing tends to impair the quality 
of the lead of the cable sheath producing a porosity 
which incrcasC'S it<; liability to mechanical failure. The 



mechanical joint can be fitted easily and opened 
frequently without damage to the joint, and the 
flexibility provided by the rubber muffs should reduce 
considerably the liability of breakdown which, on 
plumbed cables, may be due to vibration fatigue or to 
porous wipes or sheath. 

The trial has given rise to several critici:-,ms of the 
design of mechanical joints, and suggested modifications 
LO overcome the shortcomings : 

(I) Since the watertightness of the joints depends in a 
large measure upon the efficiency of the clips, it is 
essential that they he made of a non-corrosh·e 
material. 

(2) Difficulty is CXJK'ricncecl in installing the joints 
in the smaller s11cs o( joint box owing to their 
length. Since the overall length a' ailablc to 
accommodate the cable joint is considerably 
greater than nect•ssary, a reduction in the length 
could be effected by shortening the tube, the sole 
purpose of which 1s to provide a firm base upon 
\\ hich the larger clips can be tightened. \\'ith the 
Engineer-in-Chief's concurrence this modification 
has been carried out successfully in several cases. 

C:I) ll is felt that while the weights of the larger 
joints arc in conformity with the thickness of the 
sheath and the weights of the cable to which they 
arc fitted, in the smaller sizes the joints are 
relatively much heavier and there is risk of 
fracture of the lead !>heath occurrmg. The pro
posed reduction in the length of the brass tube 
would, of course, help to meet this criticism, but a 
further \I eight reduction could he effected by 
shortening the brass tube to a minimum and 
increasing the length of the corresponding portion 
of the rubber muffs. lt might also be possible to 
use a tube of lighter gauge. 

For all sizes of joint, as an alternath e to the brass 
tube, considcratl()n 1s being g1\'en to a proposal to 
extend the rubber muffs to lap one over the other; the 
inner muff being stitfened with reinforced moulding to 
;.upport the pressure of the clip. 

11.G. K. 

South-Western Region 
EHECTIO� OF INTERRUPTION CABLE lN 

U USUAL CIRCUi\1STANCES 
:\s a rc:sult of a fault occurring in a length o( submarine 

cable. it became necessary, recently, to run an interrup
tion cable across a railway bridge of considerable 
height and length. 

The most important of the 104 circuits affected were 
diverted into other cables, but the measure of relief 
hy this means\\ a� very limited. \\'hen 1t became obvious 
that considerabk dl'lay would be experienced in eflccting 

repairs, it was decided to run an interruption cable 
across the river via the railway bridge. 

The submarine cable terminated in junction boxes at 
both ends, and at these points the height o( the bndge 
was 120 ft. and distance across 550 yards, the total 
length of the bridge being approximately 1,000 yards. 
The interruption cable was laid across the hridge 
between points immediately above the junction boxes. 
For this purpose cable 104/20 P.C Q.T. lead sheathed 
was used. 

It was found most help(ul to drag the cable on the 
wood sleepers outside the rails. This gave an excellent 
bearing surface, and although the staff available was 
rather limited the cable was drawn out in two lengths. 
lt might be mentioned that the bridge carried a single 
track and traffic was very hea''Y; in fact the longest 
period for which work was able to proceed without 
interruption was t hour. All breaks 111 the cable were 
arranged to be adjacent to rcccs.-.es in the bridge so that 
the cable ends could be turned in and the jointer was 
able to work without interruption. Aerial cable was 
erected between the bridge and the junction boxes, 
104/20 P.C.Q.T. lead-sheathed cable being used, the 
weight oC this cable for each side being 4 C\\ t. The cable 
had to be supported and kept clear of the bridge to 
prevent abrasion. A pole was erected as close as possible 
to each junction box and steel suspension wires were 
erected from the bridge to the top of each pole. The 
method of erectmg the cable was the same for both 
sides of the rh·er. The cable was wound with hessian 
tape and tied by �larline tics to a second -;tee! wire. 
The end of this wire was then taken to the top o( the 
pole and attached to the suspension wire by aerial 
cable hooks as shown. A block and tackle was fixed 
to the bridge and the cable and wire were pulled 
up, the cable hooks sliding on the �uspension wire, 
additional hooks being fitted at intervals of 6 ft. 

\\'hen the cable was finally 
in position the steel wire to 
which it had been tied was 
fixed to the bridge and to the 
top of the p11le. The result 
was to give adequate �upport 
LO the cable with very little 
sag, and at the same time 
kept the cable clear of the 
bridge. In addition, most of 
the work was done off the 
bridge 1\ ith consequent free
dom from interruption. The 
acnal hooks slid quite easily 
along the suspension wire and 

AtRIAL 
CAB Lt 
HOOK 

no difficulty was experienced 111 hauling the rahk 11110 
position. Erection of the poles close to the i11nct 111n 
boxes reduced all underground work l•> a minimum . 

. \ lH Hi\lD D.\!11.\GE TO CK DE HG LWC':\ D l'I..\ :\T 

During a rect·nt air raid on a" South \\'estcrn "town a 

homh fl'll on the track of a 122 pr./20 )J. . cable. The 
re..,ults \\ill be of interest to many, and may e\'en afford 
a mea-,urc of comfort to tho�e \\hose duty it is to ma111-
tai11 such plant during the present emergency. 

The bomb dropped m the grass ,·erge slightly to one 
side of the cable track !onning a crater 3 l ft. in diameter. 
The road is artificially elevated in the section concerned 
and has a concrete foundation and kerb. Lt would 
ap}X'ar that the duct and cable, together with the l'clge 
of the roadway, lifted \\ ith the force of the e:-..plos1on 
and that a block of concrete then kll on the ca bk, forcing 
1t into the cratcrto a depth or 10 ft. he low the surface of the 
road. The duct was demolished hut tht•cable m the crater 
was undamaged except for a fc\ \  cracks in the shcalh111g. 
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The cable happened to ha\ t' :\.C. l l.'s fittl'd, and 111 
the manhole on one sidl' of the fault the anti-creqiagt· 
dn·in· held firmly, hut o\\'i11g to thl' pull of the core and 
subsequent rebound the cable appears to hct\'l' mo\·ed 
ti in. from its normal position in the direction away from 
the explosion, kaying the sheath in a st·\·erely crimpt•tl 
condition. On the other side of the fault the cable was 
free to mm·e in the dir<'ction of the crater and from the 
suhst•tp1cnt position of the anti-crel'page dc\·ice it \\'as 
possible to ascertain the extent of nw\·cmcnt. ,\t the 
manhole nearest to the point of damage the cable had 
been drawn 2 ft. 3 in. tm1·ards the crater an<l 6 in. and 
3 in. respectin·ly at the subsequent manholes. 

There were on!�· thrl'e fault\· pairs in the 122 pair 
cable, the faults hl'ing all at the :\.C.D. where the sheath 
was crimped. The rt'mainder of thl' cable pairs carried 
circuits without intl'rrnption. 

North-Western Region 

:\ll'LTl-\\':\Y TIWCST BOltil\G 

( lne "f the problems associated with thrust boring 1s 
the alignment of the separate bores when more than Olll' 
way is required, and the following description of a 2-11 ay 
bore successfully carried out under a le\TI crossing at 

\\'arrington, where the subsoil was not suited to normal 
practice may be of interest. 

It was requirc<l to lay a 2-way pipe line under tlw 
crossing, and to aniid the difficulties attendant to thl' 
exca\·ating and laying it \1·as decided to lay two 3f -in. 
steel pipes by means of the :\langnall-lrYing llydraulic 
Thrust Buring :\laehine, using the tri-head supplied b�· 
the makers. It is claimed that two or three 3!-in. 
steel pipes could be coupled to the tri-head by 4-in. or 
5-in. enlarging heads, and pulled in direct behind it. 
By this method the fins of the tri-head ha\'e to cut 
virgin ground alongside the pilot bore, and the two 
enlarging heads force their way through the subsoil 
with the pipes behind; but this operation is dependent upon 
the nature of the subsoil and is not successful in sandy soils. 

The length of the re<p1ired bore was 15 yds. · After 
consultation with the Borough Sun·eyor and th e District 
Engineer to the l�ailway, it was decided that it was safe 
to bore in a certain line at a depth of 4 ft. The crossing 
was \'cry congested, the obstructions including numerous 
E.H.T., L.T., gas and water mains, two l'ost Office 
duct tracks, the sewer, the operating mechanism for the 
level-crossing gates, and a railway cable laid direct in 
the ground. Pilot holes were made at each side of the 
railway, and a single line of driving rods was first 
driven through in the normal manner. \\'hen the pilot 
rod appeared at the receiYing pit it was rcmm·ed and 
the tri-head attache<l in its place . Two 5-in. enlarging 
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heads, each with a 'inglc ll'ngth "f :�l-in. stt•t•l pipe, 11<·1T 
attached to the tri-hcad and the pulling back of the 
rods atte mpted. The subsoil taken out of the pilot 
holes, and presumably that u1Hln the crossing, was of a 

sand\· nature, arnl the resistanet• to the boring was 
such

.
that, after the enlarging heads had tra\'l'lled six or 

nine inches from the rl'Cl'i\·ing pit, the indicatt·d pn·ssun· 
of the oil in the machine had risen to such a \ alue that 
it 11 as decitle<I to abandon the attempt. The enlarging 
heads 11Trt' pushed back into till' pit and uncoupled 
from thl' tri-lwad. l n thl'ir place "rdinan· !>"ring rods 
\l"<'rt' attached, and these wne pullt'd through to the 
"!'"rating pit, gi\'ing two paralll'l l){)n·s approximately 
I ft. apart. The tri-IH'a<l was then unnmpll'd and the 
machine lllll\'ed a few inches tll line up ll'ith 011<· of the 
rods just pulled in . This lint' of rods was 111J11· cm1m·cted 
tu a :!}-in. stcd pipe by the .'i-in. enlarging hl'ad, \\'hich 
11·a,.; pu!IL·d through in the llllrmal 111annl'r. Tht· m;1chi11t· 
was thl'n mon•d to line up with the S<'cond St'( of rods 
<llld the operation rqwakd sun-cssfully. In this \\'ay 
tl1u :q-in. steel pipes \ITrl' succt·ssfull�· laid paralll'I l ft. 
;1part under a yery busy rail\\'ay Jt.n·I crossing, without 
intt'rfl'ring with the road or rail traltic. The wmk took 
f"ur men t\10 da\·s to cmnpldt·. 

rtw gent'ral cunstructi()n of tilt' t ri-lwad is ,Ji1J11·n in 
thl' skctch. 

It is thought that, where t\ni or three ways ha\·e to 
be laid under roads or le\'el crossings, where thrust 
boring is obviously advantageous and practicable, the 
tri-head could be successfully and economically used. 
The employment of this item may - as it di<l in this 
instance-�involve the use of more boring rods, couplings 
and enlarging heads than normally su pplied with the 
machine, but the provision of these items is considered 
economical , having regard to the results obtained. The 
extra items for this work were loaned by the Hydraulic 
Engineering Company of Chester, who were most helpful 
in the su pplyof the items and in the practical ad \'ice offered. 



Staff Changes 

Na111c J{egion 

Fro111 Fxi:c. F.n;;. lo .·I din;; .-1 .S.l:". 
l lusband, S. J. E.-in-C. U. 
Epps, II. F. 

. 
. . L.T. Reg. 

Fm111 .·I'''· Fngr. In .·li"li11;; loxff. 1:11;;1. 

Coatl's, <; 11. . E.-in-C.U. 
c;ill, C. J. .\lid. Heg. to ;-,;.i-:. l<<·g 
Dickson-. I·:. W. & B.C. ]{eg. 
Skimwr, E. J. LT. J{q.(. 
WDrthy, L. i·. L.T. H<'g. 
Franklin, c;. F.-in-C.O. 
Bhir, I>. C E.-in-C.O. to Scot. l<<'g . . . 
Young, .J E. l·:.-in-C.O ... 

From C.I. ·;t'itlt al/oidlll(t' /11 .·lcting ,/./:· 

Smith. ll. J. . . S.W. l<eg ... 

Fro111 C/11«/ I 11sf>. lo . lcli11g .Issi. l'.n;;r. 

Burnett, TI. T. L.T. Heg. 
lies, S. B. 

-
:\.\\'. Jk.c;. 

Navlor, S. I 11.C. Heg. to E.-in-C.U. 
Bnick, \\. l'... 11.C. Heg. to L.T.H .. 
Whittingham, L \\". & B.C. Heg. to.\licl. Hcg. 
.\liles, :\ 11.C. !{cg". to E.-in-C.O . .  
Rhodt's. \\". E.-in-C.<>. 
Stl'\\·art, ·1 E.-in-C.O. 
Sharp<'. C. I·:. .\lid. Heg. 
I lasn1p, .\. c;. ;\lid. J«·g. 
Thorn1"on, A. J. 11.C. Heg. 
Lloyd, II. 11.. ::\lie! J{eg. to E. in-C () 
Sherrill, I.. E.-in-C.O. 

From C.l. In C.I. u•ilh a/lowa11<"e 

I lubbard, \\". J. L.T. ]{cg. 
Halph, II. I'. . . L.T. Hcg. 
Blott, T. (;. S.W. Hcg. 

Fio111 /11,f!r. lo .-lcli11g Chirf /11sf>. 

Small wood, \\". I�. I 'ortishcacl I<, St n. to 

l><'an, \\'. J. 
Shaw, J. 
WcbstPr, ( ·. J. 
I.caper, I .. I .... 

Ad<'..\. F. 
Benham, F. \\ ·. 
Holloway, A .. . 
Ila ,·is, S. 
Jlono\<lll, j. ( ;. 
Sla·rwin. !·'.. 
Lester, T. 

:-:amc 

.·I sst. 1-."ngr. 

\Vintcrborn, E. E. I .. 
Atherton, \V. S. 
l>ickson, E. 
c;osney, G. 

Prob . . ·l s:->l. Fngr. 

.\lartin, B. H. 

Chirf lllsf!. 
lies, S. B. 
Kirltl, C. 

Insp. 
Stenning, F. A. 

F.-in-C.O. 
.\lid. Heg 
SW. Jfrg . .  
J J.C. l<l'g. 
Baldock H Stn. to St. 

. \!bans l</Stn. 
.\lid. Hcg. 
L.T. Hcg. 
.\lid. He" 
LT. !<cg.

· 

L.T. Hcg. 
:-:.\\'. J<eg. to LT. !<cg. 
:-;.w. l<eg. 

l<egion 

X. E. l{cg. to .\lit! . Reg. 
E.-in-C.O. to L.T.H . . 
E.-in-C.O. to W. & B.C. Heg. 
E.-in -C.U. to L.T.K 

;-.; E. Ht'g. to E.-in-C.0. 

Scot. ){cg. to N.\V. l{eg. 
E.-in-C.O. to J{ugby l{/Stn. 

E.-in-C.O. to lf.C. Reg ... 

Promotions 

Date 

31.i.40 

lti.7.40 

:!l.!Ull 
:10.ti.40 

i.8.40 
I i.8.·10 

l .!J..tO 

10.i.-IO 
I .!Al 

ltl.i.40 

7.741) 

4.i .in 
8.8..!() 

IUUO 
[ .!l.40 

:l8.i.-IO 
[ 1.8.40 

:H .•;.40 

:H .;;.40 
IS i..!O 

:!! i.40 
10.i.-lll 

10 i.40 
10 iAIJ 

l\U.40 

l:!.i.40 

:!8.i.40 

:!;{.Ull 
I 8.40 
2.i.40 

I:; ti.:l\l 

I. 7.40 

10. 7.40 

4.li.40 

20. 7.40 

:!7.5.40 

l.i.40 

28. 7.40 

:!:l.ti.40 

:\ame Hegion 

F1·0111 l11sf>r. to Arti11g Chi1j l11s('r.·-co11ti1111«d 
Douglas, . .\. S \\". & B.C. ]{eg . . . 

Fon!, F. \'. S.\\·. Hcg ... 
Streeter, .\. ){. St. Albans [{/Stn. to 

I '1erson, J . 11. 

. .\ nderson, F. 
l�elly, T. S. 
Geni1an, .\. (;. 
Kirkham, \V. l>. 
c;reen. F. S. 

(;ilnalirk H."Stn. 
:-:. lrelantl l<t:g. 
E.-in-C.0 . 
11.C. l{eg. 
l·:.-in-C.O. 
E.-in-C.U. 
Test s,,ction, London 

Fum1 s.11·.1. '" .lcti11g !11sf>r. 

(;att·s, ( ;. F. \V. L.T. Hc.g 
.\lcnage, E. A. l ..T. l{l'g. 
Ives, F . .\!. l..T. Heg. 
Green, \V . .J. l..T. ]{cg 
Grcniston, \V. T. L.T. i{eg. 
Hapson, 11. F. L.T. Heg. 
Jla,·is, J. II. L.T. lfrg. 
. .\dams, K. L.T. Hcg. 
l{ohinson, [{ .\. Baldock 1{1Stn. to St. 

Albans ]{. 'Stn .. 

.-1 . .1!.T.O. to .-lcti11g R . . 11.T.O. 

Daft, \\ '. E. London to\\·. & B.C. I<eg 
Ball, F. T. . . B'ham to .\lid Hcg. 
l'als<'r. F. D. . . London to S.\\·. lfrg. 

.11.r.o. CJa,, ! I! to .·/cl111g .ll.F.O. Class I I 
Chapman, E .. . .  l·:.-in-C.U. 

Tffh . . ·/.;s/. lo .·lr/111;; .-Issi. U . . 11.F.O. 
Con·nton, :\. E. 
lhin_�. Cr. � . .. 

London to 11.t · .  Eeg. 
. . Exeter to .\lid. l<eg. 

T.-ch . . ·Issi. lo .·lr/111g .11.T.O. C/a;s Ill 

l;ibson, J. :-:.w. H<'g. to E.-in-l <l. 
E. T. I Junt Leeds to E.-in-C.O. 
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Wiles, E. J. Cambridge to\\'. & B.C. Heg. 
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OSCILLOGRAPllS 
A It hough the Type !i Osclll<>l!rllPh 
I• uxuully ll.'!50Clntcd with Echo 
.�uncling Equipment nncJ Picture 
'l'clcgrophy, It nlso provides a simple 
11nd robust Instrument !or tho 
dcmonstrnllon of nltcrnntlo g current 
1ihcnomcna. The •tandard lnslru· 
rncnt has an u11dampcd resonant 
frequency between 600 ancJ 800 c.p.s. 
but I� damped until It Is scn� lbly 
u1icrl0<llc. Instruments may be 
1> 11ppllecl having resonant lrcqucnclca 
up 
to 3000 c.p.s. 

MUJHllEAD AND .;OMPANY 

LIMITED 

ELMERS END, KENT 

TELEPUONE: DEC'KENUAM 0041·0042. 

� ---- - ------ --- ----

i MUIRHEAD! 
-- -- --- - --

xi 

To-morrow is another day 
It is not so very long ago that telegraphy became a prnctica1 

fact. It is not much longer since tran port the world over 

was by foot, horse or lhc power of the wind at sea. Still 

more reccutly the whole field of communication has been 

extended by the u c of radio. 

In all of the e great and recent developments, thal within 

a short hundred years have so reduced the world in size, 

Muirheads have taken u part, and not infrequently un 

imporlunt part. To-day in Telegraphy and Telephony, 

in Marine Hadio and Depth Sounding, in Road and 

Hailway ignalhng, in Aircraft and in Picture Transmission, 

Muirhead instrumenl'> are playing their part. 

And to-morrow ? .\lany of the devices and instruments 

lhat will i.till further advance lhe science of communication 

arc already taking shape in the Muirhead Laborulory. 

FOH OVER oO YE.\.H DE IGNERS & ilL\KER. OF PRECT1 ION IX TRI MEXTS 
,. it.r.. f. 
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I I • VITAL TD THE VICTOIY DllVE 
Communications are a factor of paramount importance and they affect every aspect 
of the Nation's War Effort. Military. industrial, commercial and civil requirements 
are being met, and in this hour of National need the advantages or telephone service 
are being appreciated as they have rarely been before. The provision and operation 
of adequate telephone service by the Post Office has been no light task and its 
maintenance may prove increasingly difficult in days to come, but it is certain that 
the effort will be made to accomplish the task as efficiently in the future as it has 
been in the past. 

Automatic Telephone & Electric Co. Ltd., as manufacturers of Strowger Automatic 
Telephone Equipment for the Post Office are proud to feel that they are associated -

with the success of this enterprise. 
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AUTOMATIC 

STANDBY 
PL�NT 

Recently completed AUSTIN-

LITE STANDBY PLANTS 

range in size from a 200 k.w. 

Automatic Plant for a large 

Municipal Power Station to a 

2i k.w. Plant for an A.R.P. 

Shelter. 

Whatever the size and purpose 

of the plant the same stringent 

test conditions are applied. 

AUSTINLITE LTD. 
Proprietors : 

CHANCE BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED 

LIGHTHOUSE WORKS, $METH WICK 

above for 

WRl'fE to address 

ifications 

{ l\ detai\s and spec 
u uire01ents. 

. your req 
covenng 

xiv 

THE CLIP-ON AMMETER has become 
established as an indispensable instrument 
for the rapid measurement of currents in 
busbars, fuses and cables. 
You si(Tlply take the instrument In one hand, 
clip round the conductor and observe the 
reading I 
Don't worr-y if the conductor is bar-the 
core is completely insulated and the frame 
is of moulded bakelite. 

COMPREHENSIVE RANGES AVAILABLE: 

0 - 100 • 500 0 • 7.5 • 75 0 • 20 • 100 

0 - 100 • 1000 
0 • 200 - 1000 0 • 10 - SO 0 • 2S • ISO 
0 • 300 • 1500 0 • 15 • 75 0 • SO • lSO 

Write for Ll1t IN. 11. 

FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCS. 
London Office, BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2 
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We are supplying more and more Rural Automatic Exchanges and 

so bringing the telephone to many small communities otherwise 

secluded from the outer world. In spite of heavy national demands 

we are giving our friends abroad our usual services and attention. 

· .. lllustrtttd •bove Is the 

.. B•m•wm ft..A.X. Bulldln&. 

Vkcorl•. Austrtll•. On the left 

are typical tx<h•ngt units with • 

capklty rancln& from S0{200 lints. 
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REGISTERED TRADE MARK 

Quartz Cutting Machine 

Designers and Manufacturers of Capco Sound-on-Film recorders and 
equipment. Copco built recorders are in use at Elstree, Pathe News 
and British Talking Pictures, etc. Patentees and Manufacturers of 

Copco Enamelled Wire cleaning machines. 

Illustration shows latest Model of 
the Quartz Cutting Machine 
developed and designed in collabor
ation with engineers of the Radio 
Branch of the Post Office. 

Similar machines have been supplied 
to the Post Office and to the leading 
Telephone and Radio Manufac
turers. 
Standard and heavy duty cutting 
machines with high rates of cutting 
to accuracies of ·001 in. 

Fixtures to hold any shape of crystal 
can be supplied. 

Heavy Duty Machine can now be 

supplied with nine rates automatic 
feed through specially designed gear 
box, sensitive instantaneous stop 
through specially designed clutch. 

Acknowledged to be the finest 
machines of their kind for this class 
of work. 

Manufacturers : 

CAPLIN 
ENGINEERING CO. LTD. 

Precision Engineers 

BEACONSFIELD RD., WILLESDEN 

LO NDON, N.W.10 
Telephone: 

WJL/esden 0692. 
Cables: 

Caplinko, London. 

ESTABLISHED 1918 

Sole Agents : CAPCO (SALES) LTD. 
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----------------- THE SUL LI VA N-GRIFFITHS----

List No. R.209 

i< • 
For New Telephone Develop
ments-Technical, Plant, Com
mercial, Traffic, as well as late 
news affecting use of telephones-
READ 

TELEPHONY! 
The weekly journal of the telephone industry. 

In these changing times the best invest
ment a telephone man can make is to 
invest in himself. Competent men-the 
men who are well informed about their 
particular work and the business as well
are the ones who win promotion. 
"TELEPHONY " covers every department 
of the telephone industry. It is informative, 
factual, inspirational ; it publishes the 
latest developments, tells the approved 
telephone practices and current telephone 
news. 

READ TELEPHONY! 
Subscription price. $5.00 per yeor ; 52 inuu. 
Published since 1901. 

Addr .. a : Odham• Prau, Ltd., Technical Book 
Dept.., U Lons Acre. London, W.C.l (Telephone : 
Temple Bar 2461) for a aampla copy of 

TELEPHONY, or write direct to: 

TELEPHONY PUBLISHING CORPN. 
6M S. Dearborn StrMt, Chlca10, Ill., U.S.A. 

* 

SU BSTA N DAR D DYNATR ON 

WAVEMETER 
HAS A 

DIRECT 

READING 

FREQUENCY 

SCALE 

WITH AN ACCURACY OF 

O·OI % 
FROM 

30 kc/s 
TO 

15000 kc/s 
(and by harmonics up to 45000 kc/s) 

H. W. SULLIVAN L'.! 
LONDON. S.E.15 

Telephones : NEW CROSS 3225 (P.BX) 

TUNGSTONf; 
BATTERIES 

Are being regularly used by 

G.P.O. Stores & Engineering Depts. 

Empire Post & Telegraph Depts. 

Admiralty 

War Office 

Air Ministry 

e Open or Enclosed types in Glass Containers. 

e Large Capacities in Lead Lined Wood Boxes. 

e TUNGSTONE High-pressure Die-cast 
Plates conform to British Standard 
Specification. 

e British Empire Lead exclusively used. 

TUNGSTONE PRODUCTS LTD. 
SALISBURY SQUARE LONDON, E.C.4 



T
HE new Ericsson Automatic Telephone No. 1002 shown here has a 
casework of black moulded bakelite in a modern, distinctive and pleasing 
design. It incorporates a form of cradle or micro-telephone rest which 

is not readily damaged should the instrument get violently knocked or fall 
to the ground. 
The whole of the interior apparatus which is mounted on a frame can be 
removed as a unit, the base plate which incorporates a useful sliding tray 
fitment being first removed. Dimensions, 6 by 9t by St inches ; weight, 6 lbs. 

NOW AVAILABLE TO P.O. SUBSCRIBERS 

Full particulars from makers : 

ERICSSON TELEP HON ES LTD. 
HEAD OFFICE: 22 LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS, LONDON, W.C.2. 

Works : Beeston, Notts. (Telephone : HOLborn 6936) 
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TELEPHONES LTD. 
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TURNER DIFFERENTIAL 
' 

MI LLIAMMETERS 
G.P.O. No. 17 
& No. 18 

exacting demands 

� for balancing currents 

� in multiplex telegraph circuits. 

---------A quality 

produc t of o u t st andi n g  
merit------------

Smith, Frederick, & Co. 

Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd. 

Sullivan, H. W., Ltd. 

Telephony Publishing Corporation .. 

Tungstone Products, Ltd. 

Turner, Ernest 

Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co., Ltd . 

FULL SIZE 

- �  

xx.iii 

xvii 

xiv 

xv it 

xvii 

v 

Also manufacturers of G.P.O. 

Detector No. 4, and a compre
hensive line of instruments for 
precision electrical measun� 

ERNEST TURNER ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, Ltd. 

men ts. 

CHILTERN WORKS, 

TOTTERIDGE AVENUE, 

Telephone : Hlth Wycombe llOI, 1302. 
Tel•1r"am1 : Coraeoua, Hl1h Wycombe. 

HIGH WYCOMBE, 
BUCKS, ENGLAND 
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LETTER V 
•START� 1---*-2-M- 3 � 4---+f- 5 � STOP-+ 

M_ft�� 
SPACE l 

�1011.S:+ 

A 
NOTEWORTHY 
ADVANCE IN TELEGRAPH TRANSMISSION 

IN the Creed Laboratory efforts are constantly directed towards effecting further progress in Printing 
Telegraph Communication. A new Teleprinter Transmitter designated Transmitting Unit S.2184, 

is a recent Creed development of considerable importance. Some of its outstanding features are :-

The provision of high quality Transmission with 
greatly reduced maintenance. 

The Transmission performance is attained without 
critical adjustment and remains consunt over 
extended periods without readjustment. 

Accurate timing, complete freedom from contact 

rebound and the almost imperceptible transit 

time will be noted from the above reproduced 

oscillogram of actual Transmission. 

Transmitting Unit S.2184 is now standardized on all Model 7 Creed Teleprinters, and is interchangeable with the 
previously fitted Transmitting Unit S.1842. 

CREED & CO. LTD., TELEGRAPH HOUSE, C ROY DON. Telephone: CROYDON 2121 (6 lines) 

Hall Telephone Accessories 
(1928) Limited·· 

Suppliers to the British Post Office, Air Ministry, 
Admiralty, War Office and Foreign Government 

Departmenu. 

Manufacturers of prepayment telephone 

mu lti  - coin colle ctors, gas leak 

indicators, pre cision in�tru m e nts, 

automatic stamp selling and ticket 

selling ma chines, automatic slot 

ma chines and fire alarm apparatus. 

Registered 
Office & Works:70, DUDDEN HILL LANE, 

WILLESDEN, 
Tel. WILLESDEN Sl4lfl/J. LONDON, N. W. I 0 
Alto GUEST WORKS, DOWLAIS, STH. WALES 

Spare-Time Training 
by Post in all 

El ectrical Subjects 
The International Corresponde11ce Schools, largest a11d most 
successful i11stitutio11 of ils kind in the world, offers thoroughly 
sound Courses of 1 nstr11ctio11 to COiier the following subjects : 

Electrical Engineering Electric lliumination and Heating 
Electrical Designing Hydro-Electric 
Electric Lighting Oil-Power Electric 
Electric Power Power-House Attendants 
Electric Traction Steam Electric 
Electrical Tranamiaaion Telegraph Engineering 

and Distribution Telephone Engineering 

A /so the following Examinations : 
Aaociate Membership, l.E.E. 
City and Guilds Elec. Eng. Practice, Elec. Installation and 

Telecommunications 
P.M.O. Certificate for Wireless Operators 
Proviaio� Certificate in Radio Telephony and Telegraphy 

WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL FREE BOOKLET 
and mention the subject in which you are especially interested . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . You may use /Iris co11pon ............... . 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 
LTD. 

Dept. 108, International Buildings, Kingaway, London, W.C.2 

Please send your Booklet "Electrical Engineering" (72 pages) 

I am specially interestedi n 

Name _ 

Address_ 

Age 
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THE INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 

PRINTED PAPERS 
The following papers contributed to the proceedings of the Institution have been 
printed by authority of the Council and may be obtained, if still in print, from 

"THE LIBRARIAN, The Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers,G.P.O.(ALDER HOUSE), LONDON, E.C.I." 

No. 121 

No. 122 

No. 123 

No. 124 

No. 125 

No. 134 

No. 136 

No. 139 

No. 140 

No. 142 

No. 146 

No. 147 

No. 149 

No. 150 

No. 151 

No. 152 

No. 153 

No. 154 

No. 156 

No. 158 

No. 159 

No. 161 

No. 162 

No. 163 

No. 164 

No. 165 

No. 166 

No. 167 

1'io. 168 

'.'lo. 169 

No. I70 

1'io. I7I 

The prices <lo not include postage, and in every case, Members, Associate Members 
and Associates have the privilege of purchasing copies at two-thirds the stated price. 

"X-RAYS, AND THE STRUCTURE OF SO:.\IE ENGINEERING MATERIALS."-W. G. 
RADLEY, B.Sc. 1929 . . 9<l. 

"THE MEASUREMENT OF RELAY TIMES."-R. W. PALMER, A.:.\LI.E.E. 1929.. 9<l. 

"MODERN ELECTRICAL ILLUl\IINATION."--J. J. EDWARDS, B.Sc.(Eng.) ,A.C.G.I., D.I.C. 
1�8 �-

.. THE MEASUREMENT OF SOCND AND ITS APPLICATION TO TELEPHONY."-
A. J. ALDRIDGE, A.C.G.I., A.M.I.E.E. I929 9<l. 

"THE DEVELOPMENT OF AlJTOl\IATIC ROCTINERS IN THE BRITISH POST OFFICE." 
-A. SPEIGHT, A.M.I.E.E. 1929 9d. 

"SOUND AND HEARING."-Capt. N. F. CAYE-BROWNE-CAVE, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E. 1930.. Is. 

"SOME DEVELOPMENTS IN TELEGRAPH TECHNIQUE AS APPLIED TO RADIO 
CIRCUITS."-H. FAULKNER, B.Sc., A.:.\1.I.E.E., and G. T. EVANS. 1931. 1s. 

"DISTRICT ACCOUNTING."-T. FE\\'STER. I93I 9d. 

"SOME NON-METALLIC SUBSTANCES AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS."-Capt. N. F. 
CAYE-BROWNE-CAVE, B.Sc., A.1\1.I.E.E. 193I 9d. 

"PRIVATE BRANCH EXCHANGE INSTALLATIO:\'S."-R. T. A. DEN:-<ISON. I932 Is. 3d. 

" LA YING ARMOURED CABLE BY MEANS OF A MOLE-DRAINER."-L. G. SEMPLE, 
B.Sc.(Eng.), and R. 0. BocoCK, B.Sc.(Eng.). I932 9d. 

"DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS."-R. J. HALSEY, B.Sc., 
etc. 1932. Is. 3d. 

"STORES SPECIFICATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE TESTING."-Capt. J. LEGG, B.Sc., 
A.M.I.E.E. 1933 9d. 

"RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN UNDERGROUND CONSTRUCTION, LAYING AND 
LOADING ARMOURED CABLES."-J. E. Z. BRYDEN, B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., and 
T. HARGREAVES, A.M.l.E.E. 1933 . . IS • 

.. TELEPRINTERS."-E. s. RITTER, M.l.E.E. 1933 IS. 

"RECENT REPEATER STATION INSTALLATIONS."-Major F. E. A. MANNING, M.C., 
B.Sc.(Eng.), M.l.E.E., A.M.l.Mech.E. 1933 1s. 

"SOME NOTES ON EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT FACTORY COSTING AND THE 
ECONOMICS OF PRODUCTION."-S. J. HUSBAND, Assoc.1.E.E. 1933 . . 1s. 3d. 

" MODERN DEVELOPMENTS IN TELEPHONE TRANSMISSION OVER LINES."-
J. STRATTON, A.C.G.F.C., and W. G. LUXTON. 1933 IS. 3d. 

"THE TELEGRAPH POLE."-W. H. BRENT, B.Sc., A.M.1.E.E. 1933 1s. 

"MODERN TENDENCIES IN THE SUPPLY OF POWER TO TELEPHONE EXCHANGES." 
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